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FOREWORD
This proceedings is a transcription of the speakers' presentations

given at the Mined Land Reclamation Workshop, held at U.C.

Davis on June 11 and 12, 1980.

The speakers represented a wide range of expertise covering

technical, planning, administrative, and legal topics, based upon
experience with reclamation projects conducted throughout the

United States.

The reader will find divergent views on certain issues such as

whether or not revegetation is purely cosmetic or functional, or

whether or not an excavation should be put to another land use in

its present condition or be altered by shaping to be compatible with

the surrounding terrain. However, there was agreement among all

speakers that reclamation could be accomplished if planned early

and with vision.

This proceedings provides useful insight into such urgent issues

attendent upon mine reclamation as ultimate land use, waste dis-

posal, timing of reclamation activities, environmental controls, and
performance monitoring. It is hoped that the information and in-

terplay of points-of-view presented in the following pages will con-

tribute to a resolution of potential conflict between those who alter

the landscape to extract minerals and those who see a need for

other land uses.

Perry Y. Amimoto
Editor and Reclamation Workshop Coordinator
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PREFACE
On June 11 - 12, 1980, the California Division of Mines and Geology, the California

Department of Conservation, and the State Mining and Geology Board sponsored a workshop
to explore all aspects of the reclamation of mined lands, in cooperation with the University

of California at Davis.

The purpose of the workshop was to bring together planners, technical experts, and industry

so that there could be an interactive discussion between those who issue permits, those who
prepare reclamation plans, and those who conduct and oversee the reclamation of mined
lands. Experts in the field of reclamation from across the country were invited to the confer-

ence and representatives ofmany industry and professional associations in the State participat-

ed.

The workshop provided a useful forum to improve the effectiveness of the California

Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975 (SMARA), which mandates that lands dis-

turbed by surface mining operations subsequent to January 1, 1976, be rehabilitated according

to an approved reclamation plan. (Operations of less than 1,000 cubic yards in any one
location of one acre or less are exempt.)

The information from the workshop has been compiled into this volume of Proceedings to

provide a permanent collection of the many useful ideas presented and discussed. The sponsors

of the workshop hope that the Proceedings will be a means of extending the wide-ranging and
constructive ideas of the workshop to the solution of mined land reclamation problems
throughout California.
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CONFERENCE AGENDA

REGISTRATION 8:00 - 9:00a.m.

Dr. Priscilla C. Grew was appointed by Governor
Edmund G. Brown, Jr., in 1977 as Director of the
California Department of Conservation. She
chaired the State Mining and Geology Board in

1976, the year during which the Board developed
its first policies and guidelines for implement-
ation of the 1975 California Surface Mining and
Reclamation Act.

9:00a.m. WELCOMING ADDRESS

Dr. James F. Davis was appointed State Geologist
and Chief, Division of Mines and Geology, on

January 30, 1978. He had been State Geologist
and Chief Scientist of the State of New York
since 1968.

CDMG ROLE IN MINE RECLAMATION 9:10 a.m.

Alcides (Al ) S. Freitas is Environmental Coor-
dinator for the County of Sacramento. His ex-

perience is in the area of land use planning
and environmental research and analysis. Al

is a member of the State Mining and Geology
Board.

9:20 a.m. SMARA (Surface Mining & Reclamation Act of 1975)

Dr. James R. Dunn, President of the American
Institute of Professional Geologists, is Chair-
man of Dunn Geoscience Corporation, Latham, New
York. He was recently Chairman of the Construc-
tion Minerals Panel of the National Academy of
Sciences' Committee on Surface Mining and
Reclamation.

COSMAR (Committee on Surface Mining & Reclamation) 9:30a.m.

Irwin Luckman, an architect/planner, is a

Partner, in ENVIRON, Planners-Engineers -

Architects. He has provided consulting
services for quarries and open-pit mining in

Northern California including the preparing
of reclamation plans and EIR's. He was
General Manager, East Bay Regional Park

District.

10:00a.m. PREPARING RECLAMATION PLANS
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Fred S. Matter is Professor of Architecture,
College of Architecture, University of

Arizona. His research included land use

planning, mining operation planning and

post-mining land re-use, environmental
controls, and mining economics in the
western states and Mexico.

10:50 a.m. RECLAMATION PLANNING IN ARID REGIONS

LUNCH 11:30 - 1:00p.m.

Senator John A. Nejedly, representing the 7th
Senatorial District, has authored major
legislation including Surface Mining and
Reclamation Act of 1975, Pesticide Control Act,
Solid Waste Management and Resource Recovery
Act of 1972, the Forest Practice Act of 1973,
Suisun Marsh Act of 1974, Wilderness Act of
1974, and Urban and Coastal Park Bond Act of 1976.

HISTORY OF SMARA 12:30 p.m.

Anthony M. Bauer is a Principal in The Design
Enterprise, Ltd., Centerville, Ohio. He is a

trustee, American Society of Landscape
Architects. He has worked on various projects
relating to land reclamation and urban design
on a variety of mineral resources from New York
to Cal ifornia.

RECLAMATION OF SAND & GRAVEL MINING & ROCK QUARRIES

Dr. David Storm is head of Storm Engineering,
an environmental engineering firm which
specializes in land application technology for
wastewater and wastewater solids, watershed
management, hydrology, hydrobiology, and sani-
tary microbiology.

IN-STREAM MINING 1 :45 p.m.

Dr. Robert C. MacArthur is a member of the en-

gineering staff at the Hydrologic Engineering
Center (HEC), Davis, California, and teaching
staff at the University of California at Davis.

He is involved in the development of computer
technology in the field of water supply and
hydrodynamic modeling and analysis of sediment
transport problems.

2:00 p.m. STREAM-FLOW SIMULATION MODELS
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Dr. Burgess L. Kay is a specialist in wildland
seeding in the Department of Agronomy and Range
Science at the University of California at
Davis. He has worked on applied research
problems in the field of dryland seeding or
range management and has devoted most of his
efforts to environmental control seedings.

2:15 p.m

.

REVEGETATION

Robert E. Leopold is currently Chief, Division of
Planning and Environment, Bureau of Land Management,
Denver, Colorado. He was a Loeb fellow at Harvard
in planning design and land management, and was one
of the curators at "Our National Landscape" conference
at Lake Tahoe for state-of-the-art techniques in
management of visual resources. He was previously
Chief Landscape Architect for BLM in Washington.

3:00p.m. PLANNING DESIGN & MANAGEMENT OF THE VISUAL RESOURCES

Rich Pratt is head of the Contractors and Surety
Bond Division of Noack and Dean, insurance agents
and brokers. He also served as manager of
Alexander & Alexander's bond department in San
Francisco, and presently serves on the Intra-
Industry Relations Committee of the Associated
General Contractors of California.

BONDING 3:30p.m.

Bruce Fry is Assistant Planning Director for
Alameda County, and has been involved with plan-
ning and regulatory programs for mining,
reclamation, and resource conservation of that
County's hard rock quarries and sand and gravel
deposits.

4:00p.m. PLANNERS & INDUSTRY'S/QUESTIONS TO ALL SPEAKERS

DINNER SPEAKERS (June 11)

Don Reining is Executive Secretary of the
Southern California Rock Products Association
and Southern California Ready Mixed Concrete
Association. He will illustrate urban problems
associated with mining.

Mr. Don Bussey has recently retired as projects
manager for Kaiser Refractories Company at Moss
Landing. He will present a discussion of reclama-

tion problems in mountainous areas of California.

Mr. Marion Ely is an Environmental Specialist
for the San Bernardino Planning Department. He
will discuss reclamation in the arid region of
Cal ifornia.
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ULTIMATE LAND USE
a. Economic Productivity

1. Agriculture

2. Forestry

3. Industry

4. Housing
5. Recreation lake

6. Waste disposal

7. Park

TOPICS TO BE DISCUSSED

8. Preserve for future mining
9. Grazing

10. Fish pond
1 1

.

Methane production

12. Flood control

13. Groundwater recharge

b. Aesthetic Use
1. Open-space compatible with surrounding

landscape, topography and vegetation

2. Fish habitat

3. Wildlife habitat

2. WASTE DISPOSAL
a. Chemical and physical properties of mining waste

b. Disposal practices

1. Return of waste to the mine excavation

2. Treatment of waste disposal material on the site to prevent environmental and aesthetic

degradation

3. Leachate control

4. Air pollution: dust, chemical and radiation

c. Quantity of overburden, waste rock, tailings, slurries and slimes

d. . Shaping or disposition of waste disposal material for ultimate land use.

3. TIMING OF RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES
a. Preservation of topsoil or weathered material with suitable topsoil characteristics

b. Rehabilitation practices on the pit and waste material including shaping of the pit and return

of waste material to mine excavations concurrent with mining operation.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
a. Purpose

1. Restoration of surface and groundwater hydrologic balance

2. Mitigate onsite and offsite erosion and sediment runoff

3. Prevent air contaminants

4. Control surface and groundwater pollution

5. Protect fish and wildlife habitat

b. Performance Standards

1. Stabilization of slopes

2. Grading plan

3. Revegetation
4. Erosion and sediment control

5. Containment or neutralization of toxic materials

6. Control of mine drainage

7. Dust control

8. Visual screening

5. PERFORMANCE MONITORING
a. Bonding to secure compliance with approved plans (include staged performance)

b. Enforcement
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Welcoming Address

By Priscilla C. Grew

On behalf of the Resources Agency of the State and
the Department of Conservation, I would like to ex-

tend a warm welcome to all of you and thank all the

speakers, especially those from out of state, and all

participants for taking time to be with us today. We
are just delighted with the turnout for this workshop,
which, to my knowledge is the first of its kind in the

state and we're glad to see that on the list of work-
shop participants we have people here from local

government, from industry, from the consulting

community, from a number of government agencies

and many private citizens interested in mining and
reclamation issues. I hear you had a very successful

field trip yesterday in spite of an energy crisis on one
of the buses. Apparently there was no lack of energy
for listening to the interesting talks yesterday after

dinner and I really hope that today will be a useful

session for you.

As you know, mining is a very important economic
activity in California, accounting for a 1.4 billion dol-

lar segment of our state's economy. Reclamation of

mined lands is of equal importance, in view of public

concern for the extraordinary environment which
we treasure here in California and our concern for

the quality of life for our citizens.

Reclamation is not a new topic of concern in Cali-

fornia. For example, in 1884 (Woodruff vs. North
Bloomfield et al) there was an injunction issued

against the discharge of hydraulic mining debris into

California's rivers. And this was brought about be-

cause many of the members of the farming commu-
nity felt that the silting of the rivers caused by the
hydraulic mining was causing deleterious effects to

their land.

During the period 1930 to 1971, an estimated 23,000

acres of California was disturbed by surface mining.
Now that might seem to be a very small price to pay
considering that we have about 100 million acres in

the state, a small price for the benefits which the
mining has given to our economy, but for those who
are living near mining operations or those who are
adversely affected by off-site effects, these opera-
tions, if improperly reclaimed, are of great concern.
We can point to some past examples of mines which
were not successfully reclaimed and which created
major problems for next door neighbors, problems
that continued long after mining ceased.

Hydraulic mining of gold at the Malakoff Diggings
in Nevada County left what has been described by
some as a wasted lunar landscape. The Penn Mine in

Calaveras County has left us a legacy of acid water
discharge and drainage.

But we can also point to many past mining projects
which have been very successfully reclaimed. Here
society has reaped the benefits of mining and contin-
ues to reap the benefits of viable post-mining use. In
the City of Los Angeles, for example, what was once
a sand and gravel pit is now an industrial park. Rec-
ognition for the dual need for development of our
mineral resources and improvement of mine-lands
reclamation led the California legislature, in 1975, to

pass the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act, known
as SMARA. Its author, Senator Nejedly, will be here
today and will discuss the history and background of

that law with you later in the program.

Reclamation, as envisioned by this act, is the return-

ing of mined lands to a condition readily adaptable to

alternative land uses. Reclamation requires that resid-

ual hazards to the public health and safety be eliminat-

ed and that the environmental impacts of mining be
minimized. Reclamation bridges the gap between those

who receive the benefits of mining and those who ex-

perience its impacts. It does this by assuring that the

costs of the projects, including the cost of mitigating

post-mining impacts, are borne by the project and not

passed on to future generations.

Today's workshop is the first of what we hope will

be a continuing series devoted to the problems and
opportunities of mine reclamation in California. The
workshop evolved from concerns by the State Min-
ing and Geology Board and the Department of Con-
servation that a more active state program was
needed to provide technical information on reclama-
tion to local governments which are the implement-
ing agencies for SMARA. The workshop format is also

an effective way to disseminate reclamation informa-
tion to other users, whether planners, mine opera-

tors, or concerned citizens; to provide a forum for

discussion of specific reclamation problems and op-

portunities; and, to review the adequacy of the state's

existing policy on surface mining and reclamation

practice.

California has the potential for production of a

wide diversity of mineral commodities ranging from
asbestos to zeolites, which can be mined using such
varied technologies as open pit, underground, quar-

rying, solution, or dredging methods. The settings in

which mining occurs range from mountains to desert,

coast to interior valley and urban to rural. Thus, recla-

mation in California does not involve a single problem

2—76038



or a single solution. By necessity it requires solutions

carefully tailored to the geographical settings and the

mining technologies employed at each specific mining

site. Because this mining activity occurs within the con-

text of local and regional land-use plans, future land-

use desires of the surrounding communities must also be

considered. And lastly, reclamation must be practical.

Ideally, it should pay its own way, both to the opera-

tor and to society.

We have at this workshop more national experts

assembled on reclamation from a planning point of

view than perhaps any other previous such confer-

ence held in California. This is your opportunity to

talk with persons in such diverse aspects of reclama-

tion as bonding, revegetation, and visual impac
This is also your opportunity to get the probler
your problems, out into the open, to help provii

solutions, or at the very least to leave this conferen
with some positive ideas on reclamation plannir

This is a workshop and you are certainly encourag
to speak freely. You may have insight to the solut

of a particular problem. All of the useful thougi

that are brought out at this conference will be pu
lished in a proceedings volume. So, on behalf of tl

Department of Conservation and the Resourc
Agency of California, I welcome you and thank yt

for your interest. I think that all the successful i

gredients are here for a successful conference, so le

get started.



Mined Land Reclamation

and the

California Division of Mines and Geology

By James F. Davis

The California Division of Mines and Geology

—

/hich is within the Department of Conservation,

/hich Priscilla Grew directs—has the technical re-

ponsibility to provide scientific advice to the Mining
nd Geology Board and to the local communities in

California regarding reclamation. We have addition-

1 responsibilities under the Surface Mining and Rec-
imation Act and I want to make you generally

ware of these.

But, before doing that, since we are a scientific

rganization, let me just say that we publish a great

ariety of items on the geology of the state. I want
ou to be aware that we have a flyer which lists our
•ublications. For those of you who are in consulting,

Deal government, etc., you'll probably find that we
iave information dealing with the geology of your
lortion of the state. Perhaps many of you are aware
f this already, but this item is updated periodically,

nd I'll be mentioning several publications that may
ie of special interest to you. I invite you to get a copy
f our "List of Available Publications" and go
hrough it.

Under the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act, or

MARA, we have two elements. The first element
these aren't mentioned in order of importance) is

aineral conservation. Mineral conservation is basi-

ally an element that's directed toward assuring that

ind-use decisions in areas where there's urban com-
etition or other competition which is not compati-
le with subsequent surface mining are made by the
ssponsible agencies in California, usually at the local

;vel, and that these decisions are made with full

nowledge of what the mineral resources within
leir jurisdiction are. This element of the Act re-

uires the Division of Mines and Geology, under my
irection, to classify mineral resource zones within
reas that are designated to be urbanizing by the
>ffice of Planning and Research, which is in the Gov-
rnor's Office. Therefore, from a scientific point of
iew, we have the responsibility of using the avail-

b\e geologic data to provide mineral zonation maps,
hich were alluded to briefly by Don Reining in his

ilk last night. Essentially they show the areas where
lere are potential minerals and what kinds of poten-
al mineral resources exist in these areas.

Now, mere is no precedent for this anywhere in
ie United States; so with this program we've really

had to develop a way of providing information to the
Mining and Geology Board and to the public with no
precedent to follow. I've found it to be very stimulat-

ing and intriguing to work with the Division staff on
this item.

Special Report 143 is the first classification of min-
eral resources in an urbanizing area that we have
turned out, and this is the San Fernando Valley re-

gion of the Los Angeles metropolitan area. We are in

the process of completing work on Orange County
and in the San Gabriel area. We have completed a

report on the Ventura area which will be published
very shortly. We're also working in the San Francisco
Bay area and will turn out a publication on the South
Bay counties within a few months. And, we're work-
ing on the North Bay counties. Under SMARA the

Division is also required to advise the Mining and
Geology Board of deposits which have or may have
significant importance for the next fifty years either

from a statewide-need basis or a local-need basis, de-

pending on the type of commodity. We are in the
process of preparing an environmental impact re-

port (EIR) on the San Fernando Valley mineral clas-

sification and the identification of deposits within
that classification which are of regional importance
to the future of that area.

Under SMARA the Mining and Geology Board has

the responsibility of designating these deposits,

which requires after designation and a public hear-

ing process, notice being taken of that designation in

the general plan and the zoning ordinances for the

jurisdictions in which the designated deposit exists.

Now, all this is yet to happen. We're only partially

through this cycle and we're all learning as we go
along, but I mention this part of our program today
because the Division staff and the State Mining and
Geology Board is going to be meeting with some of

you on classification and designation, as well as recla-

mation activities.

Under reclamation, the other element of SMARA,
we're dealing with the two tier system in California in

which local government retains the land-use-decision

authority, and has the permitting responsibility. The
Division of Mines and Geology, as a technical adviser

to the Mining and Geology Board, provides the techni-

cal background for the standards for reclamation to be
established. So as a result of our interaction with the



State Mining and Geology Board, a document was pre-

pared: Special Publication 51, which states the policies

and procedures for SMARA under the Mining and Rec-

lamation Act of 1975. This document presents a model

ordinance for reclamation and a model reclamation

plan, and establishes the types of considerations

which should be taken into account in the ordinance

and in the reclamation plans for permitted surface

mining in the State of California. In addition, the

Division provides technical advice to local govern-

ments in the administration of SMARA. We provide

access to the technical information we have to the

individuals who are preparing the EIRs, whether

they're local government or consultants to the min-

ing companies, or the staff of the mining companies

themselves.

The California Division of Mines and Geology is not

a regulatory agency. We do not give the permits; we
participate with the policy board of the State Mining

and Geology Board to establish what the performance

standard should be and to work on compliance. And we
are anticipating that part of our role is one of informa-

tion, technical information dissemination—that's the

purpose of this workshop. We hope to follow this work-

shop in subsequent years with regional workshops

which will stress particular issues and kinds of problems

that are predominant in different areas of the state.

As was pointed out last night in the talks that v

had after dinner, we're dealing with a state whe
the mining methods that are used, as well as t

commodities that result from that activity, have co:

siderable diversity. And finally, we're dealing wil

very diverse climatic influences and diverse soci

settings, so what is a major problem in one portion i

California may not be of the same consideration

another. Today then, as Priscilla Grew said, we'i

trying to look across the spectrum of these issues. \

hope that, by bringing people from all over the coi

try together with you, we can have an opportunity

interact on the major types of issues in reclamatic

in California.

Subsequently we'll be looking with a finer focus i

more regional detail. We're also, I believe in the no
few years, going to be doing case-history analyses (

individual types of reclamation in individual areas t

provide the opportunity for general dissemination (

results and performance in the field to the industr

and to the local governments that are charged wit

the details of regulation.

So these are the things that we are working on an

plan to work on in the future. I am really gratified t

see such a large and diverse group here and will b

looking forward to interacting later in the day an

certainly in the months and years to come.



SMARA— Role of the State Mining and Geology Board

By Al Freitas

On behalf of the State Mining and Geology Board,

i
too wish to extend a warm welcome to all of you for

attending this workshop. I would like to make some
ibservations about the Surface Mining and Reclama-
ion Act of 1975 and express to you my viewpoints of

vhat the act is all about.

. Until recently, land-use planning decisions were
nade with little knowledge about significant mineral

esources underlying the areas designated for urban
ise. Consequently, urban expansion was allowed

vithout regard for these resources that are essential

p the needs of society. Furthermore, in some areas

.ither surface mining occurred that was incompati-

>le with surrounding land uses or the mined lands

/ere left in no useful state.

Sufficient resource management requires not only

ositive land use measures in order to assure a secure

conomic supply of mineral resources, but also the sup-

ort of governmental agencies. Appropriate local and
fate administrations are equally responsible for the

ffectual protection of present and future residents as

ell as the protection of mining areas from nuisance,

azards, and other environmental impacts associated

ith surface mining.

In response to the problem of a lack of some min-
al resource conservation in surface mining and rec-

mation policies, the California Legislature enacted
le Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975,

)mmonly known as SMARA. The legislature enact-

1 SMARA to ensure that (1) adverse environmental
fects are prevented or minimized and that mine
mds are reclaimed to a useful condition which is

ladily adaptable for alternative land uses; and (2)

I at the production and conservation of minerals are

acouraged while giving consideration to values
i lating to recreation, watershed, wildlife range and
Irage, and aesthetic enjoyment; and (3) that resid-

i.l hazards to public health and safety are mini-
iized.

Thus, it has become the requirement that every
cy and county throughout the State of California

viere surface mining operations occur adopt ordi-

rnces establishing procedures for the review and
aproval of reclamation plans and the issuance of

p rmits to conduct mining operations. As I see it, the
Srface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975 consists

e;entially of two interrelated parts: mineral re-

sarces conservation and reclamation.

The conservation element of the Act involves

some specific responsibilities: (1) the classification of

mineral resources, (2) designation of these resources

as being of regional or statewide significance, and (3)

the planning aspects. Dr. Davis previously explained

to you what classification of these resources meant
and what designation means. The mining board has

adopted special guidelines and policies intended to

assist cities and counties in planning the preservation

of their mineral resources. The planning require-

ments of SMARA can be fulfilled by amending exist-

ing conservation and open-space elements and
pertinent sections of general plans to incorporate

policies and measures for the protection of mineral

sites from incompatible development.

At the present time, the State Office of Planning

and Research is in the process of updating its general

plan guidelines. I would like to inform you that the

proposed revised guidelines contain a chapter dis-

cussing SMARA land-use issues and outlining specific

suggestions on how to most efficiently protect and
manage mineral resources in accordance with the

state law.

Since the enactment of SMARA, the State Mining
and Geology Board has adopted policies for surface

mining and reclamation practice. I call your atten-

tion to Special Publication Number 51, which is avail-

able to all of you who are attending this conference.

The purpose of the policy is to guide local govern-

ments in the preparation of mining ordinances and
to assist in the establishment of minimum reclama-

tion standards.

However, in some cases certain types of mining
occur in such diverse areas of the state, as pointed out

by Dr. Grew previously, where geological, topo-

graphic, biological and their conditions are so unique
that common reclamation standards cannot be ap-

plied. Among the types of mining which require spe-

cial reclamation, I would like to mention in-stream

mining, gold mining the Sierras by means of dredg-

ing or by de-watering of inactive mines, the dredging
within streams by so-called weekend miners, open-

pit mining for oil shale, desert mining, what to do
with the very large pits after mining ceases, and min-

ing which generates large amounts of waste material.

These types of ruining operations present potential

problems which must be addressed with appropriate

reclamation measures. We depend upon your coop-



eration to find solutions to these problems. Through
this workshop we hope that by studying the issues,

exchanging ideas, and exploring the best alternatives

to deal with the problems of reclamation, we will be
better able to resolve problems of mutual concern. If

this approach proves successful, and I'm confide:

that it will, we can look forward to the future wor
shops to discuss other issues of common concei

related to SMARA.



COSMAR (Committee on Surface Mining and Reclamation)

By James Dunn

Before I talk about the COSMAR report and its

possible significance, I will first review briefly the

history of the Committee on Surface Mining and
Reclamation and what our charges were.

On August 3, 1977, the 95th Congress passed Public

Law 95-87— The Surface Mining Control and Recla-

mation Act of 1977. The focus of that law was coal; but

Section 709 called for a study of surface mining for

minerals other than coal to determine whether exist-

ing and developing technology for mining minerals

other than coal can be used to achieve the require-

ments of the Act, and to discuss alternative regula-

tory mechanisms to control mining. The Act directed

the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to

contract with the National Academy of Sciences

(NAS), other agencies, or private groups, as appro-

priate, to conduct the study. The NAS Commission
on Natural Resources formed the Committee on Sur-

face Mining and Reclamation (COSMAR).

COSMAR consisted of 18 committee members and
was chaired by Dr. James Boyd. Although no one
from industry was on the committee, several mem-
bers were consultants to industry. In addition to the

original 18-member committee, the COSMAR effort

included nine panels and four subcommittees. A total

of 47 individuals were chosen to serve on the nine

panels, several of whom were from industry. The
four subcommittees mentioned were Environmen-
tal, Socio-Economic, Alternate Regulatory Mech-
inism, and Editorial Committees. Thus the sum total

ofCOSMAR, panels and subcommittees, involved ex-

perts with an exceptionally broad variety of skills,

aiowledge, experience and perspectives.

I should note now that Fred Matter of the Univer-
;ity of Arizona, here on my right, was a member of

:OSMAR; and John Dragonetti, USGS, and Bob
vlunro of Blue Diamond Materials, who are also in

he audience, were members of the Construction

Minerals Panel.

At first Congress said that we were to study "sand
ind gravel." However, Congress apparently did not
ealize that crushed stone was not sand and gravel,

>ut they actually had intended to include crushed
tone. The Construction Minerals Panel covered far

nore subjects than originally intended. An analysis of

)lasting and its impacts were added to the panel's

>riginal charge simply because crushed stone opera-
ions tend to be close to metropolitan areas, and

they've had the most experience with solving or try-

ing to solve problems involved with blasting. In addi-

tion, leaders of the gypsum and cement industries

pointed out that they produced construction materi-

als and, consequently, we included them. Also, agri-

cultural limestone and lime were added because
much mineral aggregate is produced from opera-

tions which also produced agricultural lime. So, the

committee's charge became a sort of monster be-

cause we ended up studying most of the mining in

the United States.

In all, COSMAR operated for about a year and a half

and published its report called "Surface Mining of Non-
Coal Minerals, A Study of Mineral Mining from the

Perspective of the Surface Mining Control and Recla-

mation Act of 1977" early in 1980.

The main body of COSMAR's report consisted of

339 pages, including a dissenting opinion. In addition

there were two appendices called "Appendix I: Sand
and Gravel Mining, and Quarrying and Blasting for

Crushed Stone and Other Construction Minerals,"

and "Appendix II: Mining and Processing of Oil Shale

and Tar Sands."

COSMAR concluded that the degree to which re-

quirements of the PL 95-87 can be met by existing or

developing technology ranges from achievable to im-

practical depending upon the specific requirements of

the law as related to the location and nature of mineral

deposits and methods of mining and processing. This

comes as no surprise to you people here in California

because almost everyone from California who testi-

fied at the Construction Minerals Panel meeting in

Los Angeles agreed that it's very difficult for a bu-

reaucracy in Washington to regulate all conceivable

conditions which can occur in a state with as diversi-

fied a set of climatic and mining conditions as Califor-

nia.

Dr. James F. Davis, State Geologist for California,

said when he talked at the Construction Minerals

Panel hearing at Pasadena that the predominant
feeling among state geologists is that those state

geologists in the eastern United States felt that Public

Law 95-87 was certainly applicable to western opera-

tions, but not to theirs; the western state geologists

thought that the Public Law 95-87 was probably ap-

plicable to the eastern operations, but not to theirs.

So, even within coal mining there were some prob-

lems in trying to apply a law whose focus was coal. It



comes as no surprise, therefore, that PL 95-87 is prob-

ably not generally applicable to the rest of the min-

ing industry.

The people from other states who testified before

the Construction Minerals Panel had similar feelings.

The perspective was similar from people in mining

and in government.

COSMAR also identified requirements in PL 95-87

which could be met with relatively minor revisions

in the law. Some estimates of costs and relative feasi-

bility of various alternative regulatory mechanisms
were also made. COSMAR also found that there are

alternate mechanisms and institutional approaches

which are not regulatory in character that might en-

sure the achievement of the most beneficial post-

mining land use for areas affected by surface and
open-pit mining.

My panel, the Construction Minerals Panel, was
concerned with about 93% of all mines in the United
States. Some 45% of all rock moved by the mineral

industry in the United States consists of construction

mineral materials.

In addition to COSMAR's basic findings, the study

also makes the following points. (1) Mining uses a

small part of the land resource in the United States

relative to its importance to society. (2) Recause of

the importance of minerals relative to other land

values, mining should be done wherever possible

before competing uses make mining unfeasible.

However, as an aside, I should point out that plan-

ning for mineral extraction as part of land use is rela-

tively easy with construction minerals. However,
planning for mining of the more exotic mineral
materials is very difficult because probably most such
deposits have yet to be found.

The environmental effects of non-coal mining are
far more diverse than the environmental effects of
coal mining. Large open pit mines such as copper
and iron mines may cause permanent changes in the
landscape, and reclamation in the standard sense
may vary from very difficult to virtually impossible
for economic reasons.

COSMAR also found that reclamation efforts are
likely to be most successful if they are integrated into

the total mining operation from the beginning and are
directed toward a desired post-mining land use. I would
have to say, however, that for crushed stone quarries,

selection of a specific post-mining use is often not real-

istic because the average life of a crushed stone opera-
tion in the United States is about 85 years. It's very
difficult now to predict what will be the situation

economically, sociologically and /or technically in 85
years. It certainly would have been difficult for min-

ers 85 years ago, in 1895, to predict reasonable post-

mining land uses for the world in which we now live.

We found that planners often fail to consider min-
ing as an aspect of land use. Planning functions are

dispersed among local, state and federal govern-

ments and are often poorly coordinated. Local gov-

ernments usually have authority to regulate mining
and reclamation through zoning ordinances and
land-use decisions. This local control is intended to

satisfy local needs. Known mineral deposits, except for

those controlled by mining companies, are generally

not reserved for future mining. (Incidentally, I do not

believe that it is necessarily always good to reserve

mineral deposits for future use; mining is not necessar-

ily always the highest land use.) Further, even in cases

where deposits have been reserved, there are some
dangers and there are some booby traps.

In the case of Fairfax County, Virginia, for in-

stance, an attempt was made to reserve mineral ag-

gregate deposits for future use. Unfortunately, they

relied too much on the mineral industry to help lay

out the resource areas. In any event, in Fairfax

County the mineral producers were very successful

in setting aside reserves under land which they

owned or were likely to own or control. Rut they

made no allowance for any additional mineral depos-

its to be developed. This is a logical thing from a

producer's perspective, because it is difficult for a

company to justify to its stockholders activities which
could encourage increased competition. The net re-

sult of that, however, is that after fifteen years the

reserves of mineral aggregates are largely depleted

and there are no major new deposits available in that

section of Virginia. Thus any short term gain by pro-

ducers was a long term loss.

The Construction Minerals Panel analyzed the

magnitude of the reclamation problem. How big a

problem is it and how much concern should the fed-

eral government really have to be sure that land is

reclaimed and reclaimed properly.

About .17% of the total of the United States has

been disturbed by mining excavations. Of this about

60% (or about .09% of the U.S. lands) is the result of

sand and gravel, crushed stone and clay mining.

However: (1) About 26% of this .09% has been

reclaimed according to the Rureau of Mines. This

reduced the apparent problem to .067% of the land

of the United States. (2) COSMAR also found that for

most construction mineral sites, reclamation in the

United States is already assured because most states

(about 30 of them) already have mine land reclama-

tion laws and these states produce about 80% of the

construction minerals. This reduces the problem to

.013% of the U.S. (3) Rut COSMAR also found that
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land on which there is currently a mining operation

and which, therefore, often cannot be reclaimed is

not separated from 'mined out' properties. This sort

of land shows up as disturbed, unreclaimed land in

the Bureau of Mines statistics. If you cut out land that

has not been reclaimed but probably will be, then

the reclamation problem diminishes. (4) In addition,

mined lands that have been put to some other use

without formal reclamation by the mine operator

were not considered to be reclaimed. As you know,
much land which was never formally reclaimed by
mining companies has been put to other uses simply

because the land is in an area of high land prices and
its use is almost assured.

Items 3 and 4 further reduce the magnitude of the

reclamation problem for the construction minerals

industry, but by an indefinite amount.

The latter was not stressed in the COSMAR report.

Yet it is clear that, even without reclamation laws, the

value of a hole in the ground near a metropolitan area

is so great and land values so high that any such exca-

vation is almost certain to be used. I think of this as a

sort of "reclamation imperative" which may be
stated as follows: "Civilization abhors an unused hole

in the ground." People will fill it up or in some way
use it. Therefore, a new federal law to try to make
sure that something is done is not so important as to

make sure that it's done right.

To minimize the size of the reclamation problem is not

to minimize the fact that there are problems with min-

eral production. Everyone here knows that, and that the

problems take the form of conflict between the con-

struction minerals industry and their neighbors. The
primary problems which have the highest visibility

are unsightliness, dust, noise, and truck traffic, al-

though locally there may be other problems which
may be of critical importance. One question is: Could
a new federal law help to solve these problems? Of
these four major problems — that is truck traffic,

unsightliness, dust and blasting vibrations and noise
— only unsightliness and dust can be readily solved
in many cases. As we all know, many construction

mineral producers do excellent work screening and
landscaping their operations. There are other cases

where such landscaping or screening may be almost
impossible or very difficult. Dust is very well con-

trolled in many cases; unfortunately in other cases it

is not.

Of course, site beautification leads to a regulatory

puzzle. How beautiful should we make an operation or

a building? Unfortunately, beauty is subjective and
philosophies ephemeral. For example, a regulatory
problem could be: Should you cut your lawn or

should you let it be untended and go to weeds? Those
who think that nature is supreme might say that we

shouldn't cut our lawns at all. Were this new philoso-

phy to dominate, Washington regulators might say

that there should not be any lawns. The whole philos-

ophy is subjective. To what extent should such things

be the business of government?

Which is not to say that I don't think that opera-

tions should be beautified. Rather, it is to suggest that

we might try the alternative of encouraging what I

like to think of as the "environmental imperative";

i.e., "people and nations tend to improve their envi-

ronments to the extent that is possible considering

limitations of wealth and requirements of survival."

I consider that environmental improvement is natu-

ral, perhaps as natural as decorating one's person. I

suspect that when individuals or nations are not im-

proving their environments that there may simply

be other more critical considerations which block

that natural imperative.

Back to COSMAR, the thrust of the Construction

Minerals Panel report is toward suggesting ways in

which the federal government might help to make
the process of construction minerals mining more
compatible with the wishes of their neighbors. Mak-
ing certain that mined land is reclaimed would solve

only one component of the problem, probably a very

minor component, particularly where the neighbors cur-

rently living around an operation may never see the

operation completed and reclaimed. Further, solving

the problem of incompatibility of the construction min-

eral producers with their neighbors is recognized as

being only part environmental. Sociologic and economic

factors are just as critical.

The panel sees the recognition of this syndrome of

problems and its suggestions for solutions as being its

major potential contribution. We hope perhaps that

this is what Congress really wanted. I think that a

new law might be useful if it's directed toward re-

solving problems between construction mineral pro-

ducers or mineral companies in general and their

neighbors. A new law merely to assuring that recla-

mation occurs seems a bit like trying to kill a mos-
quito with an atomic bomb. I don't believe it would
solve any major problems.

One thing which a new law could do would be
perhaps to encourage alternatives to trucking. How
do you get mineral material out of a pit or out of an

excavation through a neighborhood without causing

problems with the neighbors? Government might
also offer financial or technical help in beautification

procedures to assure that this sort of thing will hap-

pen.

Finally, there is one problem which really is the

basis of all problems, i.e., almost everyone agrees
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now that we need minerals and it is in the interest of

the general pubic to produce minerals. However, in

virtually all cases of conflict there is some small seg-

ment of the public, usually a local community, which
does not consider it in their advantage for minerals

to be produced in that particular spot. Is there any
way to bring the interest of the minority into line

with the interest of the majority. I think that perhaps
there might be in some cases. One possible solution

might be to find a method by which the general public

compensates economically the small segment of the

population which is inconvenienced, either economical-

ly or otherwise. After all, if it is in the interest of the

general public to produce minerals, but not in the inter-

est of a specific public, then it would be logical for the

general public to compensate the specific public. In

other words, if it's a town that is having a problem
with something, or a county, then perhaps the town
or county should be compensated in some special

way by those who benefit by production of minerals
from their area.

What are the chances of a new federal law? I don't

know. I would suggest that if the current administra-
tion remains in, there is a fairly good possibility of

some sort of new law within the next four years. If a

new administration comes in, I would think that the
possibility is far more remote.

QUESTION BY TONY BAUER:

In your public hearings, did you get much response
from environmental groups concerning the COS-
MAR report?

DR. JAMES DUNN:

We sought testimony from environmental people.
We worked very hard to get this. We worked quite
closely with Mike McClosky, Executive Director of

the Sierra Club, who was in COSMAR. He referred
us to specific people in the various areas. At his

suggestion we solicited local Sierra Club groups or

other environmental groups to the greatest extent
we could. We were not successful in getting a very
large number of people testifying along those lines.

Most of the testimony that we got which was envi-

ronmental in nature was from government agencies;

some of that was impressive and excellent. I suspect
that most environmentalists were directing their en-
ergies toward expanding federal wilderness with-

drawals in Alaska and in other areas of the United
States. Mine land reclamation was simply low on
their list of priorities.
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Preparing Reclamation Plans

By Irwin Luckman

It appears to me that there is a wide range of so-

phistication in this room on the subject of surface

mining reclamation. In fact, I think that among those

of us who are supposed to know something about

reclamation, there is a good deal of confusion. So, if

you will bear with me, I will be rather basic in my
comments. I want to go back to fundamentals, if I

may. I will show some slides which include real world
examples that already exist and also some examples

of drawings and techniques for presenting reclama-

tion plans, which some of you might be particularly

interested in.

I think it should be apparent, with the slightest bit of

thought, that all surface mining must end up with ad-

verse impacts. There are many who are unwilling to

accept this possibility or who, because of this possibil-

ity, would like surface mining simply to be eliminated.

Realistically, we must acknowledge that there are ad-

verse impacts from surface mining; the question is what
can be done about them.

This workshop, which is addressed to reclamation,

is actually concerned with what we are doing about

the adverse impacts of mining. We should really not

be talking about reclamation, which is a confusing

word, but about mitigation. I focus on these words
because I think it will help to clarify not only our

thinking, but also to understand how legislation has

been formulated and how it should be applied.

Reclamation, or, more correctly, mitigation, is not just

cosmetic treatment or painting everything green in or-

der to hide it. Nor is it restoration, or the returning of

something to its original condition—which in most cases

with surface mining is virtually impossible. Generally,

too much material is removed to return a depleted site

to what it was originally. The true intention of surface

mining reclamation is not to completely eliminate ad-

verse impacts, it is to mitigate or minimize the impacts

to a level where mining can be compatible with a wide
range of social and environmental considerations.

Depending upon your vantage point—whether
that of a producer, an environmentalist, a regulator,

or whatever—you may have different views about
what reclamation should be. One extreme is to say

there should be no mining, because there will be
adverse impacts; the other extreme is to advocate
mining without any regulation. The practical ideal

lies somewhere in between.

The introduction of effective regulation in Califor-

nia is quite recent. Surface mining, particularly in

the construction aggregate industry, was relatively

unregulated until about 15 years ago. SMARA was
not adopted until 1975, to go into effect in 1976. Many
counties have still not adopted surface mining ordi-

nances, and there are many requirements in

SMARA, mandated by the legislature, which have
not yet been fulfilled by the Division of Mines and
Geology. So, we are all relatively new to regulation

and especially to the concept of reclamation.

In general, my experience in a number of northern
California counties indicates that reclamation regula-

tions generally acknowledge the need for mitigation

as opposed to restoration. I have not encountered
any attempt at the county level to completely elimi-

nate all damage which may occur as part of mining.

The significant statement on reclamation in

SMARA is the requirement that depleted land be left

in a condition readily adaptable for alternative uses.

As translated into local ordinances, that does not re-

quire a guarantee by the operator, in advance, that

he will actually put the land into a specific use. None
of the local ordinances—with good reason—require

that if you show how your land might become a beauti-

ful park, that you agree to build the park. Or if you
show how it might become a residential development,
that you contract to build that development. It is impor-

tant to understand the distinction between providing

for alternative possibilities and guaranteeing what will

occur in the future.

Along with this broad requirement on ultimate

condition of a depleted site, there are the general

requirements that the land be left in a safe or non-

hazardous condition, that it be clean, free of debris

and structures, that it be stable in terms of slopes and
erosion, and that it be left in a non-polluting condi-

tion. SMARA requires—and local ordinances that are

following SMARA generally contain requirements

—

that there be ongoing attempts at reclamation as the

operation takes place.

Dr. Dunn mentioned the fact that, in some cases,

reclamation cannot be accomplished until either a

significant part, or perhaps even most, of the opera-

tion has been completed. The 85 years he gave as the

average life of a hard rock quarry says something
about how much ongoing reclamation one might ex-

pect. However, practical considerations often do not

prevent regulators from trying to get instant recla-

mation. I was recently involved with a very large

ledge quarry where, before the conditional use per-

mit could be granted, the supervisors, encouraged by
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their staff, wanted to know how quickly a 200-foot

high, open face could be put back into its original

natural forested condition. This is a steep open face

of hard rock, which right now does not have a bit of

organic material on it. It can be put back (and we
had a program for putting it back) , but only as an

integrated part of the operation over a significant

number of years.

The ideal means of achieving reclamation is as an

ongoing part of the operation—which means early

planning. Unfortunately, many producers are un-

familiar with planning. In the past many surface min-

ing operators have proceeded by the seat of their

pants; they have followed a deposit or they have fol-

lowed a land ownership pattern—proceeding the

easiest way with little regard for maximum long-

range benefits or long-range end results. It should be
obvious that the requirement for long-range plan-

ning can be of benefit to the operator. While SMARA
may be concerned with protection of the public, it

has also resulted in benefits to the industry.

I find the repeated reference to "reclamation

plans" to be difficult to deal with, and, as you will see

on some of the drawings that I will show you, we
prefer to use "mining/ reclamation" as the title for

our plans. It is simply that I have difficulty in separat-

ing the two. Reclamation, as I stated, is not cosmetic
treatment. Reclamation is not something to be ap-

plied as an afterthought in order to minimize un-

pleasantness. Reclamation has to be achieved as an
integral, integrated part of the mining operation.

The more sophisticated counties are calling for phas-

ing drawings; they are requiring that implementa-
tion of the ultimate results should start right at day
one. In 1978 I visited many quarries and regulatory

agencies in Europe. In Great Britain a study was
made of the nation's construction aggregate situa-

tion. The Varney report is an overview of aggregate
mining, detailed in a very voluminous document. It

concluded that, if you are going to have mining, you
must accept a compromise between providing a
necessary material and having some environmental
damage. The public and private interest both have to

be served in the process of achieving a successful

compromise. This is a very difficult concept for pu-
rists to accept, either purists environmentally or pu-
rists in terms of unrestricted free enterprise.

I like to refer to the public interest as being repre-
sented by three minimums. The public is best served
if minerals can be generated at minimum cost with the

use of minimum energy and with minimum environmen-
tal damage. The private sector and its interest is best
served by maximums. The private producer sticks to

maximize profit, maximize security through long-term
permits, and maximize protection against encroach-
ment by incompatible uses. It is vital that there be a
workable balance between the private and the public

interests, represented by these minimums and max-
imums.

In spite of the fact that there are still a few Nean-
derthal characters around who ask why they are be-

ing regulated, it has been my experience that most
operators have accepted the need for reasonable

regulation, and have been fairly cooperative in this

respect. However, I am not sure that those doing the

regulating at the local level have always been reason-

able or practical. Perhaps they have been reasonable

but have merely missed the practical aspect of regu-

lation. It is difficult to achieve that marriage between
public and private interests that I mentioned before.

Especially, since there is a wide disparity between
northern California counties as to how regulation is

being applied. It is interesting to me that, because
SMARA is general in its guidance to the counties,

each county finds it necessary to re-invent the wheel
in drafting an ordinance—ignoring SMARA's sug-

gested regulation.

It seems that, if the public interest as represented

by the three minimums—minimum cost, minimum
energy, minimum environmental damage—remains

at the forefront of the minds of the regulators, either

staff or elected officials, then regulation can be rea-

sonable. But all three are necessary for a balanced

public interest package—not any one alone.

The participation of the industry in formulating

regulation, and in implementing regulation and con-

trol, is essential, but this is not always recognized by

local agencies. Mining is not an isolated phenome-
non; it occurs within the context of the environment
and within the context of a social and economic or-

der. Conservationists—the old name for environ-

mentalists—were frequently referred to as

posey-pickers primarily because they were thought

of as people who advocated things they preferred ("I

don't want that hill destroyed because I like it.") . I

think today we are into an arena which is quite dif-

ferent. We now think in terms of protecting our

health and our economic well-being—the future of

our environment.

SLIDE 1. Buchardt Gardens. Many of you may rec-

ognize this as Buchardt Gardens in Victoria, Canada.

This old limestone quarry, which is very widely

known, is a prime example of "painting it green" to

hide the scars of mining. You can almost see the form

of the rock that was left there which has been

greened over. However, if this is what people think

of as reclamation, then they are going to have to be

prepared to have local agencies do what Mrs. Bu-

chardt did, which was to spend a great fortune over

many, many years, providing not only the installation

costs but also the maintenance costs to create this

wonderland. Buchardt Gardens is truly a marvelous
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place, and I highly recommend that it be seen. But,

in my opinion, this is not what is meant by reclama-

tion, which provides environmental protection, or

mining basic materials within the framework of a

social and economic balance.

SLIDE 2. Sand and Gravel Pits near Gieson, Ger-

many. This is in Germany. The water you see is in

wet pits in an alluvial plain. Here, depleted pits have
been converted to a park, although very little was
done to change the land form or to introduce ameni-

ties. This is very highly used in an area just south of

Frankfurt that gets fairly hot summer temperature.

Trucks are there across the road because this opera-

tion is still going on while a part of the site is already

in use as a recreation area.

SLIDES 3-5 Park in Viry-Chatillon, France. This is

another example of wet pits where the aquifer is

exposed. This is Viry-Chatillon just outside of Paris.

The pits are next to the Seine River. The man who
made a great fortune off of the mining here was very
public spirited. Like Mrs. Buchardt, he progressively

developed this landscape as he mined. The land in

the foreground was filled and reclaimed by the same
man who was able to underbid everybody on the

contract for the grading of Orley Airport not very far

away. This is all reclaimed land that you see in the

foreground, as far back as the warehouse buildings in

the distance. So here is a marriage of restored land

and open wet pits.

SLIDES 6-8. Niles Quarries, Fremont, California.

This is in Fremont—an example of a very early plan
before structured regulation was instituted. In fact,

the plan was not even called a reclamation plan; it

was called a redevelopment plan. It was an early

attempt at showing how mined areas—wet pits again

—could be converted to an ultimate use, in this case

recreation. At the time, this represented the joint

activites of three major producers.

SLIDE 9. Shadowcliffs Park, Pleasanton. This is a

park in the Pleasanton area in Alameda County
called Shadowcliffs; it is built around a depleted wet
pit that was operated by Kaiser Sand and Gravel
Company. The site was turned over to the East Bay
Regional Park District and was developed by the
District. Sand and gravel operations are still going on
all around the park.

SLIDE 10. Parks; London, England. This is just

outside of London—a park being developed for com-
mercial recreation, which will have a gate charge. It

is a land of mish-mash between Disneyland and a

community park, and I seriously doubt that it can be
commercially viable.

SLIDE 11. ARC Pit, England. In the background
you see the operation still going on while the park is

being developed. This is another commercial recrea-

tion use in England. A very popular activity is the use
of caravans (trailers) during the summer for vaca-

tions. This is a depleted pit, which had very little

done to it; it is used for water skiing and weekend
vacationing.

SLIDE 12. Hall Pits, Tilbury, England. When we
talk about converting areas to recreation in Califor-

nia, we immediately face the problem of the money
to operate and maintain them. This is an example of

a wet pit that was converted to a recreation use by
inviting a sportsman's club to take it over at one
pound a year, and to assume full responsibility for the

security, maintenance and installation of very mini-

mal picnic and campground facilities. This is a pri-

vate use now; however, it has relieved the owner of

the land, the operator, from responsibility, although
he has retained the rights to the land and can claim
the land at any time in the future.

SLIDE 13. ARC Pit; Poole Lechlade, England.
Here are some of the sportsmen who operate a simi-

lar facility.

SLIDE 14. Lone Star Industries Pond; Pleasanton,

California. This happens to be in Alameda County. It

is a Lone Star depleted pit which was used as a set-

tling pond for waste materials from the operation. It

is used now for evaporating excess water.

SLIDE 15. Aquaculture, Kaiser Sand & Gravel

Company, Pleasanton. In this pit at Kaiser Radum
plant in Pleasanton, we see an aquaculture or fish

farming activity. This is a view of fish feeding de-

vices. There are two different kinds of feeding ar-

rangements: the one in the background holds the

trout in cages; the one in the foreground depends
upon the trout responding to regular intervals of

feeding. Supposedly, they will be there regularly at

feeding time so they can be harvested easily. This

facility has proven to be commercially workable. The
young people who are running the operation are

talking about investment of large amounts of capital

to expand the operation.

SLIDE 16. Lone Star Industries, Pleasanton. This is

in the same Lone Star operation. Three different

activities can be seen going on at the same time. The
pit on the right is an active pit in which mining is

going on. The area in the middle is a settling pond in

which washings from the operation have been depos-
ited. That pond is full now, and it is being allowed to

revegetate on its own. On the left is an active settling

pond with the slimes being deposited in the far

corner of the picture.

SLIDE 17. Kaiser Sand & Gravel Company, Pleas-

anton. This is another Kaiser area. The muddy look-

ing water in that particular cell is a settling pond
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which is almost full. You can see the extensive volun-

teer bullrush growth.

SLIDE 18. BasaltRock Company, Healdsburg, Cal-

ifornia. This is an area in Sonoma County that has

been reclaimed by the settling of fines and then re-

placement of overburden. It is an example of mined
land which has been put back into productive use as

a vineyard, and which is producing as well as, if not

better than, the surrounding virgin vineyard areas.

SLIDE 19. Atlas; Costessey, England. This is in

England, where there are miles of land that has been
mined and put back into agricultural use. These are

dry pits where the land has been left as much as 25

feet below the original grade. In the background, you
can see the original levels.

SLIDES 20-28. Livermore-Amador Valley Quarry
Reclamation Plan. This is the quarry area in the Liv-

ermore-Amador Valley near Pleasanton and Liver-

more, where there were originally four major
operators and now there are three. A reclamation

plan was produced which reflected the mutual inter-

est of those operators and to meet the concerns of the

county. Staging plans were done for various periods

of time, and accompanying each staging plan was a

plan showing the potential for land use. For example,
this is 1995, and possible land uses are broken down
by various coding techniques. This shows where min-
ing was anticipated to take place, and what could
happen on the land at that particular time. Planning
was carried as far as the year 2030, when the entire

area should be depleted and the land should all be in

active use.

SLIDE 29. Kaiser Sand & Gravel Company, Pleas-

anton. This is part of the same operations shown on
the drawings. It is a very large area that Kaiser has
put into light industrial use by the reclaiming of set-

tling ponds and the capping of those settling ponds
with overburden.

SLIDE 30. Kaiser Sand & Gravel Company, Pleas-

anton. This is a different type of reclamation taking
place in pits. Here Kaiser is refilling a pit only with
overburden. They are not using the slimes, but actu-
ally building the pit back up. The buildings in the
background are sitting on similarly reclaimed land.

SLIDES 31-35. Cache Creek, Yolo County. The
map that you are looking at shows 15 miles of mining
along the length of Cache Creek for which we pre-
pared the EIR. Shown are lands under the control of
the operator. There are actually eight operators in

that reach. The EIR, while it was not aimed at pro-
ducing an original reclamation plan, using informa-
tion submitted by the operators, had to demonstrate
the relationship of the various approaches to recla-

mation and how it related to zoning, to existing uses,

and to projected land uses. This slide shows how the

mining relates to existing soils. There was a great

concern about how much prime soil might be taken
This map demonstrated that it was actually relative!

little. This is a close-up of one of the proposals; eac
of the operations was studied in detail like this. These
are some typical cross-sections.

h

SLIDES 36-37. Basalt Rock Company, Healdsburg,
California. This is an area where a river was able to

reclaim land. The area in the foreground on this side

of the levee was riverbed. When the levee was put
in, the box culvert was introduced to permit vehicles

to get through. However, that culvert also permits
flood waters to come through and to deposit silt and
sediment. By this process, without the assistance of

man and only by the action of the water, this land has

been reclaimed. What was originally stream bed is

now active orchard. We believe that we will be able

to demonstrate that this can also be done in deep pits

along the Russian River.

SLIDE 38; Natividad Quarry; Kaiser Refractives,

Salinas. This is a very large dolomite mine for which
a very early preliminary land use analysis was pre-

pared. A detailed reclamation plan is currently being

developed.

SLIDES 39-43. Felton Quarry, Felton. These are

part of a reclamation plan for a hard rock quarry

showing a unique technique for reclamation.

SLIDE 44. Atlas Quarry; East Anglia, England.

This is the University of East Anglia, north of Lon-

don. The operator was invited in and given the op-

portunity to mine out a pit so that the University

could end up with a biological study area. I think

that's a rather unique twist.

QUESTION BY GREG CARR:

You mentioned the use of the term mitigation in-

stead of reclamation, and I must say I agree with that.

I think that's a very appropriate term to use. We've
had some success in Sonoma County with using, with

developing an EIR for all mining operations in the

county and then using that EIR as a guideline for

mitigation environmental effects and setting recla-

mation standards. I think that that's one area that I

definitely agree. Environmental information can be

useful in establishing those kind of policies for min-

ing in the future. That's more or less a comment, not

a question, but I think that's...if you want to make a

comment on that...

RESPONSE BY IRWIN LUCKMAN.

My only comment, Greg, is that the success in So-

noma County is questionable.
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COMMENT BYJIM DUNN:

I'd just like to make one quick comment and that

is that, Irwin, as you suggested, when it comes to

developing or starting an operation, there are two
sides. There's the private interest first versus the

public interest, and I think I'd like to have people

consider the alternatives. That there is a private in-

terest and that, perhaps, the operator, in a way, is

really representing the general public but not repre-

senting necessarily the narrow public, the smaller

segment of the public, which perhaps is worrying
about this operation. And, therefore, I would suggest

that it might be fairer to have somebody who is sup-

porting the operation who does represent the gen-
eral public, as against the private, as against the town
or the county—the public in the immediate vicinity

of the operation.

SLIDE 1
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Reclamation Planning in Arid Regions

By Fred S. Matter

I think the philosophy that you heard from Mr.

Luckman is very similar to the one I would use as a

preface to the projects that I want to show you. We're
concentrating on developing a process for studying

reclamation, in this case, of large open pit copper
mines. And there's going to be a tremendous scale

difference, ajump between what you've seen before

and what I want to show you. But, I'd like to concen-

trate on the process and not so much on the results.

The life of the operations that we're going to be
looking at are probably 30 years plus. Maybe 50 years.

And the theory behind what we're doing is that you
should start the reclamation planning at the beginning

of the life of the mine and that it should be one and the

same with the mine operation planning. And I hope
that's illustrated in the process.

The other part of the idea is that we're studying mine
reclamation in three dimensions and we're trying to

simulate, through various techniques, the life of the

mine, the changes in the landscape and then, hopefully,

through alternative simulations, look for a potential

that has re-use capabilities after the mine life is fin-

ished.

Let me qualify that. Since we're talking about 30

to 40 years, we're also looking at staging techniques

in which reclamation can start quite early in the life

of the mine, and then end up with a final land form
which can be totally re-used. There are three

projects. Each of them involve slightly different

techniques. We are continuously defining each one,

investigating the process, and adding new parts to it.

Slide No. 1 shows a portion of a very large mining
area south of the city of Tucson. We are looking at a

stretch along an interstate highway from Tucson to

Nogales; it's about 15 miles in length, and there are

five different open-pit copper mines in this area. The
waste areas immediately surround the pits. Along the

interstate highway are the tailing ponds. A critical

aspect of this configuration is the retirement commu-
nity of Green Valley, Arizona. Unfortunately, these

copper mines started just about the same time that

the Green Valley retirement community was also

being planned. Neither the developer or the miners
or the county planners managed to get together and
check long range development plans. They had no
idea of the potential for conflict.

A brief feeling for the scale of the area is shown in

Slide No. 2. This is one half of the model we made of

the entire valley. The smaller tailing pond is about a

mile across. The waste areas adjacent to the ponds
are also about a mile across. Now, what I showed you
in Slide No. 1 was the way the operation was when
we first started and this was about five or six years

ago. This is a twenty-year projection. I hope you can
see between the two that the amount of waste
materials triples in twenty years, at the end of which
time there will be a continuous band (15 miles long)

of waste areas and tailing ponds.

We developed a number of initial concepts to

guide our investigation, and the first concept we
came up with is that in a massive scale of this sort

there is no way you can hide the effects of the min-
ing. To attempt long-term cosmetics is just a waste of

time. What we were looking for from the very begin-

ning were positive re-uses of the landscape and hope-
fully re-uses that would be profit-making for the
operators or for the developers. We began by chang-
ing the zoning concept from one which set aside the
mining operations areas to, in this case, one which
expanded the housing in the Green Valley area onto
the developed mine dumps—the redeveloped mine
dumps. The City of Green Valley and the interstate

highway are located right at the base of the tailing

ponds.

Slide 3 shows our drawing of the area. This is an
analysis we did very early of the land ownership pat-

tern in the immediate vicinity of the mine. It is a

pattern which has caused all kinds of problems. On
the right side is the Papago Indian Reservation; in

the middle is a big chunk of state land; on the im-

mediate left side are 10 acre lots, which were devel-

oped for trailers. This side of the area is mined by
Cypreus Pima and the other side by ASARCO.
ASARCO also owns land immediately adjacent to the

Pima dumping area. The land ownership was the

prime condition which dictated to each mining com-

pany where it could dump and how it could try to

minimize the environmental impacts. For example,

a twenty-year projection of the mine, because of the

land ownership, caused dumping projections which
were totally unrealistic both economically and with
regard to the impact on the environment. The
ASARCO dump was forced into an L shaped configu-

ration because of restrictive leases on Indian land.

This pattern costs them much more money to operate

and also spreads out the area of impact due to the

elongated configuration.

We subsequently developed six or seven alterna-

tives, studied in three dimensions through models, for

determining how the impact could be minimized. We
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ended up with a series of land trade-offs which only

became feasible once the different parties involved

could see some sort of a long range re-use for the whole

area. They were then more willing to talk to each other

and discuss potential land-swaps. We minimized the

area of impact by consolidating the dumps as close to

the pit as possible. We called for revegetation of the

tailing ponds near the interstate. We located new
tailing ponds in close to the original dumping area

and surrounded them with alluvium. That is the basis

of the final alternative that we developed. Since it

was above existing housing areas, we projected using

the finished dump areas for earth integrated hous-

ing. Slide 4 shows the circulation pattern, some
light industrial zones on the back side, and a dump
which was staged in different parcels that could be

finished in advance of the 20-year life of the mine.

Thus it is possible to do some of the final land shaping

before the mine operation is completed.

Slide 5 shows the Anamax tailing ponds. Overbur-

den was used to build the dykes completely in ad-

vance of the flow of any tailing material. The
terracing is in response to a request by the State

Land Commissioner. This slide also shows the view

from the edge of that tailing pond and the terracing

looking out over the valley toward Tucson. The top

of the tailing pond is sculpted and planted with grass.

The idea was that this would shield the visual impact

of the tailings dam from below. What it actually did

was make it stand out far more in the desert than if

it had been left alone.

Slide 6 is an example of how we proposed expand-

ing the area of the community right up on the sides

of the redeveloped waste areas. Another idea that

came up during this part of the study had to do with

using the pit as a reservoir to help balance peak pow-
er loads, which is a serious problem in this area .

One of the main transmission lines goes right by
the mine area, and with 1,800 feet of controlled fall

with road access, it was fairly easy to design a

pumped storage system in the area immediately to

the back of the retirement community for which we
were projecting additional housing. This concept is

illustrated in Slide 7 . The final effect of all of our

proposals, as seen from the retirement community
below, is the integration of the mined land as an
extension of the community rather than as some dis-

guised foreign piece of landscape that will never ap-

pear as part of the natural setting.

Now, I want to describe another site that we were
asked to develop in the Santa Rita mountains, also to

the south of Tucson. All the base of this site is a high
grass-filled plain that was planned to be developed as

a satellite community. The developer went bankrupt
when his license was revoked due to some questiona-
ble lease switching. The mining company bought the

valley, which is now a cattle ranch, to protect their

water rights. The value of this land holding is proba-

bly close to the value of the copper mine itself.

We started this project with a proposed plan of

operation that we called the "base case." This plan

was done by a firm in Tucson, hired by the mining
company. The theory of the original dumping pattern

was to flatten the dumps as much as possible to keep

the profile as low as possible so it would not be seen

from a great distance. Unfortunately, due to the criteria

of keeping level haul roads up at the top of the pit in

the early stages, the initial dumping also went right up

the sides of the mountain. This negated the theory of

flattening out the lower areas. It also increased the cost

of the dumping in the later stages because it increased

the distances involved to traverse the flattened areas.

We developed a series of alternatives using a com-
puter program based on this original plan. This pro-

gram simulated the time, the haul distances, the fuel

costs, and the maintenance costs so that with eacl

alternative we could give an approximate cost for the

entire waste dumping operation relative to the origi-

nal "base case."

One alternative, seen in Slide 8, took the tailing

ponds out of their initial location in the valley anc

put them in a canyon back in the mountains. This

plan also tucked the dumps in very close to the pit

and removed them from the higher elevations of the

hills. This is the alternative that we chose as being the

most economical, the one that would cause the least

overall damage to the surroundings. The small valley

designated to be filled up by tailing ponds was pickec

because it forms a pocket that can not be seen fror

the outside, it doesn't have much vegetation in it,

and it would be a self-contained waste area witl

minimal impacts on the surroundings.

Another alternative that we considered used a

conveyor belt rather than a truck-dumping scheme.

This plan took the waste area away from the pit and

consolidated it off to one side. This was desireable

because it avoided a unique archaeological zone

located right in front of the open pit.

During this entire process we were trying to perfect

different modeling techniques to study the simulation

alternatives. The first technique, shown in Slide 8 is the

use of a large relief model. The advantage of this simu-

lation is that you can pick up the pieces, millions and

millions of tons of waste, and move them around into

different configurations very quickly. You can see them

in three dimensions; you can think about the impacts

that they can make and talk about them with large

groups of people. The mining companies work with

us, the forest service comes in, the archaeologists are

invited to participate. Having a three dimensional

model in front of you helps tremendously in getting
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people to understand what's going on and to talk

about the possible impacts.

The second technique we used is the computer
simulation to develop economic figures. This was ap-

plied to each re-use alternative. It was developed in

this case in combination with the staging of a project-

ed satellite community. The first stage led to the

protective shielding of the mining operations and
then eventually to building on some of the devel-

!
oped waste areas below the original ring around the

pit. Finally we came up with some earth integrated

;

housing tucked into the lower parts of the dump, as

shown in Slide 6.

In Slide No. 9 , another land of simulation is illus-

trated, that of modeling the ore body in the pit. The
ore is modeled on the plastic inserts so you can see

the direction and the slope of the overall ore body.

This also can give you a sense ofwhere different parts

of the overburden are going to be put adjacent to the

pit.

Slides 10 and 11 show a simulation which involves

drawing techniques and photographs. In the middle
of Slide 10 is Mt. Tolman.That mountain is going to be
removed. We started out with a photograph of it as

it is now. We built models of it and then modeled the

eventual waste areas and tailing ponds. We then re-

drew what it would look like from a composite of the

original photograph and from the model simulations.

Those trees in the foreground of Slide 11 and that

valley are exactly the same trees in the foreground of

Slide 10 , with the valley filled up with the tailing

pond. What you are seeing is a "before and after"

view of the mining site. The dotted lines in the back-

ground are the mountain that will be excavated.

This covers what I wanted to concentrate on today
—to show you the process involved in developing
different simulation techniques to illustrate the

before, during and after conditions of the mining
operations. The basic idea to keep in mind, as Mr.
Luckman stated earlier, is that you have to plan the

reclamation from the very beginning of the mine.
You have to have an idea of alternative re-uses. You
don't want to end up in a situation of trying to cover

something up once you've put it in the wrong place.

QUESTIONBYROBERT COA TES:

In a copper deposit, typically the ore body deterio-

rates as you go down, but economic conditions might,
in the future, make the lower grade ore feasible for

mining once again ten or fifteen years after you did
your reclamation. Did you take that kind of factor

into account?

RESPONSE BYFRED MA TTER:

Yes, we did. That's one of the reasons why we really

didn't do very much with the pits themselves. We real-

ize that the deposit is never really completely finished.

It makes it very important because of that idea to stage

the waste areas so that you have some waste areas

which are filled to capacity or at least to the projected

land form, so that you can begin to do redevelopment.

Then if they come back and reopen the mine, it won't

totally disturb what you've already done. There are a

number of conditions in Arizona where they've done
extensive revegetation, for example, and then come
back and changed their mine plan and ended up
covering up most of the vegetation that they spent a

lot of money establishing in the first place. A more
dramatic example of that are conditions where
they've actually had to move whole mining towns
because they really didn't project far enough into the

future. And everytime the cost of copper changes, as

you said, or a new piece of machinery is developed,

then the mining plans tend to change right out from
under you. So, in our planning we usually leave a

fairly generous area around the pit itself. And then
we try to stage the redevelopment so that you won't
end up making those mistakes.

QUESTION BY.

I'd like to ask what considerations went in the use

of mine tailings for earth sheltered houses with re-

gard to potential pollution, gases or any other chemi-
cal constituents of the tailings that might affect the

people who live there?

RESPONSE BYFRED MA TTER:

We and the people that we worked with haven't
been informed of long term problems of that sort

from the tailing material. There may be things that

we don't know about at this point. The long term
re-uses that I showed you are just conceptual at this

point. We need to do some more engineering studies,

which means we need more money because most of

them haven't been done in the past. We need to

build some prototypes to see exactly how they will

operate in those conditions and what problems there

might be. And that's what we hope to do in the next

step of one of our studies. I'm sure there are all kinds

of unforeseen problems. That's why I want to con-

centrate on the conceptual process of learning, of

modeling, of seeing it and of trying alternatives with-

out saying that we've reached any positive safe con-

clusions. Because we really haven't at this point.

QUESTIONBYDON REINING:

Is it practical to develop models for sand and grav-

el pits, say 200 acres? Seems to be quite elaborate.
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RESPONSE BYFRED MA TTER:

The models really don't take that much time to

build. We did a study for a sand and gravel pit on an

interstate highway south of Tucson, and we used the

same technique to convert it in stages to an industrial

park. It serves the same purposes, I think, as the

larger scale modeling techniques. So I don't think

scale is a deterrent.

MR. REINING:

What about cost?

MR. MATTER:

Well, without giving away all our secrets, it's not

that costly.

QUESTION BY MR. WHITING:

What do you do about the graveyard (Slide No. 10) ?

MR. MATTER:

The graveyard remains there. That's part of the

Indian reservation, and the project is a joint venture

between the Indian reservation and the mining com-
pany. So that's one of our jobs—to show all those

kinds of conditions and the impacts. We don't have
any plans for moving that.

QUESTION BY TOM PARADISE:

What can you tell us about the actual procedures
and materials that you use in developing these mod-
els and then manipulating them?

RESPONSE BY FRED MA TTER:

We've actually experimented with a number of

different materials. The last models that I showed
you are made out of cork, which is a very stable

material relative to cardboard. It doesn't deteriorate

and it doesn't change that much with different mois-

ture conditions. The models are hollow; they have
styrofoam in the middle of them, and they are made
in pieces so that we can move them around the coun-
try. We've taken them from Tucson to Spokane,
Washington, for example, in the back of a station

wagon. They can be stacked in pieces and they're

very light to pick up and move.

QUESTION BYHARRYRECTINWALD:

In planning the placement of the tailings ponds, is

there much consideration given to placing them
where they won't be subject to, say, flash flooding or

receive any other drainages and cause water-quality

degradations?

RESPONSE BYFRED MA TTER:

Yes, we try to consider as many potential problems
as possible. They're usually fed by gravity flow so that

they have to be downhill from the mill site. We try

to minimize the distance from the mill site. We try

to keep it out of areas that would be impacted by

flooding. There are also quite a few areas that have

faults in them which have potential threats to the

groundwater which supplies the city of Tucson. In

addition to water-related problems, tailing material

has a tendency to blow on windy days, and you can

see the results for quite a few miles around. That's

one of the major problems affecting the Green Val-

ley retirement community. Blowing tailing materi-

als, they claim, goes right through the closed

windows, through the doors, and infiltrates the

house.

QUESTION BY TODD COLLAR T.

In your proposed reclamation plans you referred

to the development of future housing on several of

the sites. Was the mining operator committed to

those uses or were these simply conceptual ideas

which some time in the future another developer

would have to implement?

RESPONSE BYFRED MA TTER:

The first answer to your question is that most min
ing companies don't want to get into the housing

development business, although there are several ex

ceptions in Arizona. Phelps Dodge, for example, has

built community towns, so they do have some experi

ence with it. Most of them really don't want to do it

unless they have to. Last year there was a conference

in Columbia, Maryland, sponsored by the Rouse De
velopment Company, which is one of the biggest

community developers in the United States. They
developed Columbia, Maryland. And, their notion

was that the cost of land, of large holdings of land, is

so high, and to keep them for a period of time to

develop a new community, the taxes and other costs

are so high, that they really can't look forward to

doing that in the future. What they were doing was

looking around the country for other people who had

large land holdings, and they settled on mining com-

panies as people who had the land and really didn't

have too many firm plans for what to do with it in the

future. The concept of the conference was joint ven-

tures between community developers and mining

companies to do the kind of thing that we were look-

ing at at the time.
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Fig. 22.4. Satellite city.
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Fig. 22.3. Long-term re-use scheme: satellite city
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Slides 4, 6, and 7—By permission, Fred S. Matter.

"Balancing Resource Extraction and Creative Land

Development," in RECLAMATION AND USE OF
DISTURBED LAND IN THE SOUTHWEST, John

Thames, Editor, Tucson: University of Arizona Press,

Copyright 1977.
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Mine Reclamation and State Law

By Senator John A. Nejedly

INTRODUCTIONBY DR. GREW:

Ladies and gentlemen, we are very delighted to

have here today, Senator John Nejedly, one of the

most distinguished of our state legislators here in Cal-

ifornia representing the Seventh Senatorial District.

As many of you know, Senator Nejedly has authored

a number of the most important natural resources

legislation acts that have been put forward in the last

few years. As listed in the program, they include not

only the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of

1975, which you've been hearing about this morning,
but also the Pesticide Control Act of 1972, the Solid

Waste Management and Resource Recovery Act of

1972, the Forest Practice Act of 1973, the Suisun

Marsh Act of 1974, the Wilderness Act of 1974, the

Urban and Coastal Park Bond Act of 1976; he also

authored the Parklands and Renewable Resources
Act, which passed the legislature and was on the

ballot in June as Proposition 1. Although Proposition

1 was defeated, Senator Nejedly is now working on
a measure which would again support park bonds
(SB 624) in the future. So, Senator Nejedly is one of

the strong supporters of our natural resources legisla-

tion.

As Mr. Dunn indicated this morning, California has

been a leader of the nation in many fields and the

implementation of our Surface Mining and Reclama-
tion Act here has put us in a lead position in the

reclamation and classification area as well. And this

in no small measure is due to the very hard work of

Senator Nejedly. Senator Nejedly will now share

with you some reflections on the Surface Mining and
Reclamation Act. At the end of his speech, he has
indicated he would be glad to answer questions from
the audience. May I introduce, Senator Nejedly.

SENATOR NEJEDLY:

My instructions today are to briefly review the ori-

gin of the California Surface Mining and Reclama-
tion Act and of Senate Bill 1300, which is the follow-

up legislation to the original Act.

The State got into the surface mining issue as govern-
ment does almost instinctively in a political vacuum as

the people of the State over the years became more
and more constrained with regard to utilizing their

State's natural resources. Due in part to the pressures

of increasing numbers of people, there developed the

need for more and more precise resource and land-use

planning. Resource utilization could no longer be left to

chance, which had previously been the predominant

means of decision making. Los Angeles County was
the first one, of course, to feel the conflict between
people and resources, and in this instance, land use,

and was first to begin to develop legislation to control

and protect surface mining. The City's actions were,
of course, limited to the jurisdiction of the City of Los
Angeles. In many instances, unfortunately, Los An-
geles was unable to persuade the county or even
adjacent cities to develop similar mining legislation.

This, in turn, led to people simply escaping regula-

tion in Los Angeles by mining outside the City.

At that time many communities were legitimately

reluctant to get into the regulation of surface mining
because they didn't have the expertise required to

develop any kind of land-use or reclamation policies

for surface mining. In many cases they didn't have an
inventory of the mineral resources. So, planning in

California just simply did not include the activity of

mineral extraction or consider in general planning

what should be done about mineral resources, should

they be discovered. Nothing was being done, except

in Los Angeles and two other southern California

communities, about making the mineral inventories

which, of course, would have to precede any plan-

ning.

So, this vacuum grew from the early twenties

when, in response to the surface mining issues, Los
Angeles first became active. In Sacramento there

were several suggestions made to the Legislature on
how to address the planning needs of surface mining.

Some temporary responses, very limited responses

on the part of the State, were made. It wasn't until

1974, however, that the problem became so acute

and visible and so much pressure had developed
among local planners to secure some kind of state

leadership, that a comprehensive surface mining and
reclamation act was able to be seriously considered

by the Legislature. Unfortunately, in our democracy,

surface mining is no different than any other prob-

lem. We always have to wait until there is a sort of

chaotic circumstance prevalent in the community
and in a large enough community and occurring of-

ten enough to provoke a legislative response. The
Legislature, historically, only responds when there is

a sufficient pressure system built up to make the

problem so obvious that failure to respond to it

becomes a sort of indictable offense and becomes a

matter of enough public discussion to relate to the

reelection campaigns.

In any event, in 1974 when the Senate Committee
on Natural Resources and Wildlife went throughout
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the state and held hearings in communities on the

proposed surface mining and reclamation act, the

Committee heard very similar requests from local

governments. First, the Committee was told that the

local governments had no means of inventorying in

advance where the mineral resources were located.

Second, without that kind of an inventory, the local

government wouldn't know how to plan or manage
mineral extraction. And, third, in many cases they

simply didn't have the kind of understanding or legal

mechanisms available to develop reclamation

projects. Lacking a comprehensive legal system, the

failure to implement reclamation often comes down
to little issues of nuts and bolts. For example, how do
you guarantee completion of a reclamation plan that's

made a condition to an extraction permit? There were
multiple vacuums in the state simply because nobody
could answer that question successfully. The bonding

firms of the state were reluctant and in fact, with very,

very few exceptions for large extractors who had other

insurance, refused to issue any long-term bonds for

performance or for compliance with the conditions of

whatever permit may have existed.

It became clear that first the proposed Surface

Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA) must give

authority to a knowledgeable organization for an in-

ventory of the mineral resources in California, so that

mineral information would be available to local plan-

ners. The initial mineral inventories were limited by
the original Act primarily to urban communities be-

cause that's where the greatest land use pressures

were and because of the limitation of budgeting.

While we were able to sell the idea of local surface

mining management to the Legislature, we were
limited in the funds that could be provided to the

State Mining and Geology Board to implement the

state mineral inventories.

The second aspect of the Act was that the State

would begin to develop some alternative reclama-
tion plans for various kinds of surface mines so that

communities wouldn't have to reinvent the wheel
every time each one of them was developing a recla-

mation plan. The State undertook this task so that

there could be given to local communities various

reclamation alternatives. There are some excellent

examples in several southern California cities of how
reclamation plans, once adopted with some sense,

have resulted in substantial community improve-
ments, particularly the utilization of borrow pits for

marine activities, very attractive boating and swim-
ming and recreational facilities that have been
evolved out of what otherwise would be a commu-
nity eyesore.

Finally, the State Mining and Geology Board was
directed through the legislation to set up in Califor-
nia a lead agency mechanism (SMARA). The problem

that we constantly faced in developing the final form

of this legislation was where the ultimate control over

mining permits would lie. While there was a desire on
the part of many communities to simply wash their

hands of the permit responsibility and let the state take

over, on the other hand there was the demand and
insistance, particularly in rural counties, that these deci-

sions be made by local government. So the final resolu-

tion was to accept the latter approach and provide the

local agencies, the counties or the incorporated areas of

cities, the lead agency responsibility for developing the

permit system incident to surface mineral extraction.

We recognized that if that kind of local government
approach was taken—and in fact, I would prefer it to

the alternatives—that there would have to be certain

guidelines or principles or general purposes estab-

lished on a state level as to what the whole permit
system for resource extractions should include, and
how reclamation should be dealt with.

In any event, that was the origin of SMARA. The
inventory proceeded—the Legislature began to be

impressed by the results of the State Board's inven-

tory process—and local communities found that the

information the Board developed was invaluable to

them. It was information that never would otherwise

have been available for planning purposes, and with

that information at hand, many communities began
to develop what they had attempted to avoid for

many years, the management of these resources in a

sensible fashion. We found, however, over the years

of experience with SMARA, that there was lack of

uniformity in the development of the permit sys-

tems. The lead agencies responded as you might ex-

pect to local pressures. The compliance with the

general state policies was not discernable with any

serious regularity and, in many cases, the planning

that we had hoped to develop was not being done

simply because we were unable, under the original

Act, and the limitation of financing, to complete the

mineral inventory for the entire state.

So, we have suggested developing a response to

these problems in the cleanup legislation that I re-

ferred to previously, SB 1300. We're simply going to

make it quite clear that there has to be developed

locally a plan for permits and reclamation that's con-

sistent with the State Board's determination of gen-

eral public policy on surface mining and general

public interest. In the absence of that local plan (and

we chose not to adopt any heavy-hand approach) , we
proposed in SB 1300 that, in cases where there is no

plan that follows the state policies, the State Board

would be responsible for developing the reclamation

part of the lead agencies' surface mine permits. We,

of course, hope that the local agencies will undertake

the planning and permitting on their own because

they're more sensitive to the effects of mining activ-

ity. They're the ones that have to live with the results
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of the projects, and it's still felt that they're the ones

that should sit in judgment on the whole permit sys-

tem, the extraction process and finally the reclama-

tion.

We're concerned also in SB 1300 with the Federal

Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, which has

not yet been recognized in terms of its application in

California. That Act stated that the funds the federal

government is returning to the State from the devel-

opment of mineral resources on federal lands be di-

rected towards resource management by the State

Legislature. I'm not certain whether the federal gov-

ernment is going to insist on compliance by the states

in the congressional mandate that federal mineral

funds are to be dispursed by the state on resource

management, but I thought we ought to anticipate

problems in this area, and have suggested that the

funding for the SMARA activities of the State Mining
and Geology Board be funded from the revenues

derived from the mining on federal land. This pro-

posal creates a rather serious political problem in

California today as a result of Proposition 13 and its

very serious effects on funding for schools in Califor-

nia, which, at one time were entirely financed by
local property taxes.

I'm making this point because if you become inter-

ested in utilizing the monies derived from resource

extraction activities on federal lands, you must real-

ize that currently this money is going into all the

school districts of California, and we obviously run a

political risk in suggesting that the funds be utilized

for resource management.

In 1913 by a Constitutional amendment, the

people of California decided that they wanted to run
their own schools. Once they had made that decision

that they were to be responsible for providing the

funds for running the schools, it was fine until the

funds for that burden became rather onerous. Since

the early thirties there's been a constant pressure by
the educational establishment in California to secure

more and more state funding. And, they have been
successful in that. Before Proposition 13, the percent-

age had been somewhere around 40% of the funding
for school systems in California coming from the

State. Now after Proposition 13 its near 80%. And,
that's of course putting some pressures on the gen-

eral funds of the state, which may or may not be
adequate to meet the responsibility in the very, very
near future. Although it appears that we can do it this

year, there's some question of whether we can con-

tinue it for very long. But, in any event, that's how
we intend to fund the Board's SMARA activities un-

der SB 1300.

In SB 1300 we have mandated the Board, and
given them the funding, to extend their inventory of

mineral resources in California to the entire State so

that those resources can be better identified and also,

incidently, to remove the excuse of local planners

that they don't have the funds or the means to de-

velop this kind of inventory. SB 1300 also clarifies for

the lead agencies the mechanism through which the

statement of regulations, policies, rules and purposes

of the state policy is arrived at to ensure that they can
be understood by the lead agencies.

And finally, we fund the process the Board has

developed of providing counselling services to the

lead agencies in California that request it. The Board
must expand its ability to translate the general pur-

poses of the original Act to the local planners so that

we can work cooperatively in a program in which the

local agencies retain all of the jurisdiction that they

wish to retain, and are solely responsible for deter-

mining whether permits should be issued for mining
activities and what conditions should apply to those

permits. The Board is in a position to assimilate the

experiences that the State has had in inventorying

mineral resources in California. Each of the lead

agencies has an experience that can be made known
to the State Board and in that manner passed on to

all others so that in each case the problem solving

process does not have to be repeated.

The original legislation, by the way, and I think we
should make this point, was entirely supported by
the mining industry of California. We were con-

cerned in some of our public hearings that small

projects would be regulated to the point where the

regulation was far more expensive than the value of

the minerals extracted and particularly in explora-

tion; so we excluded, whether properly or not, any
activity involving less than a thousand yards extrac-

tion, at least as far as the State is concerned. That
exemption does not affect the local planners. They
can, if they wish, extend that limitation or that

threshold to a lower one or require permits in any

fashion they see appropriate.

Industry was concerned first about the inventory of

the location of mineral resources. Secondly, they want-

ed some consistency in the management of the extrac-

tion of industry. They wanted a rather standardized

process for the permit system, and they wanted, cer-

tainly, a well-defined, intelligently articulated reclama-

tion plan so that they knew exactly what, ultimately,

they were to leave when the minerals were extracted

and in what manner the reclamation costs were to be

recovered. Those concerns are all addressed in the

present mechanisms of SMARA, with the additions that

I mentioned before regarding clarifying the SMARA
process and providing further funding, which would as-

sure that the State's role better serves the local agen-

cies. That is and will be the applicable legislation in

California affecting surface mining. Thank you for

the opportunity to talk to you this afternoon.
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Reclamation of Sand and Gravel Mining
and Rock Quarries

By Anthony M. Bauer

I open this presentation by concurring with many
of the comments that were made by Mr. Luckman
and Mr. Dunn on the processes of surface mine recla-

mation. In agreeing with their comments, I would
also like to emphasize that we need to keep the in-

dustry's role and responsibility in perspective, not

only in terms of reclamation but also in terms of

producing materials. I have found that people and
agencies concerned about reclamation often over-

look the issues and characteristics of the mining oper-

ation itself. If mining is to occur, then reclamation

should occur in the context of efficient mining. We
are faced with the opportunity to undertake a posi-

tive and constructive interaction with surface min-
ing.

In this sense, there is a need to clarify the term recla-

mation because, in fact, if we plan mining before mining

starts there will not be anything to reclaim. It involves

planning the reshaping and recontouring of a land-form

as an integral part of a mining operation, in much the

same manner as a developer is reshaping or recontour-

ing the land-form to accomodate housing, shopping

centers, etc.

We are talking about a process, a process that es-

sentially involves earth moving, but also a process

that includes the images and activities of a heavy
industry. In this presentation I will discuss the details

of putting together a mining and reclamation plan

for the sequential and controlled development, and
re-creation, of a mine site.

We will review a project that involves the prepara-

tion and development of a land-use feasibility study

and a long range reclamation and land shaping pro-

gram for a 450-acre farm site near a large metropoli-

tan area. The illustrations (Slides 1 to 6) I will show
deal with the process of expanding the land-forming
capabilities of a mining operation: "land-forming" in

the sense that the primary objectives as we develop
this mining plan are to create useable land and ex-

tract sand and gravel. The ultimate use is not impor-
tant at this time. In certain situations we can predict

specific land forms and land uses. A question usually

arises about the type of land use that will be devel-

oped. The long life of mining operations make project-

ing a specific land use a facetious exercise. However,
as far as I'm concerned, there is no land use that

cannot be considered in the development of a mine
site. The determination of a land use depends on the

same conditions that a developer encounters on any

piece of land. They include the location, configura-

tion of land, access, land value, etc. An especially

important factor, of course, is time. Mining is a long-

term use, but a transitional use. We find, therefore, in

planning for the ultimate reclamation, efforts should be
concentrated on creating land forms adaptable for a

range of uses, rather than for a specific use. We try to

provide ranges or general guidelines for development
of land forms that drain properly, that have the right

compaction, that have suitable slopes, that are accessi-

ble and that are of variable widths or proper widths on
which to build.

The project I will discuss and illustrate is a farm
near a major metropolitan area. Our study was di-

vided into three parts. Part one pertains to the

feasibility of the project in terms of characteristics of

deposit materials, present and future land uses, land
values and, as a consequence, options open to the

land owner in the deposition of the 450 acres. An
extensive exploration of the site was conducted. This

exploration revealed the suitability of the deposit

material for the regional market. It also was used to

determine the configuration of the deposit, the po-

tential amount of earth materials available for land

shaping and the land-forming potential in the total

site. Another segment of the feasibility study was to

determine whether or not the landowner should: ( 1

)

sell the land now; (2) mine 100% of the deposit; or

(3) mine a portion of the deposit to benefit develop-
ment. The final decision, as a result of this series of

investigations, was to mine approximately 70% of the

450 acres, with the objective of creating a 170 acre

lake.

Part two of this plan was to develop the mining and
land-shaping program. This part included three es-

sential components. The first component is the

deposit: the structure of the deposit and the charac-

teristics of the material in the deposit. The second
component is the surface conditions, including the

visual aspects, land use, drainage, terrain, and zon-

ing. The third component, and one of the most im-

portant elements of a reclamation program, is the

mining operation itself. It is important to understand
the general mining process and especially the type of

equipment that will be used, how this equipment is

going to be used, and how it can be used, both in the

mining activity and in the land-reshaping activity.

The next step was to assemble this information and
determine what areas of the site are best suitable for
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mining; what areas are best suited for land shaping;

where is the best site for the processing plant; how best

to use the waste materials and earth materials that are

available for land building; how much of these materi-

als are available and where they are located; and then,

of course, what is the most economical way of distribut-

ing these materials to create useable land forms.

This leads into the development of a series of oper-

ational and site development plans which program
the movement of dirt, the direction and movement
of the mining activity, and various site improvement
activities such as screening, landscaping, and interim

land uses.

Part three of this plan pertains to the performance

standards, the development schedule, and the vari-

ous options that mining companies who will be bid-

ding on this project will have in modifying or

adjusting the plan to better fit their mode of opera-

tion.

I have presented an overview of the process we
used in developing a mining and reclamation pro-

gram before mining was initiated. Specific details of

this program are illustrated in a comprehensive se-

ries of maps and drawings. During the balance of this

presentation I will present some of the details of this

reclamation program and use slides of this and other

projects to illustrate specific plans and reclamation

elements.

During this process we maintained continuous dis-

cussions with mining companies that are knowledge-
able about the type of deposit involved in this

project.

The initial step was to map the characteristics of

the deposit. Information about deposit depth, over-

burden depths, quantities of materials and patterns

of the deposit were recorded on a 300 foot grid. This

information provided a comprehensive, three-di-

mensional picture of the deposit. From this informa-

tion we were able to determine prime areas for

mining, for reshaping and, based on a criteria of lim-

iting the hauling distance, where the landforms
could be reshaped most economically.

A key factor in any mining operation is the under-

standing of the landscape on and around the specific

deposit. A series of maps were developed that illus-

trate not only surrounding land uses and zoning pat-

terns, but also existing and potential views into the site,

natural barriers, such as trees and terrain, access to the

site, and drainage. In addition, prime farm land areas

were mapped to identify those areas to be mined last,

where possible, in order to permit continuation of farm-

ing as long as possible. This factor will have a signifi-

cant impact on the pattern of excavation and
reclamation.

Following the analysis of the deposit, an evaluation

of mining operations was conducted and illustrated

in concept. Two components of the operations were
illustrated: the processing plant and the mining proc-

ess.

Primary factors for developing a plan were estab-

lished for the processing plant, and alternative loca-

tions for the plant were identified. These factors

included: access to the deposit, access to the adjacent

roads, screening of existing and potential views into

the plant, area needs of the plant, and relation to the

mining operation. The selected site represented a

compromise. It called for the location of a plant adja-

cent to a woodlot that provided an effective screen

from 80% of the potential views, was located on a

shallow deposit, was in the center of the deposit, but

was a considerable distance from the highway.

Elements of the mining process were investigated

to determine the adaptability of mining to land-shap-

ing activities and vice-versa. This information

became part of the criteria for determining the pat-

tern of excavation, the sequence of reclamation and
the nature of the proposed new land forms. Elements
of the mining process that were considered signifi-

cant include: types of mining and earth-moving

equipment that could be used in the operation,

methods of stripping overburden, excavating the

deposit, and transporting materials to the plant and

the method of processing material in the plant.

A series of mining and land-forming options were
explored following completion of the deposit site and

operation analysis . The objectives established for

the development of this mining and reclamation

plan included:

1. Complete mining within a period of 25 years.

2. Maintain a minimum annual production

schedule.

3. Permit continuation of farming operations as

long as possible.

4. Limit mining to the most productive deposit

area to enhance and compliment land devel-

opment opportunities.

5. Maximize land-development opportunities

around a large body of water to be created by

the mining operation.

6. Minimize earth-moving and land-forming

costs by combining with mining operation.

7. Develop a mining/reclamation /site improve-

ment program that will minimize the negative

impact of mining operations in a rural but ur-

banizing area.
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An evaluation of the various mining and land form-

ing options, based upon the specified objectives and
upon efficient mining criteria, was conducted, and a

specific mining and land-shaping program was de-

veloped. This program was divided into five 5-year

phases. Various ruining, land-shaping and site-

beautification activities were described and illustrat-

ed in each phase. For example, during phase I, a

portion of the overburden stripping is to be used to

construct berm screens in areas where there will be
high visibility of the mining operation; a landscape

screening program was identified; and the excava-

tion patterns were organized to effectively utilize

the overburden in building land forms, to permit the

continuation of farming operations, to take advan-

tage of natural and constructed screens and to take

advantage of the various grades of sand and gravel

materials. Concurrent with this activity, the place-

ment of overburden for creating new land forms was
scheduled, and the process of sequential land recla-

mation was initiated.

Subsequent phases are sequential extensions of the

previous phase of ruining and land-reclamation activ-

ity. The various activities are spelled out to illustrate

how mining, landshaping and site beautification can
progress concurrently. The consequences of this

planned approach to mining and reclamation are:

1. Earth-moving costs for land-shaping can be mini-

mized, thus presenting the potential for creating

valuable land areas with no significant increase

in earth-moving costs.

2. The amount of buildable land is potentially in-

creased because areas of the deposit best suited

for land forming are identified and because the

material available for land-shaping is used more
effectively.

3. The negative impact of mining is reduced be-

cause mining is directed to take advantage of

existing and constructed screens and because the

amount of land left disturbed by mining is kept

to a minimum throughout the life of the opera-

tion.

4. Conflicts between mining activity and reclama-

tion efforts are minimized.

What types of land uses should be developed? The
mining industry is establishing a significant list of

reclaimed projects. A review of completed projects

supports my contention that any type of land use can
be developed. Quality parks and housing projects,

arboretums, farmland, industrial parks, water stor-

age facilities, commercial projects, etc., have been
developed in mined-out lands. The opportunities are

only limited and influenced by one's imagination and
by the same economic, social and physical factors

that influence the determination of land uses on non-

mine sites.

The final land use for the 450-acre site is unknown.
Factors that will determine the ultimate use in 25

years are not known at this time. Land forms to be
created by the mining operation are designed to ac-

commodate a variety of housing, commercial and /or

recreational uses. As development opportunities

crystalize toward the end of the mining operation,

appropriate modifications to the plan, if required,

can be incorporated into the mining and reclamation

program.

The mining and reclamation program developed
for the described project will result in the creation of

a 170-acre lake and 280 acres of usable land. The
actual area mined, below water, will be 240 acres,

within which 70 acres of new land will be created by
the planned placement of overburden and waste

sand.

The final consequence of this planned approach to

mining is not a reclaimed site but a site reshaped to

predetermined landforms. Reclamation in this sense is

in fact a grading and landscaping program that hap-

pens to involve a mining operation.

QUESTIONBYBRUCE GOLDBAIN:

I was wondering (question unaudible...concerning
reclamation involving agriculture and reforesta-

tion).

RESPONSE BY TONYBAUER.

I think the best example that we can address is

converting some of the reclaimed land into farm
land. And again, it's dependent upon the nature of

the materials, the environment, the climate. We
have examples of projects that have been converted

to agriculture, corn and grain, that within the period

of four years equaled or exceeded the average pro-

duction of corn and grain in the same area that the

mining activity occurred. We have not worked in any
federal lands in forestation.
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In-Stream Mining

By David Storm

The formal title of the workshop suggested that my
topic would address purely the reclamation aspects

of instream mining, but I would like to discuss the

issue of instream mining activity, its relationship to

natural stream processes, and the current technology

available to resource managers for achieving a bal-

ance between instream gravel extraction and other

instream uses. I'm sharing the podium this afternoon

with Dr. Bob MacArthur from the Corps of Engi-

neers Hydrologic Engineering Center, who will, at

the conclusion of my remarks, give you a brief intro-

duction on the state-of-the-art for instream bed-load

transport simulation models.

The process of materials transport in river systems

permits the periodic harvesting of potential useful con-

struction products. The question of importance is how
much accumulated mixed bed materials can be extract-

ed from a given stream reach without adversely affect-

ing the stream system either upstream or downstream.

Slide No. 1 depicts in a conceptual way natural

processes in river systems which we understand fair-

ly well and, in the other circle, man's activities in-

stream. It's the interface that we don't really

understand, and, in an oversimplified way, that is the

crux of the problem. We are able to identify the

separable processes, but the influence of one on the

other we are not really able to define qualitatively or,

most importantly, quantitatively.

Slide No. 2 is an aerial view of a bar-skimming
operation in the Russian River. This view illustrates

some interesting things. You can see the haul roads

cross what I call the riparian zone. This is the wetted
section of the active summer stream, the bar being
excavated and the riparian zone. And for those of you
that did go on the field trip yesterday, you may have
noticed that Cache Creek is unique in that riparian

vegetation is almost totally absent. Here, in this par-

ticular system I'm using as an example, it is very, very
critical to the long term stability of that stream. Any
stripping or removal of that riparian vegetation usu-

ally leads to or provides a point of weakness, and
breeching often occurs when the river is at high
stage. I think you can see how this might happen
here if the operator wasn't extremely conscientious

and went back after cessation of that season's gravel

extraction and somehow armored that some and pro-

tected it through the winter months.

Slide No. 3 shows the working face of a gravel bar
stripping operation. You will note the rubber-tired

loader working there. During some discussions with

my tour mates yesterday, I did learn that an addition-

al possible impact from instream mining is the over-

compaction of the substrate material from the use of,

not necessarily this type of equipment, but, let's say,

a self-loading scraper. The potential problem would
occur from the cycling back and forth across the bar,

which eventually super-consolidates it, to the long

term detriment of benthic organisms and the stream
itself. The response of the stream to the removal of

stream bed materials at one location is the replenish-

ment of those materials from upstream areas. I think

the presentation that was made by Gloria McGregor
and Bill Hansen at the bridge site on Cache Creek
also illustrated this process. Further, if the rate of

materials transport from upstream to the point of

disequilibrium (which is, in this case the point where the

gravel extraction is being made) exceeds the capabili-

ty of the stream to replenish itself at the upstream

location, stream downgrading may result, often with

serious secondary effects such as bank sloughing and
accelerated meanderings and scour from the deepening

of the channel. This phenomenon could be seen very

clearly yesterday in the Cache Creek situation.

In Sonoma County, which is where most of my
experience in working with this problem has oc-

curred, the County does, in their current regulations,

provide for a buffer zone between what would be the

normal high water mark or maybe the maximum
high water mark and the edge of the working sur-

face. In other words, the operator excavates up to the

edge of the active stream channel. Sonoma County
further requires that, at the end of the season, over-

size material that is not used or processed for sale is

placed on at the margin of that buffer zone to further

armor the bank against erosion. In a couple of loca-

tions, I have observed the process over a period of

years, and it does work, and it does provide some
additional stabilization of that bank, actually for very

little cost.

Slide No. 4 is an aerial view of the Russian River

near the Geyserville Bridge. Some very puzzling and
indefinable processes occur in this particular reach.

There are man-induced activities in the river, includ-

ing gravel extraction, and the river's response to ei-

ther mining or to natural processes at this location is

very erratic. Wide meandering, severe bank erosion

and very radical behavior have been recorded for

many years. The Geyserville Bridge may influence

the process to a degree because of a narrowing of the

channel from a fairly broad upstream reach to a nar-

row reach at the bridge. Similarily, that may be one
of the problems at Cache Creek, at least in that small
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reach. But the point is that, in this example, extrac-

tion, instream extraction in fairly large quantities,

occurs both upstream and downstream from this lo-

cation, and a rational analysis of the cause and effect

has to date not been possible.

Slide No. 5 is another view of that particular reach

of stream. You can see in the right foreground there

is an instream gravel operation encroaching on fully

one-half of the stream channel. The material is ex-

tracted from the bar and processed on-site. That
material is now being used in a special filter zone in

the construction of Warm Springs Dam. You can get

a good feel for the river and its ability to meander
through that section, particularly the reach of Alex-

ander Valley.

In the last seven or eight years Sonoma County has

progressed significantly in the prudent management
of the Russian River's gravel resources. Sonoma
County will soon adopt an Aggregate Resources

Management Plan, once all the economic and institu-

tional problems are resolved.

The Sonoma County plan may include, as one of its

provisions, a moratorium on instream gravel mining in

certain reaches of the Russian River system, where ad-

verse effects have already been identified, i.e., some
severe downgrading of the stream and other purely

indeterminate events that are taking place. During the

period of mining abstinence, it is planned that detailed

surveillance and analysis will evolve the needed an-

swers. If the stream processes can be clearly under-

stood, then mining can again resume and the extraction

rate can be such that those adverse effects won't recur.

Finally, to achieve "predictive capability" in-

stream processes, the County is seeking a monitoring
and simulation modeling program which must be
instituted. For example, a gravel operator might
have an instream lease and would approach the

County for a Use Permit to extract 50,000 yards out

of this particular reach of the river annually. The
County, hopefully, would eventually acquire a rather

complete data base for the river. It would have physi-

cal measurements, and experience in other pits or

other areas on the river upon which to base reason-

able judgements concerning the rates of instream

gravel extraction. In concept the predictive stream

simulation model could process hydrologic data with

the geometry of the stream, both pre-project and post-

project, to anticipate what the consequences of gravel

extraction might be in a given physical situation. A site

could be tested for 20,000 yards or 30,000 yards or

90,000 yards, and the model would provide some basis

for making rational management decisions.

At this point I will turn the podium over to Bob
MacArthur to let him tell you the state-of-the-art for

stream simulation models. He will now tell you about

stream-flow simulation models and other analytical

tools that are available from the Corps of Engineers

Hydrologic Engineering Center in Davis, California.
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Stream-Flow Simulation Models

By Robert C. MacArthur

The Corps of Engineers and the Hydrologic Engi-

neering Center, where I currently work, have been
conducting research in river and reservoir systems

and sediment transport problems for a number of

years.

The computer program, HEC-6, it an analytical tool

that has been used extensively by the corps and by

many architects and engineering firms throughout the

country. The purpose of the computer program is to

calculate the water surface and sediment bed material

profiles by computing the interaction between the sedi-

ment material in the river bed and the flowing water

sediment mixture that is flowing in the river.

What kind of data are necessary for this analytical

tool? The first thing we need is geometric data. We
have to know about the cross-sections, the shape of

the river, the distance between cross-sections, and
the "n" values of the roughness within the channel

(the Manning type approach), limits of the move
-able bed (the lateral extent of the river bed) and
any special features that might be important.

In addition to the geometry, we need to know
about the existing sediment properties that are al-

ready there. We need to know about the range of

particle sizes, inflowing sediment loads, size distribu-

tion, etc., and if there are any tributaries either add-

ing to or taking away from our sediment load. Also,

we should know about the hydrologic conditions, in-

cluding water discharges, any downstream boundary
conditions, and the flowing water temperature.

Temperature has been proven to be very important
with respect to the deposition and scour phenome-
non that occurs in fluvial channels.

In January 1980 we were asked to do some modifi-

cations to the existing HEC-6 computer program to

simulate instream, gravel and sand mining opera-

tions. Given an initial stream bed profile and cross-

sectional information, the HEC-6 computer program can

compute the temporal and spatial changes in the water
surface and in the bed surface profiles due to degrada-
tion or aggradation. Recent modifications allow users to

make a very simple addition of a minimum of two cards

to an existing HEC-6 input data set. In this way, it is

very simple for someone who's already familiar with

the program to simulate instream gravel removal.

In the first example, a single mining operation was
simulated. It was located at River mile 23.2 in the 4-V2
mile long reach. What you're seeing in this slide ,

labeled Figure 2, is a computer-generated plot of the

water surface profile (exaggerated) and a bed sur-

face profile (exaggerated) for this 4- l/2 mile reach.

For the first example, a steady river flow of 10,000

c.f.s. was provided. We used the actual river geome-
try and sediment input data to simulate the problem.
The 10,000 c.f.s. was discharged through the river

reach for an initial period of five days with no mining
operating at all so that we would get an initial and
stable bed formed, upon which we could superpose
our gravel mining operation. When we began the

mining operation, we continued the discharge of 10,-

000 c.f.s. while removing 3,500 cubic yards per day of

material within that small region near river mile 23.2.

We did this for 25 consecutive days using the same
constant mining rate. The river was allowed to con-

tinue to flow at the 10,000 c.f.s., but we turned mining
off so that we would see if there was any rebound
phenomenon and redeposition of sediment on the

bed. After that we slowed the river flow to see what
effect river flow would have upon our cross-sectional

shapes, etc. (see Figure 2)

.

To summarize, our example problem had an initial

five-day period of 10,000 c.f.s. constant flow through

our reach with no mining. This was followed by 25 days

of mining at 3,500 cubic yards per day with the same
10,000 c.f.s. Then we had 15 days of no mining with

10,000 c.f.s. followed by 10 days of no mining at a

decreased flow of 5,000 c.f.s.

The computer program generated the plot of the

bed profile. The very top line was our initial bed
surface profile, distorted once again in the longitudi-

nal and vertical axes. Each of the additional plots are

the superposed pictures of the resulting bed for ev-

ery five-day period. So for the first five days you find

two lines plotted on top of one another with no
change. After the tenth day, having mined now for

five days at 3,500 cubic yards per day, a hole is form-

ing. The hole gets deeper and deeper, and you also see

some downstream erosion occurring. With no mining

over the remaining ten days, the hole begins to fill in

again. So, the program is simulating, in a qualitative

and quasi-quantitative sense, those things that are ob-

served in nature.

Figure 3 shows the effect that mining might have
on the total sediment load within the reach. The
vertical ordinate axis is sediment load within the

reach. The vertical ordinate axis is sediment load in

tons per day. The horizontal axis is total sediment
load in time. We gravel mined at this location start-

ing with our initial sediment load at river mile 23.2.

As gravel mining begins, you can see a very marked
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decrease with time in the total sediment load exist-

ing below this cross-section. Sediment load decreases

with time once again and rebounds once the sedi-

ment and gravel mining is turned off.

Figure 4 presents the change in bed profile that

might be observed over time. And, according to the

model that we used, and for this specific problem, it

had computed an approximate 4-V2 foot depression

within this area due to gravel mining. It would de-

crease down and slightly rebound. The dotted line

plot is an indication that a constant gravel mining

rate was used throughout the whole period.

Now, multiple mining operations are possible to

simulate. This plot (Figure 10) is an addition to the

previous slide of the lateral shape of the cross-section.

This shows a high bank, a dike and a berm area and
that the bed decreased and rebounded. Notice, min-

ing did affect the water surface elevation in that area

as indicated by the thick line rather than a thin line.

For multiple operations you can add two, three, four,

all the way up to ten different mining locations and
simultaneously turn on or off, at any number of rates,

any of those ten mining locations just by adding two
or more cards to the input deck for the HEC-6 pro-

gram (Figure 12).

The HEC-6 program is capable of simulating, in a

good qualitative sense, the long-term changes that

river hydraulics might experience and the carrying

characteristics due to the operation of localized grav-

el mining operations. It is a useful tool for engineers,

planners, and plant managers, but more work is

needed to verify these results with actual field-meas-

ured data. So, I'm searching personally and sending

out a request if any of you have actual measured data.

I'd like to verify this model with you, and in this way
we might be able to take a much bigger bite out of

the overall problem and, hopefully, someday get

closer to the solution.
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Location of Gravel

Mining operation
At Cross Section n

n+4

Depth of
Gravel Mining

Width of
Moveable

Bed

Lateral and Longitudinal

Extent of Gravel Mining

Figure 18. Sketch of the Lateral and Longitudinal Extent of Gravel Mining

as seen by Computer Program HEC-6.
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Revegetation

By Burgess L. Kay

Reclamation, as I see it, is a cooperative effort includ-

ing among others, engineers, agronomists, and soil spe-

cialists. This involvement should begin fairly early in

the planning stage, not after the fact. The agronomist

can't really do his thing until after the engineer's done
his. The engineer must provide drainage and a stable

slope before the agronomist can plant his seeds. You
might achieve this stability by insisting on the proper

slope angle. You'd be surprised how often I run into

such things as slope angles steeper than the natural

angle of repose which are ravelling before your eyes.

So, please, engineers, give us a break. Sometimes we
can stairstep these slopes, put up retaining struc-

tures, gabions, wattling, a lot of ways of doing it, but

the engineer has to do his first.

Then comes the agronomist. That's me, in case you
don't recognize that. We can recommend to you the

proper plant materials, the seeding techniques, the

right fertilizers and mulches. Okay, how about plant

materials? Most of you aren't terribly interested in

plant materials, but we saw a real good example yes-

terday that they are important. At one of those sites

we visited they were getting recommendations clear

out of Utah. California is just an awful lot different

than Utah. California has a climate unique within the

United States, and no other state could use the same
plant materials that we would use in most of Califor-

nia. So, if you're looking for help, don't be bashful, ask

for it. We've got government agencies, with people
just dying to give you free information. All you've got

to do is get on that telephone.

Our plant materials are of two general types, herba-

ceous (grass) and woody (trees and shrubs). Both pro-

vide the cosmetic effect, soften the effect of some of

these things we do in construction or mining. The shrubs

and the trees have a potential to help prevent mass
wasting. However, they're very slow growing and both

surface erosion and mass wasting would undoubtedly
occur long before a tree or shrub got big enough to be

a whole lot of help to you. So we generally rely on
herbaceous plant materials. This usually means grasses

because they're very quick to establish and rapid grow-
ing, provide protection from the impact of rain drops,

encourage infiltration, and retard runoff.

Other herbaceous plants successfully used in Cali-

fornia are annual legumes and flowers. We've had
some real good success with pasture legumes. 1-15,

north of San Diego, if you've been that way, is solid

rose clover. Clovers (legumes) have the advantage
of being able to use nitrogen from the air (primary
deficiency on these slopes is nitrogen) . Eight percent

of the air we breathe is nitrogen, but plants can't

make use of it. Legumes, however, can via the bacte-

ria that grow on their roots. They can take this nitro-

gen out of the air and convert it to a form that plants

can use. Some of these clover stands may fix as much
as 200 pounds of nitrogen per acre per year. At
twenty cents a pound for that 200 pounds of nitrogen,

well, that's pretty worthwhile to consider. The bacte-

ria that do this wonderful thing have to be placed on
the seed in a viable condition at the time the seed is

planted. Some flowers are also legumes. In order to

grow lupine, for instance, we have to put the right

bacteria on the seed to get them to grow well.

Flowers don't provide the protection that grasses

do, in general, but there are a lot of sites in California

that aren't that critically erodible, and a lot of mining
operations are good examples of this. California pop-

py, the state flower, does best on poor sites, thin soils

which are a grim place for most plants to grow. That's

why the poppies do best; they're not out competed
by the weeds or, if you will, the other plants. So there

are probably a lot of places we can use California

poppy in mining operations in California.

Native plants; that's kind of a bad word to me. I see

it appearing in a lot of contracts. I suggest to you plan-

ners and specification writers, if you're going to include

that phrase, be sure you know what you're talking

about. Be sure you really want native plants. I think

often times this creeps into these contracts, and the

person who wrote it didn't really mean native plants.

He's not a purist. What he really means is the resi-

dent plants, the things that are already growing out

there. Not being botanists, you fail to recognize that

most of the herbaceous species in California are not

native anymore than most of us or our immediate
ancestors were. They came to us from Europe. So

when you specify that only natives be used, that real-

ly locks us into something that we really can't do a

very good job of. Such seeds are not commercially

available, and native species are slow growing and
not competitive with the weeds. Seeding with na-

tives only is going to cost like the dickens. So unless

you're really a purist and mean native species, let's

use the term resident species if what you have in

mind is what you already have out there on adjacent

areas. If you're really into native plants and that's the

way you want to go, there are some things we can do
for you, but get the fish hooks out of your pockets; it's

going to cost money.

Okay, how about sources of information? I said

there's a lot available locally. Certainly try the Soil
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Conservation Service of the USDA; they have district

offices as well as Plant Material Centers (PMC)
located throughout the United States. The one in

California is in Lockeford. We drove all the way
around it yesterday in our tour. There are professional

erosion control contractors throughout the state who
may or may not be terribly knowledgeable about what
to plant, but they are planting the right things everyday

because they are specified in contracts; so they are a

resource. Others are seed companies and nurserymen.

There's a hazard here in that the seed salesman may
prefer to sell you what he has in stock or what he can

make the most profit on. Feel free to ask for a second

opinion. If there's some question in your mind about

what is being recommended to you, call the SCS or

call me if you like. Some planners are gaining exper-

tise in what to plant and where. And, again, at the

University of California, we're into a lot of different

things.

I'm into planting things on the fringes of the

desert now, learning what to do with the native

shrub species out there. People think we're strange

to study revegetation of the desert, but there's a lot

of interest now because of mining, rights of way and
the recreational activities. Another source, the Inter-

national Erosion Control Association, which you may
not be aware exists, meets once a year. This is a body
of people representing all kinds of agencies and in-

terests, with a very strong thing toward the commer-
cial, including virtually every erosion control

contractor in the state. People who are selling ero-

sion control products have a nice display of what's

available. They aren't allowed to get up and pitch

their products, but they're over there in the corner
if you want to go see what they're all about. Invited

speakers put on a pretty good two-day program as a

rule.

What's the source of these plant materials and
seeds? Where do you get them? How much do they
cost? What we buy is actually largely determined by
what is commercially available, and what is commer-
cially available is determined by supply and demand.
Your demand isn't great enough to create a supply
for your specific use, so we make use of things that
are commonly grown for agricultural or horticultural

uses. There are quite a few plant materials which will

do the job for us. Again, if you're really into native
plants, seeds can be collected in the wild or seeds of
some natives are grown commercially. How do you
go out and collect these seeds? Well, I suggest that
you don't have to go out and collect them; there are
people who are already into this commercially, and
they'd be happy to do it for you. However, if you
want to collect your own, it's a fun thing to do and
not difficult. I'm a co-author of a publication I'd be
glad to send you on some of the in's and out's of doing
it. Nothing terribly complicated if you recognize
some of the simple pitfalls, and you can do it yourself.

The timing is critical when ordering seeds or plants.

The plant materials are not available in the local dis-

count center of a supermarket, and if you're going col-

lect them in the wild, they're not even produced every
year. If you go out to harvest them, you'll find out that

it was a dry year and there weren't any this year. So

give the supplier as much notice as possible. If you're

talking about container-grown plant materials, they

don't have a stock of these either. He's going to have
to grow them for you; so give the nurseryman a

break. You probably wrote this contract or plan years

and years in advance, so don't wait until five minutes
before you want the seed or plant materials to ask for

them.

About planting techniques, seeding techniques, I

changed that word just now to planting techniques
and I feel strongly about this. We should plant our

seeds. I'm not sure what seeding means to you, but

I'm afraid it means throw them out the window and
hope for the best. With container-grown shrub and
tree materials you would dig a nice hole and plant in

there and maybe even irrigate it. They cost a lot of

money, so you're willing to put forth that effort.

Grass seeds are different. They don't cost much, so

we'll just throw them out there on top of the ground.

Ancient Egyptians knew, and some of us are just

being reminded of it and learning how, that the best

way to plant seeds is put them in the ground and
cover them with soil. It is possible to plant them too

deep so that some of these broadcast seeding tech-

niques work for us because we can't possibly plant

them too deep. Broadcasting seeds on a prepared
seed bed is often a very satisfactory way to plant

small seeds. A farmer prepares the seed bed with

agricultural equipment, and I suggest that you often-

times prepare very good seed beds in the course of

your operations. Traveling around, I see a lot of really

good seed beds. If I just had a bag of seed on that day,

I could broadcast it on the surface and it would really

grow, lots of little nooks and crannies for the seeds to

fall in and everything is just right.

Okay, typically what happens is the operation takes

all this to heart when I tell them, but they procrastinate

until it rains once or twice. The seedbed crusts over, and

it's a whole different ballgame. There's no way that

root's going to get into that hard ground; so you got to

go out there with some kind of implement and scarify

the surface. This is not too easy to do on a steep slope

and on some soils. So save money and improve the

results by recognizing a good seed bed and planting

immediately. Broadcast the seed by hand or use the

old fashion belly grinder. This costs only dollars per

acre—not hundreds. Big jobs, you can fly using a

fixed wing or helicopter.

How about hydroseeeding? You notice I've includ-

ed hydroseeding with broadcast seeding techniques

because that's really all it is. There's nothing magic
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about hydroseeding. It just throws the seed out on

top of the ground. Advantages of hydroseeding in-

clude even seed and fertilizer distribution, seeding

from a distance because the weight of the water car-

ries the light seeds, and the slurry can include fibers

(mulch) which can actually paste those seeds on the

surface of steep slopes. We can glue them on a rock

wall, if you like. However, they're not going to grow
there. So I'm a champion of hydroseeding because

that's the only way we have of getting seeds on some
of these areas. But, if you open up the yellow pages

looking for a seeding contractor, the only guy in

there is in the hydroseeding business, and, of course,

he's going to sell it to you. He'd just as soon plant a

flat field for you like we saw at Teichert yesterday,

and this is done for a price. Lots of flat ground is

planted by hydroseeding at costs of hundreds of dollars

per acre and can cost a thousand to even three thou-

sand dollars depending on what all goes into that slur-

ry. If you get some farmer to do it for you, he's going

to do it for dollars or tens of dollars per acre, not hun-

dreds or thousands. Also, in some mining instances,

you can lease the land to a plant farmer to plant a

crop. He's doing it in an entirely different labor mar-

ket for one thing than a hydroseeding contractor is.

While hydroseeding has some advantages, it also has

the disadvantage of being the most expensive and,

again, it doesn't cover the seed. Seed coverage

becomes increasingly important as you get into drier

areas. So, you find hydroseeding falling into disfavor

as you get into desert areas and into Arizona and
some other western states. It works best on the coast

of California and, of course, where you can apply

. additional water to it.

Mulching has been shown to be a big help in estab-

I lishing vegetation and controlling erosion on mines in

the western states. Straw is the most effective mulch.

We've got straw running out of our ears in California.

You'd be a hero to find a use for straw. Again, timing

is important. Lots of straw is available now and the

next two months, real easy to get and real cheap. I

i put together a package to go to Alaska one time and
i called around. They wanted 200,000 tons a year for

i
three years. I called a grower near Davis, a big grow-

: er, and I asked him how many farmers it would take

i to put that kind of a package together and deliver it

1 to the Yolo Port and how much it would cost. He said,

"I'll put it all over there myself for thirty dollars a ton

unless the price of wire goes up"—something like

i that. But if you get clear on into the middle of winter
and they've had to take all these bales out of the field

and put them in a barn somewhere, why, the cost

goes way, way up, and at that point you're competing
with stable bedding and that's a different market.

Straw has to be tied down some way or it'll blow
away, especially in Yolo County. There are machines
to do this. There's a tractor drawn implement known

as a crimper that'll tuck it in the ground. You've seen
CalTrans (California Department of Transporta-

tion) tuck it in with a roller up and down, like a yo-yo,

just goes down by gravity and winched back up and
does a really nice job. We also can glue it down. I

probably scared you to death when I said straw. You
visualized wrestling that bale down the slope and
spreading it out. You don't have to do that; there are

machines that'll do that for you. There are contrac-

tors that have this equipment; they've got these

blowers, the rollers, and they can tell you about glue-

ing it down. They can do all these things for you. You
don't have to know anything about it; just call them
up. The kind of acreages you've got I'm sure it would
be cheaper to hire them than to reinvent the system

yourself. You can also apply mulches hydraulically,

but by the time you apply enough of the commercial
fibers in the slurry to produce a true mulch effect, it's

going to cost you a lot of money; it's not going to be
competitive with the straw I just mentioned. I sug-

gest you've got to have at least 1500 pounds of a

hydraulically applied mulch to begin to get a true

mulch effect. By a mulch effect I mean that you're

going to modify the extremes of moisture and tem-

perature on that seedbed, and it takes a lot to do that.

Soil is also a good mulch. I pointed out that I like

to see the seed covered with soil. Rock can be a very,

very good mulch, and some of you are in a position

to provide rock mulch as part of the seedbed. Other
people find it pretty expensive mulch. I've tested all

kinds of binders, organic and inorganic, and some of

them cost a lot of money. The salesman will try to

convince you that there's no way you can plant a seed

without a binder. This will cost up to $600 per acre

plus application costs. I suggest to you that it's pretty

rare that you would need a binder; it's a very special-

ized instance. If you get convinced that you do need
one, be prepared to spend a lot of money. And check
around and learn how to use it. The bulk of the bind-

ers that have been sold through the years have really

been improperly used, and they didn't realize any-

where near their potential effectiveness.

What are the physical and chemical characteristics

that affect soil and what are the criteria determining
whether soil or waste are suitable for plants? Well
there are three- or four-unit college courses on that

one. But a quick and meaningful test is just take some
flats of this plant material into the greenhouse and
plant some seeds on them. Don't water them too

much, that is, don't produce a leaching affect as you
might leach something out that would not be
removed in the field where you don't have that

much moisture. This will tell you whether you really

have a problem or not. If the plants come up and grow,

the soil is okay. If you come up with nothing, maybe
you've got a problem. The first thing I'd look for is pH.

In California values between 5 and 8.5 should not cause
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trouble, but if you fall off either end of that, you can

begin looking for trouble. Some of these can be cor-

rected with soil ammendments depending on how
acid or alkali the soil is and how much money you've

got to spend. I'd suggest at this point you want to go

to a commercial soils laboratory and let them make
some tests for you. A lot of you are geologists; you're

working with minerals; so you can probably suggest

to these laboratory people what they're looking for,

perhaps excesses or something.

What are we looking for in structure? Well, we've

got to have some water-holding capacity. We're
working again with natural rainfall, which is quite

limited, and if you've got nothing but sand and grav-

el, it may not hold enough of that limited amount of

rainfall for plant growth. We want a surface charac-

teristic, again, that'll allow plants to get seeds cov-

ered and to get started. We don't want it so

compacted they can't get in the ground.

How about top soils? Oftentimes we can add a very

minimal amount of soil, and I'm using that term soil

very loosely. To me soil means a medium for plant

growth, so that stretches what the soils people call

soils quite a way. We don't necessarily need Yolo fine

sandy loam, just something that will support plant

growth. This comes in a lot of forms, and some of

them may look pretty bad. But again, we're just try-

ing to grow plant cover, so it doesn't have to be real

good.

One of CalTrans' biggest problems in California

is the state rock, serpentine, and they've had some
pretty good successes just putting 4 to 6 inches of some-
thing in lieu of topsoil, over the top of it. And, again,

once the plants get started in the top layer, they'll

tolerate the serpentine below. Of course, their roots go
into and probably use moisture out of the serpentine,

but results are a plant cover whereas if we planted right

on the serpentine, we'd get nothing. There are prob-
lems in top soiling of course. How do you get a bond
between the top soil and what you're putting it on?
Well, normally you'd incorporate it in the surface.

That's a pretty big order on a big cut-slope. I've seen
it effectively done, though, in step or bench construc-

tion, which gives you a framework to hang the top

soil on. Results depend on how stable the benched
rock was to start out with.

Fertilizers: the primary deficiencies in California

are nitrogen (everywhere), and phosphorus and /or

sulfur most places. Your operations, again, aren't usu-

ally big enough to require laboratory tests. I'd sug-

gest you apply a combination of N, P, and S such as

16-20-0 a relatively inexpensive commercial fertiliz-

er. I'd suggest you shy away from slow-release forms
of nitrogen that cost a lot of money. Slow-release
nitrogen probably is not available at the time the
plants want it; they were developed for turfs and
may or may not be released at the right time for

other purposes.

In summary, please remember these five things to get

a vegetative cover in California. Don't worry about the

others unless you really get in trouble. First, you need
something that resembles soil. Second, you need a sta-

ble surface to plant seeds on, one that isn't ravelling

before your eyes. Third, you need the correct plant

materials and fertilizers. Fourth is seed coverage, and
I'll leave it up to you to figure out how to do that, but

I suggest that you can do it quite easily without a great

expense by doing it at the right stage in your operation,

or maybe modifying some equipment you've got laying

around. Use your imagination; there are lots of ways to

cover seed. And fifth, the last thing, plant it at the right

time of the year. Work with nature. I see contracts

going down in April and May. When do those people

think that those seeds are going to germinate? If they

germinate from the last rain in April, how do they

think that they're going to grow in the summer?
You'd be surprised how many people don't recognize

the fact that it doesn't rain in California in the sum-
mer time. California has a very forgiving climate,

and if you'll follow those five things, your revegeta-

tion efforts will be quite successfully rewarded at a

minimum of cost.

Table 3, "Summary of methods and costs of

common erosion-control practices, by B.L. Kay," is

attached to this presentation as an example of the

kind of information available from the University of

California at Davis.
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Table 3. Summary of Methods and Costs of Common Erosion-Control Practices

4.

Treatment

Seed and fertilizer broadcast
on the surface, no soil cover-
age or mulch.

Hydroseeding or hydroraulching
(seed + fertilizer) with 500
lb wood fiber, 1,500 gal
water/3 acres.

Seed and fertilizer broadcast
and covered with soil (raking
or dragging a chain, etc.).

Hydromulching with 1,500
lb/acre wood fiber (plus seed
and fertilizer)

.

Cod snts

Preger-
mination
erosion
effect-
iveness*

Effective-
ness on
plant
establish-
ment*

Approx.
cost
per
acre $**

Inexpensive and fast. Most effective on
rough seedbeds with minimum slope and eroda-
bility where seed will cover naturally with
soil. Suitable for remote or critical areas
where machinery cannot be taken.

Similar effectiveness to broadcasting seed
and fertilizer. Not enough fiber to hold
seed in place or produce a mulch effect.
Seed distribution would be Improved by
increased volume of water.

Does not require special equipment. Generally
a very effective treatment. Labor cost is
high on areas not accessible by equipment.

Most common hydromulch mix in California.
Advantages include holding seed and fertili-
zer in place on steep and smooth slopes where
there may not be an alternative method. Only
a minimal mulch effect. Cost is much higher
than 2.

1-4

1-4

3-4

3-5

250

250

320

425-520

Hydromulching with 1,500 lb
woodfiber plus an organic
glue: Ecology Control, Terra-
tack III etc. plus seed and
fertilizer.

The addition of an organic glue will sometimes
improve fiber holding and germination. Does
not increase labor or machinery cost.

2 + 3-6 550-650

Hydromulching with 2,000-3,000
lb/acre wood fiber plus seed
and fertilizer.

Produces a true mulch effect and some erosion
protection. Commonly better results than 1,000
lb fiber or fiber plus glue.

Very effective, combines advantages of seed
coverage and mulching.

7. Seed and fertilizer broadcast
and covered with soil as in 3

above, but followed with
hydromulch of wood fiber at

2,000-3,000 lb/acre.

All of the above treatments offer only minimal protection from the impact of
raindrops and water flowing over the surface, but are all weed free.

8. Straw or hay broadcast with
straw blower on the surface
at 3,000 lb/acre and tacked
down (asphalt emulsion,
Terratack II, etc.). Seed
and fertilizer broadcast with
hydroseeder or by hand.

9. Straw broadcast 4,000 lb/acre
rolled to incorporate (punched)
another 4,000 lb straw broad-
cast and rolled, seeded and
fertilized. Seed and fertili-
zer broadcast with hydroseeder
or by hand.

10. Roll-out mats (jute, excelsior,
etc.). Held in place with
wire staples. Seed and ferti-
lize as in 1 or 2.

11. Polyethylene sheets. (4 mil)
Seed and fertilize as in 1 or

2, use clear plastic, black if

no seed is used.

2-3

2-3

Common elsewhere in U.S. Very effective as 5-7
energy absorber, mulch; and straw forms small
dams to hold some soil. May be weedy depending
on straw source. Not for cut slopes steeper
than 2:1. Cost would increase significantly
if slopes over 50 feet from access, or application
is uphill.

Common on difficult fill slopes in California. 6-8

Very effective. Not possible on most cut
slopes. Very weedy. Cost would increase
significantly if slopes over 50 feet from
access.

Some are a good mulch, weed free, adapted to

small areas. Can be Installed any season, cuts

or fills. Unsightly. Difficult to install on

rocky soils.

Useful for temporary control. Can be installed
any season. Unsightly, wind is a problem in

installation and maintenance. May be difficult
to establish plants.

12. Seed and fertilizer broadcast, Very expensive, but will hold soil and seed

5-7

10

10+

4-7 530-750

6-8 680-865

8-10 650

8-10 877-
1070

5-10

or hydromulched with fiber
(treatment 2 or 4) , followed
by erosion control chemical
such as polyvinyl acetate at

6:1 dilution (6 parts water)
at 1,000 lb solid/acre
(approx. 200 gal. PVA)

.

in some very difficult conditions. May
restrict penetration of water into soil.

Will not cure below 55*F. Not effective on

soils which crack. Will not support animal

or vehicle traffic.

2400-
2700

2400-

2700

1070-

1370

**
1 - minimal, 10 - excellent.
Assumes seed plus fertilizer $150.00, fiber $150/ton. Ecology Control $1.25/lb., PVA $3.00/gal, 1,500 gal
hydroseeder with 2 man crew $55.00/hr, labor $13/hr, straw $50/T, straw mulcher with 4 man crew $64/hr (applies

2 T/hr) and markup of 30Z for overhead (including equipment depreciation), and profit. Cost figures were derived
from conversations with contractors, and by review of recent Caltrans contracts.

From: Kay, B. L. 1976. Hydroseeding, straw, and chemicals for erosion control. Agronomy Progress Report No. 77.

Agronomy and Range Science Department, UCD. Mimeo. 14 p. June.
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Planning Design and Management

of Visual Resources

By Robert E. Leopold

The Bureau of Land Management defines visual

resources as the land, water, vegetation and all other

features that are visible. The BLM and many federal,

state and local governmental agencies and private

consultants are committed to managing the visual

resources on an equal basis with many of the other

resources. The visual resource management program

by BLM is a dual program whose aim is, first, to manage
the quality of the visual environment and, second, to

reduce the visual impact of all development activities.

This program must be conducted while maintaining

the effectiveness of all the other bureau resource

programs.

The Federal Land Management Act of 1976 was
referred to many times today. As related to the visual

resources, the Act states that all the public lands,

about 450 million acres, will be managed in a manner
that will protect the quality of the scenic resources.

The Secretary of Interior will prepare and maintain,

on a continuing basis, an inventory of all public lands,

including the scenic values. The Act, for the first

time, placed scenic resources on an equal basis with

other resources.

Ten years ago, the National Environmental Policy

Act, or NEPA, as we call it, was passed. Ten years

later it's still very prominent in American lives. Brief-

ly, it states that we are to assure for all Americans an
esthetically pleasing surrounding; and, more impor-
tantly to a designer and to a manager, it provides for

the utilization of an interdisciplinary team to ensure

the integrated use of the natural, social and environ-

mental design arts in planning and decision making.

Because scenic values and management objectives

(whomever you might be working for) often vary,

it's not practical to provide a uniform level of visual

management for all lands. We're not talking about a

cosmetic approach. That's been emphasized several

times today. Nor are we talking about whether some-
thing is beautiful or not. What we are talking about
is a common sense and balanced approach to the

management of the scenic resources, the land, the

water and the structures.

BLM began developing this visual management
process in 1967. We have just completed a major un-

dertaking with the University of California at Berke-
ley last year, which is being finalized in New York
State College of Environmental Science and For-

estry at Syracuse University. The process is continu-

ally being improved and, interesting to note, it costs

the BLM about 2 to 4 cents an acre. The process is

analytical in that it identifies, sets and meets objec-

tives for maintaining or enhancing the scenic values.

Landscape character is primarily determined by the

four basic visual elements: form, line, color, and texture.

The stronger the influence exerted by these elements,

the more interesting the landscape; the more visual

variety in the landscape, the more pleasing the land-

scape. The BLM visual resource management pro-

gram consists of two specific aspects: one, land-use

planning and, two, project planning design.

One component of land-use planning involves sce-

nic quality, as shown in Slide 1. An interdisciplinary

team evaluates the following: land form; color; water;

vegetation; as well as uniqueness and intrusions within

any given area. We have found in our inventory that

when we map the ecological unit, what we're talking

is 5,000 to 10,000 acres.

Sensitivity level is the second component—we've got

a lot of learning to do, but it's something we feel is

extremely important. What we are talking about is the

numbers of people who see and experience an area.

That experience is affected by activities such as mining,

off-road vehicle use, or any other use that has an im-

pact upon that land. In Colorado we've held roughly
40 major workshops throughout the state to gain the

sensitivity that we need for the particular area that

we are working with.

The third component for land-use planning is what
we call visual zones or distance zones. In essence that

is how far you are from any particular key observation

point or any given point. These points are primarily

identified from your major transportation routes.

The final thing that we consider in land-use planning

is what we call the visual resource management class,

which is constituted by four major classes ranging from

Class I, special areas designated for primarily no

change (those areas generally considered by law to be

wilderness or a wild portion of a wild river), to Class

4, areas that can receive the greatest amount of

change.

Along with the visual resource management class we
include a contrast rating, which is a system by which we
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quantitatively evaluate contrast. The system as shown

in Slide 2 is not based on beauty; it is based upon the

amount of contrast that is acceptable on a given land-

scape. I wouldn't worry about the specific numbers
too much. This is an analytical process that requires

us to go through a design process. Everything that

you see is based upon seeing the elements of form,

line, color and texture. If we have a quarry in there,

what we're talking about primarily is land-form mod-
ification.

We go through a contractor's proposal or our own
proposal for a mining operation and identify where
those impacts are. If the impact basically meets the

classes that I just explained, we are in good shape. If

they do not, we begin the design mitigation process,

as shown in Slide 1.

Slide 3 shows one of the forms that we use in the

field with an interdisciplinary team. In the case of

mining, we include a geologist, a mining engineer,

and a landscape architect.

Let's talk about one of the things that we use as a

tool in the design process to assure that we will meet
our visual quality objectives. One of the systems that

we use is a project called "view it." It was developed
about 12 years ago right here in Berkeley. We have
all the State of Colorado done for slope and aspect.

In essence what "view it" does is allow you to see

whether an area is visible or not from or to any given
point. It's a very effective design tool for projects

ranging from very simple to very complex.

We also use a computer program called "perspec-
tive plot," which uses a Hewitt Packard 9831, a com-
puter plotting equipment. You can sit down and
learn it in two hours. I'll illustrate how it works with
a very quick example. You saw a digitation modelling
technique, which we also use, that uses a grid system
and allows you to put in different scenarios. As an
example to illustrate the usefulness of the "perspec-
tive plot" technique let's take a timber clear-cut

area. It could be a mined area; there's really no dif-

ference between the two of them. "Perspective plot"

will allow you to show what the design process is. In

a matter of about 10 or 15 seconds this plotting com-
puter will allow you to change the shape and design.

There is a color system now where you can use the
four primary colors on it. I do not have a slide of that

though.

Let me share with you a couple of our simulation
examples. Slide 4 shows a small mining operation.
You can see the original landscape. Slide 5. shows
what one proposal might look like superimposed on
that landscape. We can change the form, the color,

the line, the placement, whether it be in the fore-

ground, middleground or background. Slide 6 shows
simulated mining waste at the site. What we're trying

to go through here is the amount of contrast that you
see through the different seasons. It allows the man-
ager, the hydrologist and the soils scientist for the very
first time to know what that project is going to look like.

The machine can provide varying degrees of simula-

tion.

We use very little of the actual hand graphics. We
in the bureau tend to favor the photo image, which
we have found to be a much more effective tool.

Sketches are not trusted by the public. I have a prob-

lem with them myself; you can fake things in there

and make them look better or worse depending on
what you want to sell your client.

A program that was developed about a year ago by

the U.S. Forest Service, is called "mosaic." It has a

given capacity of about 95% accuracy. For a coal

development you could spread this over the whole
hillside. It's an effective tool, but a very costly one.

Within this simulation process, as shown in Slide 7,

you can move that power pole anywhere you want.

Considering that you do have both private and pub-

lic land, you have to work out those problems as you

go. It is an excellent design tool.

Computer project graphics—<is shown in Slides 8, 9,

and 10, —can blend Slides 8 and 9 together to form

Slide 10. It helps to visualize what is going on. If you've

got a gradient or an alignment or a degree of curvature

that you feel is inappropriate, or if you have a particu-

lar problem with soils or hydrologic values, you can

change the design. You can bring in the hydrologist

who may question the gradient. This simulation is not

visual. It is part of the whole design process, and that

is what we stress through the visual resource manage-
ment program.

Let's talk about the Vail project. This interstate

highway project shown in Slide 11 is located 75-100

miles west of Denver, Colorado. Interstate 70 was

highly controversial, with many major hydrologic

and soil stability problems. There is an area near the

Eisenhower tunnel that was the first part of Inter-

state 70. It was a nightmare, really; they still have

major change orders on it.

Let me share with you some of the things that we
learned in doing the Vail project. Slide 12 shows

some of the specific site conditions that are in there.

As I mentioned, the soils and the water are the two

critical elements. I think you can appreciate the sce-

nic qualities that are in there.

Normal construction equipment was used

throughout this project, but some of the techniques

that we will be talking about are indeed unique. We
will talk about structures and how they add or de-

tract to the scenic quality. The important thing here
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is not only the visual contact you have but also the

improvement of soil stability and that of hydrological

values. Slide 13 is an example of some of these struc-

tures that are well over 100 feet down. It's the only

practical way really to come up with that. Slide 14

illustrates a typical bridge construction design. No-
tice how it blends in with the environment.

Special arrangements were made for erosion con-

trol. Slide 15shows a small scale retention wall. Some
of the erosion areas just in one major rainfall went
down 20 feet. And they get slides well in excess of 1.5

million yards in some of the slides they have. They
have not had any slides, to my knowledge, in this

area, which is roughly 18 to 20 miles long. This vinyl

in Slide 16 was put in many of the smaller areas dur-

ing and after construction, and water quality was
definitely improved; soil stability was also enhanced.
They used straw as well. We can't get it quite as

cheaply in Colorado as you can in California. One of

the major construction components they used was
the jute that you see on the right. Take a look at the

magnitude of the project as seen in Slide 17. You are

talking about a 200 foot cut in areas like this. You can

see the jute being placed. They did not go more than

12 stations, which is roughly a quarter of a mile,

before they came in and started shaping and putting

that jute right back on top. As shown in Slide 18,

there was less than two or three days from construc-

tion to when they started coming in and putting in

this major type of reclamation right on the project.

It was held down by iron straps directly into the soil.

I find the construction techniques fascinating my-
self. It involved a lot of carefully planned timing. The
materials have to be on the job site when they should

be. I found it exciting, the spirit of the construction

workers. They really took pride in coming in and not

letting the water or the soil become a problem. A
different breed of individual on the construction line

perhaps, but they really did take pride in the project,

as did the designers with the Department of High-
ways.

Special grading techniques were used throughout the

project, as shown in Slide 19. You can see how most of

the areas have been rounded off. The slopes have been
made as gentle as possible; the angle of repose is as

close to nature as possible. They had to use special

grading to get around certain premier trees that were
out there. And they came back in and planted trees. It's

going to take 20 years for those small trees to come in,

but when they do, they will be natural in appearance.
As shown in Slide 20, they even left some of the major
rock outcrops. I've gone back since that time, and it

does look natural.

This is perhaps one of the most rugged construction

projects that you're going to see anywhere in this coun-

try. Yet, when you get in there and experience the

impacts that occur within this particular valley, you
don't really feel that the area has been blasted through.

You feel that the highway belongs to the environment.

During the construction there were sediment-reten-

tion ponds that were put in and very effectively util-

ized, as shown in Slide 21.

Slides 22 and 23 give you an idea of the blasting

techniques that were used all throughout this

project. I mentioned the construction workers.

Those blasters really practiced the art of blasting to

allow breakage along the natural fractures.

In Slide 24 we see some beautiful sod that was put
down in one critical water shed. Again, look at the

jute in place and the magnitude of that, the millions

and millions of square feet that were put in to stabil-

ize that soil immediately.

The final project as you see it today is perhaps one
of the best designed interstate highways in the coun-
try, and we in Colorado take a lot of pride in that.

The Bureau of Land Management has technical

manuals on the visual resource management pro-

gram. These manuals describe in detail the process

that I have very briefly explained. I think there is a

special interest in this topic. You've heard several of

the speakers talk about simulation techniques. We
have brought together about 27 different simulation

techniques that are used throughout the country and
the world, from very simple to very complex. The
technical manuals on simulation will be available in

two weeks. Other technical manuals by BLM are

available also. In my travels around the country I

found that many of the local governments—for ex-

ample, those in Aspen and Vail—are using much of

the Bureau's resource management program for de-

cision making. So I encourage you to contact the local

BLM offices here in California.

I think you would be interested in a proceedings

just published two months ago; it's called Our Na-
tional Landscape. It gives the latest state-of-the-art

on visual resource planning and management, and I

have a paper in there on surface mining that I think

you would perhaps find interesting. There's also

much material on visual resource-related matters. It

is available for a small fee from the Pacific Southwest
Forest and Range Experiment Station, P.O. Box 245,

Berkeley, CA 94701.

There is also a publication by the American Society

of Landscape Architects that I think you would be
interested in. It's called Creative Land for Tomor-
row, Vol. 3. It gets into the details for primarily the

western United States—what we're talking about
here today. It is available through the American Soci-
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ety of Landscape Architects, 1900 M Street, Suite 350,

Washington, D.C.

LARRY;

Is the visual system that you described at the be-

ginning of your slide material similar to that which

BLM has been using over the past three or four years,

or is it a new system, a modification of that?

BOB LEOPOLD:

No, what I showed you, Larry, was what's been in

use. It's been refined since 1967 and officially came
out in 1975. It's continually being improved, but it's

the same system that you see. It's very similar, by the

way, to that of the U.S. Forest Service; we have a joint

committee which is trying to bring the two systems

much closer together than they are right now.

LARRY;

One of the problems that I found with that system

about three years ago was the extent of the calcula-

tions involved. The numbers side of it became very

arduous, and I found BLM personnel tending to

dummy up the numbers to get the results they ex-

pected simply because of the extent of the calcula-

tions. How are you working with that aspect?

BOB LEOPOLD:

Well, I think we've refined that system quite a bit.

I mentioned the price and I think that's indicative

too. The number system is a very small part of the

system now. You know, there's no other way to go

out there and do that without an analytical process to

do it with. Especially when you're dealing with sce-

nic quality, you have to go out and evaluate with

interdisciplinary teams. Speaking for Colorado,

we've hired Ted Worth and Associates, whose office

is here in California, to do roughly 8.5 million acres

for us there. We use the interdisciplinary team, and
it's worked out very well for us.
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8440 - ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Relationships Diagram

Illustration 1

(.07)

ENVIRONMENTAL
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BY
INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM
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ENVIRONMENTAL
DESIGN ARTS
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1
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'

I
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»
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X
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8/25/78

SLIDE 1
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8431 - VISUAL RESOURCE CONTR/ST RATING

Example of Visual Resource Contrast Rating Graphics

Illustration 3

(.33)

existing site

CONTRAST
RATING
•landform—17
•vegetation-13

•structure-22

proposed project

CONTRAST
RATING
•landform—10
•vegetation-3
structure—14

project
modified to meet
contrast rating
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IU.M MANUAL Rel. 8-9

8/25/78

SLIDE 2
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Bonding

By Richard Pratt

My talk today will address five questions relating to

bonding: (1) How does bonding differ from insur-

ance? (2) What does the Federal Surface Mining
Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 require in

bonding? (3) What criteria determine the amount of

the bond required? (4) Can there be a savings in

bonding for phased reclamation performance? (5)

What has been the loss experience of bonding com-
panies providing reclamation bonds for mining com-
panies?

One of the most important concepts is what is the

difference between bonding and insurance. First, let's

start with a definition. The definition of a bond is a
written contract that says the surety or bonding com-
pany will stand behind the principal or mining company
or contractor and guarantee his obligation to the obli-

gee. This would be the owner or state, the municipal-

ity or federal government.

Refer to Illustration No. I. Now, let's look at the dif-

ferences between bonding and insurance. A bond is a

three-party contract between the surety, the principal

and the obligee, whereas insurance is a two-party con-

tract just between the insured and the insurer. In bond-
ing, if the principal fails to perform, the bonding
company is liable. However, they stand behind, not in

front of, the principal and have the right of subrogation

against the defaulting principal. This means that the

principal will reimburse the bonding company because
they are still primarily liable and the bonding company
is just secondarily liable.

Refer to Illustration No. 2. Of course, in insurance

there is no obligation to repay the insurance company
when a loss is paid. This is an important distinction. An
insured buys an insurance policy to protect himself,

whereas a principal obtains a bond to protect the obli-

gee. The underwriting of bonds is designed to exclude

those people that the underwriter feels will not be able

to successfully complete the project. No losses are con-

templated. In fact, the premiums charged on surety

bonding are intended to be only a service charge for

the administrative costs of putting the business on
the books. The premiums are not pooled to pay
losses, as is done with insurance premiums, which are

based upon actuarial computations in which losses

are contemplated. The insurance company sets its

rates by taking these losses and claims-expenses into

consideration, and then pools the premiums to pay
for the eventual losses.

In this respect, bonding can be compared more to

banking than to insurance. As in banking, when you
request a loan to, let's say, pay for an automobile,
you're expected by the banker to repay that loan. In
bonding, rather than giving you an actual loan, they
loan their credit. In other words, they stand behind
you like a co-signer on a loan. If you should default

on your loan, the banker will come and repossess the
car. In bonding, if you should default on a contract,

the bonding company will come after you and take
your car, your house, your bank account or whatever
else they can get their hands on to pay for the loss.

It's rumored they also take firstborn children, but I

think that's an exaggeration.

The second question we'll look at today is: What does
the Federal Surface Mining Control and Reclamaton Act
of 1977 require in bonding? It requires that persons
conducting surface coal mining operations must post a
performance bond to guarantee the cost of reclamation.

The minimum bond amount is $10,000 for any permit
for any area covered by one permit. The bond must
be posted prior to commencing any operations on
the site. This bond then remains in force during the
mining and during the course of all reclamation, res-

toration and abatement work. The bond then contin-

ues in force for another period of five to ten years

after all work has been completed to ensure revege-

tation.

What types of bonds are acceptable? There are four

types of bonds acceptable and five methods of bond-
ing. The first type of bond is a surety bond. This is

what we were discussing earlier, an indemnity agree-

ment backed by a corporate surety licensed to do
business in the state in which the reclamation is to be
done.

The second type ofa bond is a collateral bond. This

is an indemnity agreement payable to the regulatory

agency, executed by the permittee and supported by
a deposit with the regulatory agency of cash, negotia-

ble bonds of the United States, state or municipality,

negotiable certificates of deposit, an irrevocable let-

ter of credit, or a mortgage or security interest in real

or personal property. If an operator wishes to use this

last method of collateral bonding, he grants the regu-

latory agency a security interest or a mortgage inter-

est in real or personal property in the state which has

a market value equal to or greater than the obliga-

tion created by the indemnity agreement. Lands un-
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der permit may be used as collateral. However, they

must have attained reclamation phase two and will

only be valued at 85% of the reclaimed value. Recla-

mation phase two is after all grading, back filling and

revegetation work is completed and only the time

requirement is left to complete.

The third type ofbond is an escrow bond. This is

a form of collateral bonding, developed over a period

of time through depositing funds with the regulatory

agency or depositing funds into an account payable

only to the regulatory agency. The intent is to sup-

plement other forms of bonding to provide for the

long term liability which may be a problem in surety

bonding. An example of this would be to provide a

surety bond for the initial phase; then during the

mining of this initial phase, the operator would
deposit funds into an escrow account to provide col-

lateral for the second increment.

The fourth type of bond is a self bond. This is an

indemnity agreement payable to the regulatory

agency which is executed by the permittee and each

individual or business organization which has a con-

trolling interest in the permittee. There are addition-

al restrictions as to people wishing to self bond. They
must appoint an agent to receive service in the state

in which the reclamation is being done. They must
provide the authority with a detailed financial state-

ment to allow the regulatory agency to determine

the operator's ability to perform under the provi-

sions of the permit. The permittee shall have also

demonstrated to the satisfaction of the regulatory

agency a history of financial solvency and continuous

operation for ten years prior to filing.

The fifth method ofbonding is merely a combina-
tion of any one of the four types of bonds in any
combination.

The third question we'll look at is: What criteria de-

termines the amount of the bond? The amount of the

bond is determined by the estimated cost to the regula-

tory agency if the regulatory agency had to do the

reclamation, restoration and abatement work itself in

the case of the permittee failing. How is the estimated

cost of this work determined? A number of things are

considered. They use the costs submitted by the per-

mittee. They'll also plug in additional costs required
for public contracting requirements if the regulatory

agency was to do the work. These costs would have
to do with the costs of putting the job out for a public

bid. Also, they have to take into consideration infla-

tion for the types of reclamation work required dur-

ing the preceding five years and also would use any
other cost information they might have available to

them.

The fourth question is: Can there be a savings in

bonding for phase reclamation? The act allows for in-

cremental bonding on a phased reclamation plan. This

is done by first identifying the initial and successive

areas on a permit application map and then filing a

bond on each phase prior to starting operations. The
bond penalty would be less for portions rather than for

an entire permit area. Therefore the premium on the

bond would be less. Before other areas are started,

reclamation would begin on the earlier phases, thus

extinguishing bonded liability earlier and thus costing

less money.

If a permit were taken out on one entire area with-

out using phased reclamation, the entire bond pen-
alty would be running for the entire course of the

work. Obviously, this would cost more money from
a bonding standpoint than if you were using bonding
in phased reclamation. One requirement under the

incremental bond provision however is that if incre-

mental bonds are filed, they will not apply to specific

areas but to the entire permit area. The reason for

this is that, ifbonds were applied to specific areas and
an unanticipated problem occurred in an area where
liability had been released partially, the remaining
liability under the bond might be insufficient to cor-

rect the problem. Thus, subsequent bonds on incre-

mental reclamation plans will apply to the entire

permit area and not just to the area being bonded.

A method similar to incremental bonding is called

cumulative bonding. It can best be defined by giving

an example. Say the cumulative bonding is to be ap-

plied to a surface coal mining operation during

which an operator intends to disturb 10% of the per-

mit area each year for 10 consecutive years. At year

one the bond required for increment one is 10% of

the total estimated reclamation cost. At year two, the

operator begins to disturb increment two and the

bond increases to 20% of the total estimated cost. At

year three, the operator begins to disturb increment

three but requests a partial release on increment one

based upon the fact that he has backfilled, graded

and seeded during year two so that reclamation

phase one has been completed. Upon approval of the

release, the bond in increment one is reduced to 4%,
that is, 40% of the reclamation costs on 10% of the

total permit area. The total amount of the bond re-

quired for increments one, two and three is 4%, 10%
and 10%, respectively, or 24% of the total reclama-

tion costs. At year four the operator disturbs the land

in increment four. Increment one is ready for further

release and adjustment to the bond because they

have finished reclamation phase two. Increment two

is ready for the initial release and adjustment to the

bond because they have finished reclamation phase

one and increment three still requires a full bond.

Upon approval of the releases, the bond required for

increment one is reduced to 1.5%, increment two

would be reduced to 4%, and increment three would

still require 10% bond, as would increment four. This

would result in a 25.5% of the total reclamation costs.
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The bond amount then increases 1.5% per year

through years four through ten. The total amount of

the bond at year ten, assuming no increment has

been fully released, would be 34.5%. This then would
be a method of keeping one bond in force and saving

money over the cost of filing one bond over the en-

tire permit area. However, the bond under this

method would require annual changes in bond
amount.

The final question we'll look at today is: What has

been the loss experience of bonding companies provid-

ing reclamation bonds for mining companies? First, let's

go back and look at the concept of bonding again. No
losses are contemplated. Bonds are underwritten for

those the underwriter feels can successfully complete

the project. Now, let's look at the statistics. In the three

years preceding the act, the loss ratio of the surety

industry for this type of bond was approximately 4%.
In the year of enactment, 1977, the loss ratio rose to

19%. In 1978 the loss ratio was 60.4% and in 1979,

although the final figures are not yet available, it is

anticipated by the Surety Association of America to be
in excess of 100%.

When evaluating these loss percentages, one fact

should be kept in mind. These are pure loss ratios

based upon actual losses incurred to premiums writ-

ten. They are not including the expenses that are also

incurred by the surety company in settling those

claims. The surety industry averages between 60-

65% expense as a ratio to the loss. So, therefore, in a

year with a 100% loss ratio, that would convert into

about a 160% loss ratio as compared to the premium
earned.

What lies ahead? In a meeting between the Surety

Association of America and trade associations of oper-

ators, it was stated that almost 25% of the operators

involved in coal mining today cannot meet the mini-

mum requirements of the federal act in the area of

reclamation. In other words, what we've seen reflect-

ed in the loss ratio of recent years may just be the tip

of the iceberg.

In 1981, all existing permits will be required to be
repermitted, and the operators will be required to

comply with the new regulations under the federal

act or under state acts which must be as stringent as

the federal regulations in bonding. Many bonding
companies will not be renewing these bonds ifnoth-
ing is done to modify the present regulation. This
may cause numerous defaults in the smaller contrac-

tors. The surety industry feels that surety bonding is

not the answer. Reasons for this are the long duration

of the obligation, anywhere from five years to who
knows how long. The bond penalty can be increased

midterm at the request of the agency and, therefore,

the bond underwriter doesn't know what type of

liability he may be talking about when he first starts

writing the bond. Also, the public is constantly look-

ing over the shoulder of the operator and public

hearings are even required in order to release the

bond.

As an analogy, to show how difficult it is for an
underwriter to underwrite an obligation of this dura-

tion, let me ask you to imagine that you were a bond
underwriter in 1970. You had a bond request to write

a one million dollar bond for the Chrysler Corpora-
tion. I suppose probably all of you would have said

that was no problem at the time, but now, ten years

down the road, look at the condition of the Chrysler

Corporation.

I think the smaller operators will have to rely on
the four other methods of bonding—that is, collateral

bonds, escrow bonds, self bonds, or a combination of

these—in order to meet the requirements of the act.

Most surety companies have said that they will only

write bonds for very large corporations with net worths

in excess of 50 million dollars or with full collateral. If

you're going to post full collateral with the bonding
company, you might as well deal with the regulatory

agency and save the bond premium.

QUESTIONBYDON REINING:

In terms of dollars and cents, how much money are

you talking about? Rather than percentages.

MR. PRATT:

In 1978, which is the latest for which figures are

available, the total surety premiums written were
seven-million, eighty-one thousand dollars. So, those

losses in that year were in excess of four-million,

two-hundred thousand dollars when the loss ratio

was 60.4%. As I said, in 1979 they expect the loss ratio

to exceed 100%; so using the premiums earned in

1978 as a guide, that would mean losses in excess of

seven million dollars.

QUESTION BY.-

I don't believe I heard you interpret why the rate

of default increased under FLDMA. If you feel you
have an interpretation, it would be good for you to

share it with us.

MR. PRATT.

Well, I wish I did, but I really don't. I was just

taking the loss information that was given to me by
the Surety Association of America. They said they

believe that the reason for increased defaults (and

this is a surety viewpoint, not a geologist's viewpoint)

is the fact that the requirements under the act for
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reclamation were much more stringent than had

been in effect prior to the enactment of the law.

People that possibly were meeting the requirements

previously were now considered to be in non-compli-
ance or in a default situation and, therefore, the
bonds were being called.
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Planner's and Industry's Problems

with Reclamation Plans

By Bruce Fry

I've actually divided my discussion into two parts:

the problems that planners have had with reclama-

tion plans, at least from my own perspective, and also

the problems that industry has. And, it's a little bit

difficult to put yourself in the place of industry if

you're a planner, but it's a good exercise because you
see things from a different perspective. This is a sum-
mary of more or less the primary things that I've

noticed, particularly since the passage of the state

act.

One of the most important problems that I see with

reclamation plans that are submitted to us is a lack of

adequate information. There's always more informa-

tion needed, particularly on the more complex mining

proposals. A primary need for information deals with

the nature and the quantity of the resource and also its

ground environment. There's often a reluctance on the

part of industry to supply the information. Funds are

short for public jurisdictions to get it on their own. In-

dustry's problem often, in addition to the cost of sup-

plying the information, is revealing information about

their deposit that might be useful to competitors.

There's also a need to know—at least we run into

it—the actual economic need for the resource that's

in the ground. How much land should we be commit-
ting to mining? Hopefully the state classification pro-

gram will be of great assistance to us in this area.

We have rather extensive sand and gravel deposits

in the Livermore-Amador Valley. Some of the pictures

you saw in Irwin Luckman's presentation this morning

were of that mining area. In some places the resource

goes to tremendous depths, but on the average it's only

mined to about 120 feet, partly because of water qual-

ity problems, but primarily, I suspect, because of the

present technology of mining. One portion of that area

could be mined apparently to much greater depths, if

the technology was there, without particularly disturb-

ing the groundwater area. So it occurs to us, Why not

concentrate mining in one location and really utilize

that resource to the maximum rather than spreading it

out further and further onto land better used for other

purposes?

Another problem is the time and patience that's

required to secure an acceptable reclamation plan.

When reclamation plans were first required, many of

the operators didn't take reclamation seriously. Plans

were submitted that had been drawn on the kitchen

table or that had outlandish proposals for future use.

So it's taken some time to get adequate plans. Also,

existing operations may have very complex problems
or there is little incentive for complying with recla-

mation requirements.

Under SMARA, the reclamation plans for existing

operations that were in effect in 1976 had to be sub-

mitted "within a reasonable period." However, what
constitutes a reasonable period has not yet been de-

fined; so there's been considerable bonding neces-

sary in many cases to get plans submitted and
approved.

A third problem involves coordinating reclama-

tion of competing operators. Here again you saw the

Livermore operations this morning. There were four

operators there originally. There are three now, one
having been absorbed by one of the other companies
and each, obviously, competing with the others.

Clearly, it was not desirable to get three or four sepa-

rate reclamation plans from these operators, each
taking a different approach. It was necessary to get

some sort of comprehensive reclamation plan for the

whole area and at the same time allow some leeway
for the individual operators to make their own deci-

sions. The way this was achieved was, first of all, by
operators developing some understanding between
themselves, getting together, cooperating to the ex-

tent at least of looking at the total area as a unit. For
the county's part, the whole area has been shown as

a unit on the general plan. The county is proceeding

to prepare and adopt, largely with information pro-

vided by the three companies, a specific plan (a reg-

ulatory device midway between zoning and a

general plan) that will set the general guidelines for

the reclamation of that entire area. On the basis of

that plan, individual plans will be submitted by each
company. To accommodate changing conditions,

there will be periodic reviews of each of these regula-

tory devices on through the mining period—a min-
ing period that's going to last over the next fifty years

at least.

Another problem: appropriate or acceptible future

uses—and a lot has been said about that this morning.
The main problem we have is that the planning period

of the general plan is twenty years, and many opera-

tions go beyond that period. So there is concern about

the range of potential uses proposed by a reclamation

plan being too narrow and, thus, about land use options
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in the time period beyond the twenty year plan being

too narrow. Very often we're presented with a recla-

mation plan consisting largely of steep slopes, a huge
hole, or several square miles of lake. An earlier ver-

sion of a reclamation plan for the Livermore-Amador
Valley had in excess, I believe, of 2 square miles of

lake. To try to project a use for that much water in

the future, particularly when recreational needs are

pretty well satisfied at the present time, is impossi-

ble; it becomes more or less a liability for the future

for that large an area of water to be managed,
whether for recreation or other purposes. Fortunate-

ly, that plan has been tailored to reduce the water
surface area and to increase land area to provide for

a greater range of land-use options.

Another problem: reclamation can't be accurately

scheduled to coincide with land-use needs. This is

something I guess we have to live with. Proper pro-

jections, changes in market conditions and other

things will make it difficult to keep mining on a

schedule.

Reclamation is difficult to guarantee. Maybe it

seems not as difficult after the last speech, but I think

that deserves a little bit of thought. In our county
we've had a bad history of trying to guarantee recla-

mation. We've had an ordinance of sorts for at least

20 years, and I don't believe a bond has ever been
successfully called—and for a number of reasons.

Some of those are political, some because of the ne-

cessity for court action. There's another problem, par-

ticularly with large-scale, long-term operations. A bond
cannot guarantee that planned reclamation will take

place, particularly if the operator should walk away
from the operation without completing the actual min-

ing. At best, the bond in this instance could only guar-

antee cosmetic treatment of what remains. If an opera-

tor isn't interested, I'm sure the bonding company
wouldn't go in and complete the mining. You're talking

about huge sums of money. The way we have ap-

proached this problem in the last year or so is to set up
a system where a fee is charged on the tonnage that's

taken out of the mined area. The money is set aside in

an escrow account, and then, as reclamation takes

place, that money is refunded to the operator. This sys-

tem offers two advantages: one, an incentive for recla-

mation to take place progressively, and two, a lower
fee for the operator.

One last problem I see for planners is determining the

importance of the resource relative to competing re-

sources. Usually there's at least one competing re-

source. We have some operations where the
groundwater resource is extremely important. The
need to use the area for recreational, agricultural or

urban uses may be equally important, and to try to

balance all these and still allow a reasonable amount
of mining is a difficult problem.

Some of the problems I perceive industry experienc-

ing in securing approval of reclamation plans is obvi-

ously, first of all, public resistance. And, whether it's

real or imagined, the public makes little distinction

between mining and reclamation. This problem is most
serious in urban areas. Objections arise primarily
about truck-traffic noise, spilled materials on high-

ways and esthetic impacts on landscape features in or

near urban areas.

A second problem of industry is making a long term

commitment to reclamation. Planners would like to have
a long-term plan indicating when and for what uses

reclaimed land will be available. Commitment to such a

plan, however, reduces industry's ability to respond to

changes in economic conditions, new technology, and
environmental conditions. If there is provision for

periodic review and amendment of this reclamation
plan, there is the risk of more stringent operating

conditions being imposed by public demand. Such
provisions will increase the risk of major capital in-

vestments that are necessary to operate the quarry.

From the public interest standpoint, at least it would
seem important to have the periodic review and
hope that the public will continue to accept mining
in an area.

A third problem for industry is the difficulty in satis-

fying a great variety of jurisdictional interests, some of

which are competing interests and also quasi-private

interest groups. In the Livermore quarry area, re-

sponses have to be made by industry to the county,

to two neighboring cities, a water district (it's an

important groundwater basin and the water district

has a very primary role to play) , a wastewater man-
agement agency, the county flood control district,

the recreation districts (it happens to be in two dis-

tricts, both of them concerned with what happens in

the area), a soil conservation district, the Regional

Water Quality Control Board, and even the mosquito

abatement district. Each has a primary responsibility

for protecting its own resource and gives little recog-

nition to the importance of the mineral resource,

even if that resource has been identified as of re-

gional or statewide significance.

Something that occurred to me when we heard

Senator Nejedly this noon hour was that it might be

an appropriate provision to add to the state act that

not only must local general plans have provisions to

protect regionally significant mineral deposits, but

there should be some provision in there also to obli-

gate some of the special single interest agencies that

I've just listed to pay respect to the resource also.
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Workshop Questionnaire:
Results and General Discussion

BRUCE FRY

Of the topics listed in the questionnaire, the area
that most people seemed to be interested in was
techniques to grow grass and trees on excavated
slopes and waste disposal areas. And, I think that's a
subject that's been covered pretty well by the panel
this afternoon, which included references to sources

of that information. The second area of interest was
reclamation measures within stream beds and

,
stream banks, also a subject that was pretty well cov-

ered. The third area was the role oflocal and state

agencies in controlh'nggroundwaterpollution on re-

claimed mining sites. There was a lot of interest in

that, and it really wasn't covered to any degree in the
discussion today. The fourth area was a listing of
vegetation and planting techniques suitable for

growth on various mine waste soils and waste spoils.

I don't think we mentioned waste spoils particularly

in the discussion. The fifth area was set backs ofmin-
ing pits and stream channels based on rock and soil

mechanics analysis. The sixth area was control of
short- and long-term dust pollution. Seventh was
rehabih'tation of pre-mining drainage. The eighth
area was economic analysis ofusing sand and gravel

,
and quarry pits for solid waste disposal, gas genera-
tion, and land use. The ninth area was conversion of
poor farmland to class-one farm land by mining ac-

tivities. Those seem to be the top topics, and anyone
having an interest in those can ask additional ques-

tions of the panel.

PERRYAMIMOTO (MODERATOR):

I'd like to point out that these are an arbitrary set

of questions (refer to Questionnaire) . They may not
have been all inclusive in all respects, but they were
chosen to inspire the participants into asking more
questions. In fact, there were some blank spaces for

those who wanted to have other issues brought up.
We certainly would like to have your response on
anything that's been brought up today as well as

what's on the questionaire. You may direct your
questions to any speaker here.

QUESTIONBY PAUL GREG:

My name is Paul Greg. I'm a stranger here, from
New Zealand. I'd like to direct a question to Bud Kay
in relation to revegetation. In New Zealand, some of
the problems that we have relate to revegetation of
highly productive soils. Bud Kay listed five criteria at

the end, and he said you need some soil. I think in

relation to a highly productive situation such as, say,

Cache Creek, which we saw yesterday, that the re-

quirement of just some soil would have to be stated

a little more specifically in any reclamation plan.

Would you still apply those criteria to a highly pro-

ductive situation? And take, for instance, the off-

channel mining of aggregate in Cache Creek.

BUD KAY.

If it's a highly productive situation, I'd involve a

farmer. I wouldn't try to reinvent farming; I'd lease

it to the guy next door. If there's some problems
involved in having to prepare the land and maybe he
isn't going to make a lot of money for a while, I'd be
inclined to lease it to him for a dollar for three or four

years and let him work the bugs out of it. After that,

the price would go up. But I'd involve somebody who
was professionally farming in that area to do the job.

There's no point in involving an erosion control con-

tractor certainly.

PAUL GREG:

I feel that to really utilize that land in a productive
manner, you're going to have to have a reasonable

depth of soil, and this means it has to be within the

framework of the plan. The farmer might have no
control of that. In New Zealand, just to bring you up
to date with the legislation there, most of our land

that is being mined is highly productive. We have
real problems in presenting environmental impact
reports that necessitate approval because of the lack

of information on how long it will take until that soil

will become productive enough to virtually sustain

average yields. And, I would think that in, say, the
Cache Creek situation, there would have to be some
requirements there for at least putting down a mini-

mum depth of soil in order for the farmer to be able

to reach average production levels in a reasonable

period of time.

BUD KAY:

I'd suggest we have a very limited amount of expe-

rience under those situations of actually working
with agricultural soils and putting them back. We
need more experience before we can predict how
long it will be and what degree of productivity it can
be returned to.

TONY BAUER.

I think I can answer that in part. Your sister mem-
ber of the Commonwealth north of us has had some
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experience with this—mining companies up in On-
tario have done some significant work in this. And, if

you contact the Ontario Aggregate Producers As-

sociation, they can give you some specific operations

in the area of London, Ontario and St. Katherine's

where they've gone in—and this is the mining com-
panies themselves—and hired agronomists to do a

series of studies in 25- to 45-foot pits to regrow the

crop that was typically in the area in terms of corn

and grain. They found that within a year to three

years they were producing at the same level, if not

more, in terms of average yield, as the neighboring

farmers and neighboring lands. One of the key fac-

tors there was the interface of the soil to the base of

the pit or the raw material. They had to work that in.

Another problem they encountered through the

process, a problem which was raised a couple times

yesterday, is that of compaction. And, it is important
also to make sure that you do not get too much depth
in terms of the fill because of the settling problem.
You need to get a uniform settling pattern. The last

thing that they really raised concern about was get-

ting adequate surface drainage. So you need to get

that slope correct. One of the common things they

seem to do is make the first crop a nitrogen-fixing

crop to get that "green manure" into the soil.

MS. GLORIA MC GREGOR.

I just wanted to say that a detailed reclamation
plan will answer your problem. We probably looked
at every single, minute particle of what was going to

happen to solve that problem. We will end up with
six feet of soil and production equal to or better than
was occurring there before. And, it's laid out in a very
detailed way as to how it will be taken off and how
it will be put back and what the interaction between
the soil and the underlaying material will be. And, I'd

be glad to share that with you if you contact us.

DOUG LOCKWOOD:

I have a question for the panel in general, and that

is: What experience have you had with reclamation
of depleted mine sites using solid waste?

COMMENT BY.

First of all in our area it's absolutely forbidden in

terms of sand and gravel because we're working so

close to the water table. Some companies have tried

to put a seal on it, but you're still working too close

to the water table. There's some of that going on
now, and there's a legal battle being formed in a
community west of Chicago on a 200 acre, 200 foot

deep limestone quarry. And the problem is that they
are pumping water out. If they left the water and
stopped pumping, the water would come up about 75
feet. The landfill operator claims that he can seal that

off... I don't know.

PERRY AMIMOTO:

The question of toxic effects, even in pits that are

dry, is an issue these days, and it was a topic that was
not made a special point of at this conference. I think

it is an example of an issue which, if you feel does

deserve further attention, we certainly should con-

sider for future workshops. I might point out that the

State Water Resources Control Board is the primary
regulatory agency on groundwater pollution.

DON REINING:

I skipped over that pretty fast last night, but I gave
you a brochure that we'll have published in the next

thirty days and that perhaps you might put into the

proceedings. In the San Fernando Valley, there is

this one particular case, the Conrock case; I think it

involves 58 acres. Wells are being dug there, and they

expect 80,000 barrels in oil equal to methane gas

that's being mined there. Now, there's one, two,

three, four, five, I believe, six areas in the San Fer-

nando Valley where, fortunately, the water table is

below 200 foot in depth and Class II materials have
been placed there. The City of Los Angeles has gone
to considerable expense in finishing out the Sheldon
Arleta Plant. As I mentioned last night, the energy
coming from that one pit is providing energy for

8,000 homes. So, in time the City of Los Angeles will

have plugged into all the sand and gravel pits in that

particular area. It will be firing up and it will be

providing at least 5% of the energy that they use in

order to take care of the San Fernando Valley. So,

this is a very extensive study, millions of dollars have

been invested by the city along with millions of dol-

lars invested by the producers.

BOB LEOPOLD.

When I was back at Penn State University, about

four years ago, they had an extensive testing pro-

gram where they combined sewage sludge and the

solid waste together in some of your shallower strip

mine areas for coal back there. I don't know the

results and I don't know really who to contact back

there, but I'm sure by this date they must have some
kind of conclusive reports as to the effectiveness of

it. They were growing crops on this when I was

there. I saw their test plots and was very impressed

with the amount of food and fiber that was actually

able to come out of it. So, if you're really interested

in that—as far as toxins and these other considera-

tions, I don't really know the effects—but as far as

growing food, the initial results were very favorable.

TONY BAUER.

There's just one comment I'd like to make along

that line in terms of sterile soil. Chicago Sanitary

District has pumped millions and millions of cubic
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yards of sludge down to an area in Peoria, Illinois,

south of Peoria, Illinois, on the coal fields. And there

they have an extensive plot where they experiment
with reclaiming those toxic surface mine pits.

They've had mixed results. One of the problems
they're having is the occurrence of heavy metals. But
they are growing quite a few different crops. So it is

having some favorable results, and you might contact

the people in Illinois on that.

JEFFBORDELON:

I am an attorney from Auburn, and this issue has

been raised indirectly by several speakers. I am very

interested in learning if any work has been done on
relating of reclamation performance standards with

water quality performance standards and the poten-

tial overlap or duplication of water quality regulation

with the local county regulation. I know that the

Regional Water Quality Control Boards have the po-

tential to issue waste discharge requirements for on-

going sources of pollution that include the regular

runoff from mine sites. It's quite possible that the

water quality performance requirements that are

conditions of their waste discharge requirements

could be identical with the practices contained in the

reclamation requirements. I'm curious if there's

been any dovetailing of the development of regula-

tory standards in both those areas. And, I guess it

relates to a larger issue, and that is: Has there been
any attempt by the Division of Mines and Geology to

work with the Water Quality Board on unifying some
policy approaches to what they're actually hoping to

achieve? That's my question.

PERRYAMIMOTO:

The question relates to the fact that there is an
overlap in the implementing of SMARA with the

State Water Resources Control Board regulations.

There has been some examples of overlapping issues

in this regard. In one case an old abandoned mine
had, in its natural waste, toxic material, including

copper and zinc, which caused a havoc on fish during
low flows. In that case, the reclamation plan was de-

signed to mine the waste material, which is now eco-

nomic; so from a reclamation viewpoint it is ideal.

Here, you've essentially eliminated the source of tox-

ic materials, but the Water Resources Control Board
was concerned about whether in the process of their

reclaiming the waste material, it could discharge

unusually high amounts of metals which during
unusually low flows would cause harm to fish. As far

as the administrative problems were concerned,
there were none. We just worked together on it.

I might point out that SMARA really does not pro-

vide for regulatory power in the same sense as the
Water Resources Control Board. It is the lead agency

which is the permitting agency under SMARA, and
the Water Resource Control Board has its own juris-

diction. I would say that this topic and other ques-

tions along this line suggest that water quality, both
surface water and groundwater, seems to be an issue

which affects many of your mining problems. Per-

haps at a future workshop we could bring this up as

a major topic.

QUESTION BY;

I'd like to follow up, if I might, with the speaker
that dealt with the instream mining because I think

that highlights the problem. The question I would
have is: Is there sufficient definition of what public

values we're trying to protect in the stream to allow

a local agency to be able to develop meaningful per-

formance standards for the reclamation? In other

words, are we really able to tie our reclamation per-

formance requirements to some definable policy ob-

jectives in a particular stream, whether they're

subjective policy standards or quantitative?

DA VE STORM:

I would like to answer your first question, too, and
maybe give you some guidelines on just where the

water quality standards and maybe the Surface Min-
ing and Reclamation Act standards are not in con-

flict. When the basin plans were prepared under the

208 program, section, 208 of Public Law 92500, a lot

of those issues were addressed. In other words, best

management practices in the watersheds of each of

these basins in California were presumed to eventu-

ally be implemented. I think that is not in conflict

with what SMARA is providing.

As to the question you asked about instream min-

ing policies on reclamation, there really isn't a lot of

reclamation that can be done, because in most in-

stances the period of extraction in the stream is so

short it's usually dictated by the hydrologic cycle.

The most that can be done with reclamation is just

good housekeeping practices in the stream—leaving

the channel cross-section as neatly graded as possi-

ble, or possibly implementing some sort of a scarify-

ing or ripping program if compaction of the substrata

has occurred during the extraction process. I don't

think there is a direct relationship between pure rec-

lamation, as the act is seeking it, and instream min-

ing.

QUESTION BY:

I'm a consultant with the Nevada County Resource
Conservation District, and we've just put together a

reclamation proposal for Malikoff State Park. One of

the issues that came up was the water quality dis-

charge requirement. And the question came up of
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trying to ascertain what types of sediment control

practices are necessary at the park to meet a level of

desirable water quality. One of the problems that we
have is that, for a number of the pollution constitu-

ents that relate to instream mining, that is, sediment,

turbidity, etc., we don't have a consensus on what
we're trying to do in the stream. So, as a result, we
don't have a real consensus on what we should be
doing on the land. And, it is that relationship I was
trying to get at.

COMMENT BY:

If I can respond to that? In most instances, county
ordinances provide that there will be no disturbance

in the stream, and I think anybody here from the

Department of Fish and Game would reinforce that.

If the activity itself is out of active water surface

—

and I think that's the case, Gloria McGregor, in Yolo

County—they are not permitted to pollute the

stream. Also, instream activities are not permitted to

produce a discharge of suspended sediment. And, I

don't know if I've focused on your problem, but it

sounds like you've got an unusual case.

PERRYAMIMOTO:

Well, I think that issue, Malikoff State Park, does
exemplify a certain problem you'd like to bring up.

Just for those who aren't familiar, Malikoff State Park
is the present remains of an old hydraulic diggings

and presently it's formed of steep walls, some of

which are landsliding away. So, without knowing all

the facts, I have a feeling that the Water Resources
Control Board took a much more general view of

what appeared to be presently a natural condition,

rather than a condition artificially imposed by some
man-made structure right now. Are there any addi-

tional questions?

QUESTION BY:

What is the current interest in the state on going

back into the old mines in areas such as Malikoff and
doing rehabilitation at present? I've heard a good bit

of discussion, but I have not heard of much direct

action at the moment. What are the expectations of

the state as to action in rehabilitating old workings in

the near future?

PERRY AMIMOTO:

I think you're addressing the question of aban-
doned mines and abandoned mine tailings. The
Malikoff situation is a little different; that is an open
surface hydraulic diggings and not the situation

where a mine with a tunnel has copper minerals
coming out and causing water quality problems. For
such water-quality problems, Mines and Geology in-

terfaces with Fish and Game and the Water Re-

sources Control Board. A review of abandoned mines
is part of that nationwide 208 program on best man-
agement practices.

COMMENT BY:

We have participated in assisting in inventories of

abandoned mines in the state, which is the first step

towards this with Regional Water Quality Control
Boards. It's not a fast moving process, but after all,

the problem has been here for some years and, while

we're implementing brand new legislation dealing

with active mines, we also have to put a priority on
that. The Mining and Geology Board is assisting in

setting priorities on how to make those balances. The
matter is getting attention. I won't try to tell you that

it will be solved within the year's time, but the first

thing we have to do is inventory these and those of

the Division of Mines and Geology, which was origi-

nally the Bureau of Mines in state government when
it was established on April 16, 1880—it had its centen-

nial this year. So our records are fairly extensive and
we can bring this kind of archival material to bear in

the attempt to inventory, but that won't be 100% by

any stretch of the imagination.

PERRYAMIMOTO:

By the way, abandoned mines was on the question-

naire, and I'm glad to see some discussion.

QUESTIONBYJIM BAKER:

My name is Jim Baker, and I am with the Contra

Costa County Planning Department. The county

only recently came into compliance with SMARA
last November when they adopted a local ordinance

for reclamation plans. So we don't really have a body
of experience yet. I would direct this question to all

the panelists, and specifically to the gentleman from
Alameda County. With respect to other aspects of

SMARA, this workshop is naturally focused on recla-

mation, and I think it has done a very good job of

covering the diversity of subjects within the reclama-

tion issue. But our department is particularly con-

cerned about classification and designation as they

relate to reclamation plans that we are receiving and
reviewing. I am sure the operators hope we will be

approving these in the near future, particularly in

those areas that may end up being designated in the

designation process. We have some experience, of

course, with the flood zones with regard to a federal

mandate to incorporate certain land-use planning

and management procedures into applications that

are received for development in the flood zones, but

we don't have any experience with the new form of

processing with reclamation plans in areas that may
end up being designated. I am wondering if the ex-

perience with public hearings and EIR's and permit-

ting can be extrapolated into the area of public
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hearings that will be conducted once we have desig-

nated areas. That is a particular concern in our de-

partment because we do have a lot of experience

with controversial general plan amendment applica-

tions and rezoning applications. We are anticipating

a lot of problems in this area because of the inherent

conflicts between different politically influential par-

ties.

BRUCE FRY:

I would think Contra Costa County would have a

few more problems than Alameda County primarily

because most of our resource has been designated for

many years on the county general plan. The resource

seems to be well protected as most of the land is

controlled by operators. I can only think of one area

where the state's designation would present a prob-

lem because of other uses being shown on the gen-
eral plan.

PERRY AMIMOTO.

I think we'll close now, and this doesn't mean that,

if you have questions, you should withhold them. You
certainly made contacts here: you could make calls;

you can write to the Division. I would like to show
my gratitude to the University of California at Davis,

Extension Department, for all they've done. I think

the facilities were very nice, and all the details they

went through were fantastic. And, I also want to

show my gratitude to the speakers who were per-

suaded to take time from their busy schedules and
come long distances. Above all, I want to thank the

audience. It wouldn't have been a success without

you.
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Urban Problems Associated with Mining

By Don Reining

California is pioneering a new surface mining and
reclamation law. For four years now the California

Mining and Geology Board has been interpreting

Chapter 1131. Senator Nejedly's Senate Bill 756 was
signed by the governor, September 28, 1975. This bill

enacted a new law, the Surface Mining and Reclama-

tion Act (SMARA) of 1975, to govern surface mining
and operations and to provide for the reclamation of

mined lands.

In most cases today, one does not have the benefit

of the best of two worlds—one world being surface

mining operations and the other being reclamation

of mined lands. The Southern California Rock
Products Association supported Senator Nejedly's

legislation for two reasons. The first reason was that

local lead agencies had given them experience in the

preparation of reclamation plans.

Ordinances had already been passed requiring

reclamation in major metropolitan areas in Califor-

nia. And those industries that prepared plans recog-

nized the benefit to plan ahead at their mining
operations.

The second reason the Association supported the

bill was that under the act the Office of Planning and
Research was mandated to identify urban and urban-

izing portions within the state that are in danger of

being lost to urban expansion or other irreversible

land uses and that the State Geologist could classify

these lands on the basis solely of geological factors

without regard to existing land uses and land owner-
ship.

The areas identified by the Office of Planning and
Research were to be specified by the Board on the

following three bases: (1) areas containing little or no
mineral deposits; (2) areas containing significant

mineral deposits; and (3) areas containing mineral

deposits, the significance of which requires further

evaluation.

I will not go into the classification and designation

of resources, for I am sure that someone will discuss

this tomorrow. Were it not for sections 2761 and 2762

of the act, I am sure the mining industry would not

have supported the passage of Chapter 1131.

So that you will know who I am, I would like to give

you some idea of my interests over the past 17 years

on this subject. The 15 sand and gravel companies
which I represent in the Los Angeles metropolitan
area have mining operations in five counties. In 1979

these 15 companies produced 40 million tons of sand
and gravel. The Southern California Ready Mixed
Concrete Association, another group that I repre-

sent, produced 10 million, 500 thousand cubic yards

of ready mixed concrete. This is probably the largest

market area in the world, and I am proud to be as-

sociated with it. As I said previously, reclamation was
familiar to our industry prior to the passage of 1131,

and I would like to give you some illustrations about
this new science, that being, the reclamation .of

mined lands in southern California. I'm sure that,

after you have heard this brief presentation, you will

agree with me that industry has truly reaped the

benefits of serendipity.

So if we can have the lights now, I will present

some exhibits that illustrate urban problems associat-

ed with mining.

Exhibit 1. HOUSING UNITS IN LOS ANGELES
COUNTY. Twenty-nine thousand housing units

were added in Los Angeles in 1978. The latest in-

crease brings the county's housing inventory to an
estimated January 1, 1979 total of 2,784,232 units. A
distribution of the inventory by housing type shows
that single units total 1,705,455, multiple units 1,034,-

965 and mobile homes 43,812.

Exhibit 2. 67CUBICYARDSOFCONCRETE. For
those of you who have a three-bedroom house, you
will have an average of 67 cubic yards of concrete

from the middle of the street to your curb and gut-

ters to the plaster sand that is used in your acoustical

ceiling. To better illustrate the importance of ready
mixed concrete to our survival, I'd like to offer the

following illustrations: Each cubic yard of concrete

consists of 1 ton of rock and gravel and seven-tenths

of a ton of sand, or 114 tons of rock, sand and gravel

per dwelling. An average 1,500 square foot residen-

tial dwelling consists of 35 cubic yards of concrete for

the house, 12 cubic yards for the patio and walls, 8

cubic yards for the two-car garage, 3 cubic yards for

sidewalks to streets, and 9 cubic yards for city curbs,

gutters and sidewalks.

Exhibit 3. SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING IM-
PACT. Imagine, if you will, the impact when this

1,500 square foot residence or condominium is com-
pleted. Even though we have close to three million

housing units in Los Angeles, we must consider the

7.5 million people that reside in Los Angeles County.

Exhibit 4. TWENTY MILES DOUBLES TRANS-
PORTATION COST In a recent hearing I pointed
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out that the local areas must mine sand and gravel

close to the market place. They can no longer import
materials from other counties. This slide illustrates

the economics involved. We are a high volume, low

cost commodity. The Public Utilities Commission
regulates the transportation cost.

Exhibit 5. TUJUNGA WASH— Alluvial Fan. This

alluvial fan, located in the San Fernando Valley, is a

part of the Big Tujunga River. The deposit is rather

large, extending for approximately seven miles south

of the mouth of Big Tujunga Canyon. Unfortunately,

this stream-bed deposit has been zoned for agricul-

tural purposes. Note the mining in the lower part of

the picture and compare it with the next slide which
is a sketch of a proposed reclamation plan.

Exhibit 6. LIVINGSTON-GRAHAM. Livingston-

Graham proposed to the City of Los Angeles that

they would build a water-oriented recreation park

here if they would be allowed to mine the balance of

the holdings. The company's proposal was turned
down by the city long before environmental impact
reports were required.

Exhibit 7. BRADLEY EAST. Bradley East is now
being topped with 20 feet of solid inert materials.

There are 9 million tons of landfill in place here.

Through scientific tests there is a minimum of 200
million cubic feet per day of methane available. This

being a new science, Conrock Company cannot esti-

mate how much gas is in this landfill. We do know
there is a 65 acre area that is 120 feet in depth where
Class II landfill has been placed. The Valley Steam
Generation Plant is one-quarter mile from Bradley
East. There will be 31 wells placed. Test wells have
been dug and Conrock Company has engaged a pri-

vate firm to handle all processing and delivery of

methane gas to the Valley Steam Generation Plan. It

is their expectation to have a shakedown through the
distribution system in October of this year.

Exhibit 8. 80,000 BARRELS OF OIL PER DAY.
With the production of 1,400,000 cubic feet of meth-
ane gas per day, this can be equated to 80,000 barrels
of oil per year, and with OPEC oil selling at $30 a
barrel, you can calculate the anticipated revenue.
The energy production from the 65 acre landfill op-
eration will provide energy for 3,500 homes. Adja-
cent to Bradley East will be Bradley West. Recently,
Conrock Company received permits to begin opera-
tion from the governmental agency; this took nine
years. They will have an advantage of having hori-

zontal pipes placed and prepared for the collection
of methane gas in Bradley West. This should be a
more efficient operation. In closing, I believe this is

also of importance, that for the first six months there
will be a close watch on the operation of the wells,

and after this trial period it is expected that with
proper security measures the property will only have
to be checked two to three times a week.

Exhibit 9. SAN GABRIEL VALLEY— Aerial. This
mining operation of Livingston-Graham in Irwindale

covers 460 acres. Currently, in many areas, materials
have been harvested to a depth of 150 feet. In this

picture we see property that is located in three dif-

ferent cities — Irwindale, Arcadia and adjacent to

Monrovia. Each city has their own plannng and zon-
ing restrictions. When the company prepared their

reclamation plan, it was difficult to comply with the
zoning requirements of each city. Problems of this

nature were the main reason why Senate Bill No. 756
made arrangements for lead agencies to direct the
mining activity through new surface mining and rec-

lamation laws.

Exhibit 10. LIVINGSTON-GRAHAM— Rehabili-

tation Plan. Livingston-Graham's future for Phase V
after the sand and gravel has been mined. Land will

be set aside for low-profile industrial use and for rec-

reational facilities if the company is allowed to exca-

vate below the water table. This site can give Disney-

land and Knott's Berry Farm competition with wa-
ter-oriented recreation facilities. In February 1972,

Livingston-Graham entered into an agreement with

Koebig and Koebig, Inc. to prepare this rehabilita-

tion plan in order to comply with Ordinance No. 245

of the City of Irwindale. The city accepted the plan.

Because there was little or no program for mineral

resource planning, this major sand and gravel deposit

in the San Gabriel Valley has been covered by resi-

dential, industrial, and commercial buildings after

the flood control program was completed in 1948.

Exhibit 11. CONROCK RELIANCE PLANT —
San Gabriel Valley. This sand and gravel plant, com-
pleted in 1972, did involve approximately 300 acres of

land severed into three distinct parcels by freeway,

highway, and railroad under which have been con-

structed tunnels to facilitate the flow of aggregates

from the mine to the processing plant. The permit

under which this plan operates had no fixed time

limit. The total investment for this plant including

land and equipment is approximatly $18 million. East

access to the 605 and 210 Freeways made this location

excellent for moving the sand and gravel to the ready

mix concrete plants throughout the marketplace.

Exhibit 12. CONROCK RELIANCE PLANT —
Miller Brewing Co. But through condemnation
proposals, the City of Irwindale "Redevelopment
Agency" condemned 41% of this deposit that has

been owned by this company since the early 1920s.

In the background the Miller Brewing Co. is being

built on prime sand and gravel deposits.

.
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Exhibit 13. OWL ROCK IN AZUSA — Power
Agreement. This artist sketch took a decade in be-

coming a reality. Note the sand pile in the middle of

the picture beyond the berm.

Exhibit 14. OWL ROCK — Compatible with

Neighbors. In the background today you can see

manufacturing of sand and gravel. Because of the

good planning the sand and gravel is being extracted

from approximately 230 acres of land that will be
used for surface water spreading by the Azusa
Spreading Corporation for many years.

Exhibit 15. OWL ROCK— Mining in Water Rasin.

In 1962 a joint agreement was developed between
the County of Los Angeles and the City of Azusa and
the current property owners. This agreement has

provided for the excavation of several basins for col-

lection and retention of intruded water in order to

maintain adequate water levels and assist in the con-

servation of water. This is being done beyond the golf

course. Note the drag line. In reaching this agree-

ment, special problems involving zoning were, re-

solved with the City of Azusa, culminating in a use

permit allowing the establishment of a rock and sand

production plant to process the materials excavated
from the basin.

Exhibit 16. OWL ROCK— Holding Rasin. A sub-

surface geological formation creates a barrier to

downstream flow of ground water, thus creating an
ideal holding basin for sub-surface water. Several

municipal water agencies maintain operating wells

on the property above this barrier, which is called

Lohman Dike.

Exhibit 17. OWL ROCK— 15 Years Production. It

is expected that excavation of the basins will be com-
pleted in about 15 years, at which time the produc-
tion of rock and sand will terminate and the property
inure to the County of Los Angeles for the intended
purpose of water spreading and conservation. The
establishment of the Azusa Greens Golf Course to

provide a buffer strip between the excavation and
the plant areas and the adjacent community facilities

was a part of the solution which is rapidly making this

project a reality. Potential future water recreational

use is also provided for in a joint agreement.

Exhibit 18. CONROCKCOMPANY— Pits 1, 2, and
3. Pits 1 and 2 both have been used for spreading for

several years. They are now depleted. Pit 1 can store

approximately 175 AC-FT and Pit 2 approximately
250 AC-FT of water. As water percolates into the

spreading basin, water is added to keep the basin

filled to capacity. Pit 3 to the left of this picture, will

be used for water spreading within six months. This

will increase water storage by approximately 500 AC-
FT.

Exhibit 19. CONROCK COMPANY— Pits 7, 8, 9,

and 10. Pits 7, 8, 9 and 10 will be dug at a later date.

When completed, the area will have spreading basins

to guarantee future water supplies and will provide
additional flood control. This whole area of the basin

has a design capacity of accepting 600 CF once it is

completed.

Exhibit 20. CONROCK COMPANY — Depleted
Pit. Pit to be Velodrome. Conrocks's Claremont op-

eration has been depleted, and currently Class III

material is being dumped in this pit. By the design of

this pit, can you see, with a little imagination, a velo-

drome for the Olympic Games? Conrock has offered

this property to Claremont College for the velo-

drome development. If it is not built, the land will

stay in Conrock's ownership.

Exhibit 21. CLAREMONT WATER SPREADING
RASIN. The San Bernardino County Flood Control

owns and operates this flood control system along

with water spreading. These spreading basins were
dug by Pomona Ready Mix and Conrock Company.
The water company was paid on a royalty basis for

the sand and gravel that was mined at this location.

The Monte Vista Water District is currently building

a new 3,000,000 gallon reservoir (3.0 MG R19) . Here
you see three flood control and water spreading ba-

sins that are owned, operated and managed by the

San Bernardino County Flood Control District.

Exhibit 22. CONROCK COMPANY — Reclama-
tion. Much of the site here in Mission Valley, San
Diego, California, was excavated for sand and gravel

in the 1940s, 1950s and early 1960s, leaving the pits

and ground water ponds. The land was later used for

the manufacturing of precast and prestressed con-

crete products, including concrete pipe.

Exhibit 23. TWENTY FEET AROVE FLOOD
LEVEL. For the past six years, several million cubic

yards of fill has been placed and compacted to 90%
or better on the site, elevating it above the standard

project floodplain and readying it for uses compati-
ble with the rest of Mission Valley.

Exhibit 24. SURFACEMININGAND RECLAMA-
TION ACT. The material composing the fill is pri-

marily the excess fines generated from the sand and
gravel operation, the permanent and economic dis-

posal of which is essential at this location. Through
the implementation of the City of San Diego, an ap-

proved reclamation plan (in accordance with the

State Surface Mining and Reclamation Act) passed in

1975, and all areas affected by the company's Mission

Valley operations will eventually be filled and grad-

ed to final elevations safe from flooding and suitable

for improved uses. This property was worth $10,000

an acre before zoning to Commercial Office (CO).
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Now, with a commercial development permit, which
encompasses 58+ acres, it is worth $250,000 per acre.

This cost to reclaim the property was $30,000 per

acre.

Exhibit 25. RIO VISTA CENTER. The project

name is Rio Vista Center. The Planning Commission
allowed Conrock Company flexibility in uses permit-

ted while reserving more control over signs, archi-

tecture, etc. The company is planning a hotel,

restaurant, office, commercial, financial, and quasi-

commercial developments. The on- and off-site im-

provements (streets, drainage, underground utili-

ties, etc.) will be commenced during the first six

months of 1980.

Exhibit 26. ANAHEIMLAKE— Spreading Basin.

Reclamation is completed. This project is situated in

the Atwood section of the City of Anaheim near
banks of the Santa Ana River. The present facility

consists of approximately 100 acres with two miles of

shoreline.

Exhibit 27. ANAHEIM LAKE— Fishing. In 1970

an arrangement was made by the district with the

City of Anaheim to operate a lake as a recreation

facility. Subsequently, a concessionaire was selected,

and since that time he has very successfully devel-

oped and operated this "put and take" fishing opera-

tion. The material in this entire area is of a sandy
nature and has proven to be a very satisfactory con-

struction sand. Over the years excavation permits
have been issued by the district to various sand oper-

ators who have excavated the entire lake area to an
approximate depth of 50 feet. This acreage was ac-

quired over a period of years by the Orange County
Water District for the primary purpose of capturing
waste water and storing imported water from the
Colorado River (Metropolitan Water District). The
water is allowed to percolate into the underground
basin as a hedge against an over-draft of water in the
district. During the fishing season, approximately 26,-

000 pounds of trout are planted each week, and it has
become a very popular and successful recreational

project. Lake limit: five fish; live bait only—liver,

horsemeat, hearts of fish or corn are not permitted.
There are 80 rental boats; no California fishing li-

cense is required.

Exhibit 28. ORANGE COUNTY WATER DIS-
TRICT. There is a low network of dikes upstream
which guides the water downstream to the spreading
basins. The river was too steep; the permanent spill-

ways control the velocity of water.

Exhibit 29. ORANGE COUNTY WATER DIS-
TRICT. The spillways allow water to run into basins
such as the one illustrated here. This allows under-
ground replenishment of water. This control net-

work allows the water to flow by gravity into

adjoining basins.

Exhibit 30. ORANGE COUNTY WATER DIS-
TRICT. This picture, taken four years ago, illustrates

how contractors submitted bids in order to receive a
permit to remove the materials in accordance with
the water district's detailed plan designed to coordi-

nate recharge facilities and future enhancement op-
portunities.

Exhibit 31. ORANGE COUNTY WATER DIS-
TRICT. This same area generated royalties that were
used to offset the initial cost to the property, and a

portion of the revenue is transferred to the district's

environmental program. The water district has
adopted an environmental plan which when com-
pleted will greatly increase the aesthetic value of the
Santa Ana River and other properties. Here in the
Warner Rasin, much needed recreational develop-
ment by the community will come about in the fu-

ture, and it will be compatible with the district's

primary use for this land.

Exhibit 32 WARNER BASIN— Water Controlled.

Warner Rasin, owned by the Orange County Water
District, can be seen from this aerial view. At this

point, one has the realization that Orange County
Officials have done an excellentjob in three respects:

(1) a needed construction material has been excavat-

ed for their growing area; (2) flood control has been
instituted to an advantage by channeling the water
and by controlling its flow; and (3) the Anaheim area

and other parts of Orange County are storing their

water so that the people are guaranteed continuous

supplies not only during the rainy season but during

the summer. Ry taking all Colorado River water
whenever it is available, they receive a reduced price

and the public benefits.

Exhibit 33. BLUE DIAMOND MATERIALS —
Mining. The Santiago Creek in Orange County has

provided materials used by this growing area. Here
you can see mining today but tomorrow it will be a

lake. Mining is done according to a plan developed
in conjunction with Orange County authorities.

Exhibit 34. BLUE DIAMOND MATERIALS —
Mining. This mining operation will be a lake in the

future. Water will be stored here for the Irvine

Ranch Water District.

Exhibit 35. IRVINE WA TER CO. — Lake. Just be-

low the Rlue Diamond Materials operation is Irvine

Lake. Rlue Diamond mining operation will be a part

of the Irvine Lake — one big storage basin for the

future. In the meantime, the County of Orange has

access to a valuable construction material. This con-

struction material is needed for a growing area. Pro-

duction in Orange County in 1978 was 5,457,670 tons.
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Exhibit 36. EISENHOWERPARK— Clay Pit This

is a recreational park in the City of Orange. It was
acquired and developed by the city several years ago
to provide a park area for the rapidly developing
residential area in the northeasterly portion of the

city.

Exhibit 37 EISENHOWER PARK— Recreation.

Among the factors that made this site valuable were
the water-oriented possibilities of a lake that had
been recreated after excavating a five-acre parcel for

clay many years ago. After cessation of the clay plant

adjacent to the lake, it was used for irrigation water
storage by one of the water companies. The city,

through planning by a resourceful park architect and
good construction, now has an attractive and well-

used recreation facility.

Exhibit 43. RLUE DIAMOND MATERIALS —
Reclamation. Washington Boulevard, constructed
about 1965. The permanent roadway, which is a main
thoroughfare in the City of Los Angeles, now tra-

verses the original pit from east to west as seen in this

picture.

Exhibit 44. BLUEDIAMONDMA TERIALS— Re-
claimed. The depth of the fill under the roadway is

in excess of 100 feet in the center of the original pit.

In the upper right-hand side of the picture, adjacent

to Washington Boulevard, an industrial building is

now in use. This building was built completely on
filled ground. On the left-hand side of the photo, the

Santa Fe Railroad runs on fill approximatley 90 feet

in depth. This property was recently sold, and the

future use for this land, as you can see, is industrial

sites.

Exhibit 38. SANTIAGO CREEK — Golf. Recon-
toured land illustration. This beautiful Santiago Golf

Course is located at Tustin Avenue and Santiago

Creek in the City of Orange, Orange County. This

course replaces the former sand and gravel extrac-

tion operation.

Exhibit 39. OWL ROCKPLANT— Mining. Exca-

vation is performed on the face of steep hills above
the pit floor. Presently, the maximum difference in

elevation from the pit floor up to the point of excava-

tion is approximately 200 feet.

Exhibit 40. OWL ROCKPLANT— Reclamation.

While long range plans for the development of the

property upon completion of excavation has not

been completed by the Irvine Company, a nearby
level area of about 140 acres separated from the high-

way by an undisturbed 250 feet setback will result.

This acreage will all be above the level of the high-

ways in Santa Ana Canyon. Excess fine materials are

being placed in controlled fills to create additional

level areas capable of future development.

Exhibit 41. BLUE DIAMOND MATERIALS —
Depleted Pit. The Blue Diamond Materials sand and
gravel operation, formerly located on Alameda
Street and Washington Boulevard in Los Angeles,

had in excess of 5,000,000 tons of aggregate mined
here.

Exhibit 45. METROPOLITAN PIT — Depleted.
Approximately 8 million tons of sand and gravel were
removed from this property. This photo was taken in

1953 after the quarry was partially filled. Fill at this

site was limited to solid, inert materials, and filling

was completed in 1958.

Exhibit 46. METROPOLITAN PIT— Aerial. This

property has been subdivided; streets have been con-

structed and buildings erected. This is the property

as it appeared in 1965.

Exhibit 47. METROPOLITANPIT— Pro Express.

The last remaining area to be reclaimed in the previ-

ous photo can be seen in this picture where the au-

tomobiles and trucks are parked. The Pro Express

Building is erected on fill along with the 1 1 industries

as seen in the last picture.

Exhibit 48. VICTORY-VINELANDPIT— Deplet-
ed. This pit was a sand and gravel quarry at the

corner of Victory and Vineland — a residential sec-

tion of the San Fernando Valley. This picture shows
the pit as it existed in 1953 during the course of filling

operations.

Exhibit 49. VICTORY-VINELAND PIT — Re-
claimed. Fill was completed about 1958, and the

Gemco Shopping Center now sits in the middle of

this reclaimed pit. There are a number of retail build-

ings surrounding Gemco on the reclaimed property.

Exhibit 42. BLUE DIAMOND MATERIALS —
Aerial. This aerial photo was taken in 1936 about five

years after the City of Los Angeles acquired filling

rights. Note on the right-hand side of the slide, Wash-
ington Boulevard curves around the edge of the pit.

In this particular area, the city restricted fill under
the permanent roadway to solid, inert materials, and
by 1965 the entire pit was filled.

Exhibit 50 TORRANCESANDAND GRA VEL —
Reclaiming. The Torrance Sand & Gravel Company
had leased this land. A development company pur-

chased the land and received zoning for residential

purposes. Over 7- l/2 million tons of material were
excavated from this pit, which began in 1950. In the

lower center, by the line, the elevation was higher.

Material was excavated from the mountainside and
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placed in the Torrance Pit, where houses are now
built.

Exhibit 51. TORRANCE SAND AND GRAVEL.
You can partially see materials that had not been
mined. The developer purchased the property from

the land owner, and an excess of 5 million yards of

material was removed from the adjoining hill to fill

the pit.

Exhibit 52 TORRANCESANDAND GRA VEL—
Reclaiming. Through sound engineering practices,

the fill was engineered and prepared for the devel-

opment of a large subdivision.

Exhibit 53. TORRANCE SAND AND GRAVEL.
The land was zoned for single family dwellings, as

you can see in this picture. There are in excess of 450

units built; they are all presently occupied. When
built, they sold in the range of $80,000 to $90,000.

Exhibit 54. DIATOMACEOUS EARTH— Recla-

mation. In the foreground is a sanitary landfill opera-

tion, operated by the County of Los Angeles.

Reclaimed property will soon have tennis courts and
Little League baseball diamonds built at this loca-

tion. The picture was taken at the top of a landfill

operation. The small white building on the left-hand

side of the picture is a methane conversion plant. At
this plant they process the landfill gas to pipeline

quality (approximately 1,000 BTU-SCF) and then
sell it to the Southern California Gas Company. Adja-

cent to the conversion plant is the balance of a golf

course that has been built over the sanitary landfill

project. This area at one time was mined for diatoma-
ceous earth. Almost all of the major research con-

cerning the collection and use of methane gas as a

source of energy has taken place in California, with
most of that taking place in landfills in Mountain
View (in the Bay area) and in Palos Verdes, Monte-
rey Park, Azusa and in the San Fernando Valley (in

the Los Angeles area)

.

Exhibit 55 DIATOMACEOUSEARTH— Botanic
Garden. The South Coast Botanic Garden, a garden
covering a flat-area — equivalent of 87 acres — that

once was a diatomite mining operation. Approxi-
mately 3,500,000 tons of Class II materials were bur-
ied at this site. The landfill project was
self-supporting.

Exhibit 56.CHANDLERS SAND AND GRA VEL
— Depleted. In the lower right-hand corner you can
see silt ponds that were used by the Chandler's Palos
Verdes Sand & Gravel Company. These reclamation
ponds were used in the manufacturing process by
the company. They currently are mining sand and
gravel and are manufacturing ready mixed concrete
at the location that is in the center of this picture.

Exhibit 57. ROLLING HILLS COUNTRY CLUB.
The surge ponds have been recontoured; today, on
the south side of Palos Verdes Drive, the first two
holes for an eighteen-hole golf course have been
built, and four tennis courts now occupy the land that

has been reclaimed.

Exhibit 58. CHANDLERS SAND AND GRA VEL
— Reclamation. Here we see the reclamation ponds
now converted into a golf course. In the center of the

picture is Chandler's Ready Mixed Concrete Plant.

From this point on north the golf course separates

the mining operation from a Class I residential area.

The golf course acts as a buffer for the $200,000

homes built here. Chandler leases the property on
the north side of the road which consists of sixteen

holes of golf. He recontoured the property to tie in

with the golf course plans.

Exhibit 59. HEWITT PIT — Depleted. Approxi-

mately 80 acres of land were mined here by Conrock
Company. This is in the San Fernando Valley, and
today the pit has been completely reclaimed. The
property to the right was zoned for residential pur-

poses. This is good sand and gravel that could proba-

bly supply the San Fernando Valley for many years

in the future, but the Planning Department limited

the zoning. Currently a large movie theatre is nego-

tiating with Conrock Company for a large outdoor

movie theatre to be built on this site.

Exhibit 60. HEWITT PITT— Reclaimed. As you
can see now, the pit has been completely filled. Class

II materials were used. Currently the methane gas is

burned off at the site and not used. It is estimated

that approximately 1 billion BTUs of gas daily can be
extracted from this property. This would average $2,-

000 per day income for the owners. Estimated life

expectancy is 15 to 20 years. The owners are current-

ly negotiating with the Los Angeles Department of

Water & Power for the purchase of the gas. The City

of Los Angeles has an asphalt plant across the street,

and there is a possibility that it could use the energy

generated from the decomposed material in this pit.

Exhibit 61. TRANSITMIXED CONCRETE CO.—
Aerial. This Class II disposal site is located in the San

Gabriel Valley. Inert and household refuse is dis-

posed of in the center of the mining operation. On
the peripheral areas, sand and gravel mining goes on
simultaneously with the dumping.

Exhibit 62. TRANSITMIXED CONCRETE COM-
PANY— Reclamation. This is a Class II and Class III

disposal site. It is allowed by city ordinance to receive

both inert and decomposable waste such as

household refuse. On the lower left-hand corner is

Class III material.
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Exhibit 63. THE AZUSA LAND RECLAMATION
CO. Illustrated here is Class II material being dump-
ed by small panel trucks and large garbage trucks.

Note the separating bins for salvage operations.

Exhibit 64. THE AZUSA LAND RECLAMATION
CO. The Azusa Land Reclamation Company has
spent $2,000,000 on their gas recovery project. This
facility is presently operating at about one-third
capacity with 17 wells in operation producing
about 3,000 cubic feet of gas per minute, approxi-

mately 50% of which is methane. The methane is

being sold to Reichold Chemical Company, located

a few hundred yards away, for use in firing a boiler.

Exhibit 65. SHELDON-ARLETA MINE. This sand
and gravel pit was purchased by the City of Los An-
geles and was classified as a Class II dump for decom-
posable materials. As you can see, the neighbors in

this area constitute the flood control district in the
upper part of the picture. In the lower portion is an
elementary school and a high school. This picture

was taken in 1963, which was before the Hollywood
Freeway was built. It presently is built where the

flood control channel was.

Exhibit 66 SHELDONARLETA MINE. Yester-

day's household refuse has become today's source of

fuel for electricity generation through a unique
methane gas recovery system being developed by
the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
and the Department of Public Works, Bureau of

Sanitation. In the Spring of 1979, a deep-well gas

collection system was installed at the city owned
Sheldon-Arleta landfill in Sun Valley to recover
methane gas produced during organic decaying
processes for delivery to the valley generating sta-

tion. The deep-well gas recovery system is composed
of 14 wells, drilled 80 to 100 feet deep. Approximately
7,000 feet of gas collection piping was designed, con-

structed, and operated by the Bureau of Sanitation.

Exhibit 67. SHELDON-ARLETA — Reclamation.
On the right-hand side, the pipe, which will be used
for direct hookup with the Valley Generating Sta-

tion, has just been laid. The $1.78 million project pro-

vides clean-burning methane gas as a supplemental
fuel for power generation through the installation of

these 14 new gas wells in the landfill and 1.8 miles of

gas pipeline to the Valley Generating Station. The
basic components of the system include gas compres-
sors and dryer equipment stations, pipeline and con-
trol equipment.

Exhibit 68. SERENDIPITY. At the power plant the
landfill gas will be used as a supplemental fuel supply
during normal boiler operation. The gas can also be
used for ignition and boiler start-up when natural gas
is not available. There are more than six additional

locations within close proximity of the Valley Gener-

ating Station, and some companies are currently
negotiating with the Los Angeles Department ofWa-
ter and Power and the Department of Public Works,
Bureau of Sanitation, to put in a system similar to that

which is being installed at the Sheldon-Arleta loca-

tion.

Exhibit 69. FORTYACRES. Consider the situation

in southern California, if you purchase approximate-
ly 40 acres, and the land is suitable for sand and grav-
el mining for $10,000 per acre, and if you can get the
land zoned.

Exhibit 70. YEAR 1978 (Slide 1). To purchase ap-
proximately 40 acres of land suitable for sand and
gravel mining costs about $400,000.

Exhibit 71. NINE YEARS (Slide2). If the market is

good, you can expect the sand and gravel company
that you lease the property to, to dig 40 acres in nine
years.

Exhibit 72. YEAR 1987 (Slide 3). Mining this sand
and gravel for nine years produces, say, 9,375,000 tons

at $.15 per ton royalty, resulting in $1,406,000 income,
or $150,000 annual income.

Exhibit 73. EIGHT YEARS (Slide 4). The 40 acres

is depleted after nine years. Now you lease your 40
acres of empty hole to a company that will reclaim
the property. In eight years the empty hole will be
filled with sanitary landfill. At $.25 per cubic yard,

your royalty rate, your income for the eight years will

be $1,562,500, or $195,000 annually. Now your 40 acre
hole is filled and already Mother Nature is working
for you. There should be a 15 year supply of methane
gas. Now you dig wells and prepare for the energy
market.

Exhibit 74. YEAR 1995 (Slides 5, 6). Reclaiming the
property for eight years by sanitary landfill (rubbish)

at $.25 per cubic yard royalty results in $1,567,500

income, or $195,300 annual income. Collecting and
selling methane gas for 15 years results in $7,000,000

income: $467,000 annual or $1,280 a day.

Exhibit 75. CLASS I, II and III There are three

types of classification for waste sites. Class I sites are

permitted to receive all kinds of wastes, except ra-

dioactive, including chemicals and liquid industrial

wastes (sand and gravel pits are not used for Class I

waste) . Class II sites are permitted to receive inert

and decomposable waste, such as household refuse.

Class HI sites are permitted to receive inert waste,

such as earth, rock concrete and asphalt paving frag-

ments.

Exhibit 76. YEAR 2000 (Slides 7 to 12). Reclaiming
the property for 20 years with Class III material

(solid inert waste) , at $.04 per cubic yard royalty, our
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income would be $12,500 per year, which would
equal $250,000 in 20 years.

Before the slide presentation, I mentioned the

word "serendipity," and we remember the defini-

tion from Webster's Dictionary: "An assumed gift for

finding valuable or agreeable things not sought." In

my industry those gifts are: (1) the sand and gravel

production to provide man with shelter, roads and so

forth; (2) at the time the sand and gravel was being

mined, I am sure the industry had not conceived that

Class II and Class III waste would be disposed of in

the pits; (3) who would have thought that after fill-

ing the sand and gravel pits with Class II and Class

III materials that the land could be used once again
for a lumber yard, a storage location, a golf course, or

for the production of energy? and (4) who would
have believed that, if Class III material was used to

fill the hole, we could build industrial sites, commer-
cial establishments, warehousing?—in fact, the

ground could be used almost as if the mining had
never taken place.

In closing, the sand and gravel industry in Califor-

nia was blessed with "serendipity." The industry I

represent is fortunate to be enjoying the best of not

two, but three worlds.

1

VERR 1978

Purchase land suitable for sand

and gravel mining

40 acres approximate

$400,000

SLIDE 1

40
RCRES

Sand and Grauel

SLIDE 2
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VERB 1987

Mine sand and gravel

for 9 years

9,375,000 tons at $.15 a ton

royalty

$1,406,000 income or $150,000 annual

SLIDE 3
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VEHR 1995

Reclaim the property for 8 years

by sanitary land fill (rubbish)

At $.25 a cu. yard royalty or

$1,562,500 income - $195,300 annual

Collect and sell methane gas for

15 years

$7,000,000 income - $467,000

annual, or $1,280 a day
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WAR 2007

Reclaim the property

for 20 years with Class III

material (solid inert waste).

At $.04 per cubic yard

royalty our income would be

$12,500 per year, which
would equal $250,000 in

20 years.
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Single Family Dwelling Impact
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Reclamation Problems in Mountainous Areas of California

By Don Bussey

The Kaiser companies were originally in the con-

struction business, but when they received a major

cement contract, they built the Kaiser cement plant

at Permanente, California. The plant, constructed in

spite of major equipment problems, was on-line on
the specified date and put out a product that was an
immediate success.

Cement operation was a new accomplishment for

the Kaiser organization. With World War II ap-

proaching, management looked for other processes

where their expertise could be of value. One process

selected was the Hansgirg Process for producing
magnesium metal. This proved to be a very difficult

operation with many major problems—one of which
was that the magnesite mined in Nevada was varia-

ble in composition, and it resulted in unsatisfactory

magnesium metal.

To overcome this problem, plants were built in

Monterey County to produce magnesia using dolom-
itic lime treated with sea water. This required build-

ing (in 1942) a dolomitic lime plant at Natividad,

California, where use could be made of a dolomite

quarry that had been supplying California steel

plants with dolomite for about 50 years. At the same
time at Moss Landing, California, a plant was built to

process the dolomitic lime from Natividad with sea

water. This plant produced a high quality magnesia
product which, when burned in rotary kilns, pro-

vided the high grade magnesia necessary to produce
quality magnesium metal at the Permanente plant.

At the end of World War II a decision was made to

end magnesium metal production. Subsequently the

Natividad and Moss Landing plants were modified to

produce synthetic periclase. This material is the ma-
jor ingredient of basic refractories, which is now the

main product of Kaiser Refractories Company, a divi-

sion of Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation.

With this small beginning of a refractories plant at

Moss Landing, we are pleased to report, we now
have plants throughout the U.S. and overseas. We are

now a major producer of refractories in the United
States.

The preceding remarks give the background on
our Natividad quarry and lime plant, which are the

main subject of this discussion. Keep in mind that this

plant was built in 1942 during World War II under
"blackout" conditions, with a very minimum permit,

and without an environmental impact report. With a

war on, people were too busy worrying about win-

ning the war rather than bureaucratic procedures.

Slide 1. This is a view of the Natividad quarry and
lime plant located on the hills east of Salinas, Califor-

nia. It is located in plain sight of the City of Salinas

and the Monterey Peninsula—not hidden in the hills

like so many other quarries. You can readily see that

solving our reclamation problem is not simple.

Slide 2. Our biggest problem is our quarry waste,

which forms the large white projection in the pic-

ture. About 50 percent of the material mined is this

kind of waste, which consists of decomposed granite.

In the earth the decomposed granite surrounds and
is mixed with the dolomite mineral.

We know by experience that, given time, vegeta-

tion will cover this pile as it already has on a pile that

has lain dormant for about nine years. It now has a

healthy growth of native plants on it. This is shown
on Slide 3.

Another source of waste material is our heavy
media plant, which rejects quality rocks and sends

them to a separate pile. This material is used for road

base for rebuilding and constructing new roads in the

area.

The heavy media plant is the largest one in the
western United States. We would have been out of

the refractory business if we did not have this plant.

It was built in 1952, and its purpose was to beneficiate

and improve the dolomite. There's a cone 22 feet in

diameter and about 18 feet tall which has Ferrosili-

can suspension in the water. It's like having iron fil-

ings in suspension, and they must be kept in

suspension at all times. There's air bubbling through
to keep it stirred up, and we control the density of

that cone. Since our dolomite is heavier, it sinks.

Granite and any rocks that have granite intrusions

float and are carried off and disposed of. It has kept
our quality up so we could improve our refractories

business.

We also recover sand from a rock wash before it

goes into the heavy media plant. The sand is

removed and then the water that is taken out is re-

claimed. We use very little water, for most of it

comes from water recycling ponds.

Slide 4. The overall picture of our plant shows it's

a typical lime plant, but you can see we have done
something on reclamation. We have trees growing,

and we have over 5,000 of them planted around the

plant. It was a slow process, but, they're now getting
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to the point where people can see them, sometimes

even from Monterey.

From the sand we make some very special

products. One type of sand is used as an additive in

glass; another one is a white sand for finishing swim-

ming pools to give it a nice, white glow. We sell

dolomite to be added to cattle feed—and on that

subject let me mention that you can go to a health

food store and buy dolomite tablets. We're one of the

few industrial group plants where the material being

processed and used is edible.

Our last kiln, is being fitted with a new dust collec-

tor at about a million and a quarter dollars just for the

collector. The pipes that go up in the air and come
down are called radiators. They radiate heat into the

air and they're built in that way so that the material

will not lodge. If it settles out, it will drop down and
can be conveyed away. All three kilns now have this

type of collector. So we're conscious of the environ-

ment. And I might add that the material that is col-

lected in the dust collectors is being used for

neutralizing soil throughout central California, and is

a valuable product.

We have the problem of filing a complete reclama-

tion plan—which is not easy. We have filed a prelimi-

nary report with the county, which is the lead

agency, and we're keeping them informed. We have
retained Irwin Luckman and his firm to come up
with a final plan.

The main problem is that there are no hills in front

of our facility. It's just up there where everybody can
see it, and it's something we've got to solve. We too

agree with the Act and with its intent. We're going

to fulfill that, but it's going to take us a little longer.

Monterey County can feel proud to have a clean,

non-polluting industry in this plant, which takes

natural material, a material you can eat, and proc-

esses it in a natural way into a natural product

—

something that has been done for over 5,000 years at

least.
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Reclamation in the Arid Region of California

By Marion Ely

Mining in San Bernardino County. In San Bernar-

dino County we have a very large mineral based
economy. In our County, mining is the number one
industry, producing roughly 40% of the state's min-
eral products. For many years the County was the

number one producer of minerals in the state, ex-

cluding fuels. Several years ago mineral production

in the County reached the point where it was the

number one producer even when considering fuels.

San Bernardino County is about 12,902,400 acres in

size, slightly over 20,000 square miles. The eastern

states of New Jersey, Bhode Island, Massachusetts

and Delaware could be fitted within the County with

room left over. The bulk of the County is desert, 48%
of which is public lands, 54% being within the Cali-

fornia Desert Conservation Area (CDCA). The Bu-
reau of Land Management (BLM) is going through
their planning process in order to do great things

with it, or to it, depending on your point of view.

Within San Bernardino County there are approxi-

mately 20,000 mineral claims. Before the prices of

gold and silver began to rise dramatically, for years

there were about 14,000 mining claims. Two-thirds of

these are lode claims, the remainder are placer

claims and about 15 tunnel sites. With the high value

silver and gold have attained, there has been an in-

crease in the number of producing mines. Since the

inception of SMARA we have processed something
over 30 mining applicatons; 18 of these in the last

year. These mining projects over the next 20 years of

operation will involve an area of 3,602 acres, or about
0.028% of the County's area. The actual acreage dis-

turbed by these mining operations is considerably

smaller, approximately 950 acres, or 0.007% of the

County's area. Interestingly enough, approximately
98% of the surface disturbance that occurs is in bor-

row pits which excavate only five to ten feet in depth
but cover very large areas, primarily for use in high-

way construction and repair. Traditional mining
within San Bernardino County over the next 20 years

will disturb (and reclaim) 207 acres or 0.000016 of the

County's area. All surface disturbance attributed to

mining within the County over the last 140 years

amounts to roughly 18,000 acres. Off-road vehicle ac-

tivity within the County over the last 10 years has

disturbed approximately 20,000 acres. Unlike mining,
such disturbances continue without any reclamation.

Reclamation and Governmental Perspectives. In

reviewing governmental definitions of reclamation,

some interesting differences in perspective can be
seen. Using 88 words, SMARA defines reclamation
involving three concepts: (1) the combination of

processes of land treatment; (2) minimizing all forms
of pollution and erosion; and (3) returning the land

to a useable condition presenting no danger to the

public health or safety. In contrast, the federal gov-

ernment in the proposed 43 CFR 3809 rules and regu-

lations for surface mining in the United States, uses

157 words in their definition. In the federal defini-

tion, reclamation boils down to what I refer to as the

Three R's: reshaping, restoration and revegatation.

Whereas SMARA approaches reclamation as the

mitigation of what can be serious problems associat-

ed with mining operations, the federal view is one of

what amounts to expensive and often unrealistic cos-

metics.

What are Arid Lands? There are two basic ele-

ments which combine to produce arid lands: topog-

raphy and climate. Topographic forms can cause the

phenomenon known as rain shadow. In the southern

portion of San Bernardino County are the San Ber-

nardino Mountains (part of the Transverse ranges).

Precipitation along the crest of the range is around
80 inches a year, but only a few miles north, to Victor-

ville and Lucerne Valley, annual precipitation

ranges from two to six inches.

The climate of arid lands obviously involves a

dearth of precipitation and extremes of temperature.

On our planet both hot and cold deserts can be
found. In San Bernardino County we have both hot

and cold extremes with both high and low desert

environments. Within these environments there are

a number of mountain ranges which have vertical

climatic transitions. Some of the ranges have what
are referred to as remnant Pleistocene forests along

their crests. In these instances, there are considera-

ble environmental contrasts between mountain sum-
mits and the desert floor from which they rise.

Some criteria which define arid lands deal with the

geographic position relative to the equator and in-

creasing latitude. Precipitation (or lack of it) is the

common criteria. The State Water Quality Control

Boards use an 8-inch precipitation figure as a point of

demarcation. They consider vegetation demand to

be about 8 inches annually so that any area with less

than this figure becomes a desert environment. The
BLM uses a reclamation precipitation criteria of 14
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inches per year. A similar figure was also derived

independently by experiments in New Mexico.

As has been learned over the years from a variety

of experiences in the southwest, revegetation by ar-

tificial methods cannot compete with indigenous

revegetation. Natural revegetation can, however, be
enhanced by certain techniques. In a study accom-
plished by the Soil Conservation District, two adja-

cent parcels of land were subjected to artificial and
natural revegetation. The area which was artificially

revegetated experienced an immediately discerna-

ble effect, but after five years both parcels displayed

the same vegetation density.

Factors Affecting Reclamation. There are four pri-

mary factors affecting reclamation practices: cli-

mate, air, water and man. The climate produces
conditions which produce erosional effects that may
or may not be amenable to control. The temperature
effect affects efforts of revegetation. Attempts to in-

troduce species which are found in dissimilar cli-

mates are doomed to failure. Unfortunately this error

is a common one. In addition to the erosive effect of

moving air, the quality of air and whether or not
there are nearby pollution sources can affect both
plant materials and revegetation programs. Water is

very important in reclamation, in regard to both the

problem of its availability and the problem of erosion

control. Pollution potential of groundwater from an
operation is also important.

Perhaps the most important factor in reclamation
is man himself. This factor can take a number of

forms. The operation of a mining property and its

reclamation can be affected by the viewpoint of the
operators. The perception of the operation by any
nearby community can result in political involve-

ment impacting the operation.

In one instance in our County, a quarry operation
was planned near the community of Wrightwood.'A
very high grade limestone pendant was to be mined
by a major cement company. Although this was pre-
SMARA, the company had on its own initiative

proposed over 30 conditions affecting both operation
and reclamation of the site. The community became
concerned and eventually activated the political

process which resulted in the project being denied.

Another impact implemented by man on reclama-
tion of mine properties is that associated with the
establishment of wilderness. Many of the difficulties

associated with this aspect of human activity is in the
attempts at definition. Perhaps a classic case is that
revolving around the definition of a road. In strug-
gling with this concept the federal government
made what many consider to be an artificial distinc-

tion between a "way" and a "road." In the desert

environment we have roads that are called roads by
everyone except the BLM and certain preservation
oriented groups. With this distinction, a road can be
called a "way" and for wilderness purposes result in

an area meeting the 5,000 acre roadless requirement
mandated by the Wilderness Act. This has caused
considerable conflict and will probably continue to

be controversial for some time. The point is that

man, through his use of words, especially in attempt-
ing to define things, has an impact on the type and
degree of reclamation that would be required in such
an area.

An aspect associated with man is that of hazards.

The most obvious is that of an open shaft or other

precipitous condition. One of the major aspects of

SMARA (as implemented by San Bernardino
County) is the elimination or mitigation of excava-

tions hazardous to the general public. This is an area

of major attention in our review of reclamation plans.

Another factor involving man is that of the bu-

reaucracy. Its impact can be felt in many ways. These
can range from the application forms that are to be
completed, the various review processes, attitudes of

both the applicant and the people processing the

application to something at first seemingly uncon-
nected—employee turnover. This we find to be one
of the biggest problems with BLM operations. The
turnover rate appears to be quite high. Be it the

applicant or a member of an agency processing the

permit application, an answer can be obtained from
a BLM individual which often is only good during

that person's occupation of the position. Operators

are faced with being told one thing by a staff mem-
ber only to have it reversed when another person

comes to that position. Within a bureaucracy you can

also find the type of individual which can be classi-

fied as a "regulator." These types are very rigid in

their application of policies and procedures. Their

creed seems to be, "If it's not in the book, it can't be
done." This can be especially frustrating in the case

of reclamation since good reclamation can often be
said to be in the eye of the beholder. This can create

a multitude of problems when considering the vari-

ety found in mining operations and local environ-

ments of mineral deposits.

Attempts at codifying reclamation result in ever

increasing pages of paper due to the almost infinity

of factors that come to play in that endeavor known
as mining. One factor, and one with which we have

problems regarding the proposed BLM rules and
regulations, is that of access. In the proposed docu-

ment, unrestricted access is mandated to a mineral

property. We, as well as other counties, feel that the

control of access is one of the best mitigations possi-

ble for a mining property. With such control you

protect the general public from the hazards associat-

ed with mining and at the same time give some
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measure of relief to the operator from the vandalism

and theft possible in unrestricted access.

The mitigation for public hazard aspects of a min-

ing operation, in addition to restricted access, are

generally associated with the vertical rims surround-

ing some open pits, quarries and sand and gravel

operations. These can be handled in many ways.

Some operators simply choose to fence the property.

In one instance we had one company that felt in their

case, the simplest approach was to dynamite the rim,

creating a slope with a natural angle of repose—the

basic premise being that, although it is easy to fall off

of a cliff-like structure, it's difficult to fall off of a

hillside unless you really work at it. The same meas-

ures apply to underground operations with attend-

ant subsidence problems, shafts, waste dumps and
tailing structures.

Bonding is viewed by some as being a panacea to

problems associated with reclamation. There are

many problems with bonding that, except in the case

of distrust or very unusual circumstances, make it the

solution of last resort. We found in one case where
bonding was levied against a project that it took the

operator over a year to locate a company to bond his

operation. The company which agreed to bond was
an eastern seaboard state which knew absolutely

nothing about mining operations and even less about

reclamation. Other jurisdictions have found that in

some cases bonds were simply forfeited. This result-

ed in a problem which is common to many jurisdic-

tions: actual releasing of the bond to the agency
affected. It is generally simpler to work closely with
an operator (or developer) than to succumb to the

siren call of bonding.

In conclusion, as far as the future of mined-land
reclamation is concerned, there are two areas in

which additional work needs to be accomplished.

The first area of concern is that of jurisdiction. In

some cases this appears to be a call to arms when
mentioned. We find this to be a problem of varying

degrees in dealing with other governmental agen-

cies in implementing SMARA. We prefer to ap-

proach the problem from the perspective of an
agency's responsibilities rather than jurisdiction. To
do otherwise can result in lengthy and generally un-

productive discussions.

The second area is that of the different approaches
taken toward the problems of reclamation. This par-

ticular SMARA workshop is making great strides to-

wards this goal and should be followed with more
such gatherings. With this approach, in time the

magnitude of the problems should subside as me-
thodologies become more widely known.
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*The editor extends his apology to any participant who is not listed here. Every

effort was made to ensure the comprehensiveness of the list.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

wined Land Reclamation Workshop
June 11-12, 198O

QUESTIONNAIRE TO ALL PARTICIPANTS

1. Please fill out the attached checklist on pages 5 and 6
of this packet. This is to be tabulated to survey the areas
of interest of the participants. On t>age ?, please write
the questions on reclamation that you are planning to ask
of the speaker(s) or that you would like to have the speaker(s)
address during the conference.

2. Attached is a set of suggested questions which have been
sent to the speakers to guide their presentation. We hope
this information will help focus your concerns into additional
useful questions for discussion.

3. Please sign your name on page 5 and return pages 5. 6» and 7 to
Perry Y. Amimoto, Workshop Coordinator, or to the registration
desk as soon as possible.

Ur. Your cooperation on this questionnaire will provide guidance
for the speaker's presentation and will also indicate topics
for future workshop considerations.
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Suggested Questions

Dr. James R. Dunn

1. What information did OOSMAR obtain throughout the country
which:

a. determined the practicability of adopting the
the Federal Surface Mining Control and Recla-
mation Act to non-coal mining activities.

b. identified examples of good reclamation oractices
relative to mineral resources, topography and climate?

2. In your practice what criteria have you used in determining
ultimate land use?

Irwin Luckman

1. What should planners look for in identifying the key issues
which determine an acceptable reclamation plan?

2. What steps should industry and planners take in early
site analysis to promote an effective recognition and
solution of oroblems? Particularly, could alternative
mining and reclamation olans be submitted for discussion in
early site analysis?

3. What environmental oroblems are of frequent concern to planners
and what examples illustrated a successful resolution of such
oroblems?

*K What criteria have you used in determining ultimate land use?

Fred S. .Matter

1. With regard to large scale open pit mining in arid regions what
considerations in the mining and reclamation process would pro-
vide a shaping of the waste material and mine excavation so
that it is visually compatible with the landscape or with
ultimate land use?

2. What examples in mine operation planning have illustrated suc-
cessful methodology in returning a substantial portion of the
waste material to the mine excavations? How much processing can
be done adjacent to the mining pit?

3. What criteria have you used in determining the ultimate land use?
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Anthony M. Bauer

1. What mining and reclamation methods can provide for the shaping
and filling of sand and gravel mining and rock quarries for
economic and aesthetic land use?

2. How can reclamation activities close to urban areas be screened
or olanned so as to minimize the objections of the local
community?

3. What should be the basis for the distances of setbacks so as
to provide adequate buffer and safety.

4. What criteria have you used in determining ultimate land use?

Dr. David Storm

1. What engineering techniques or devices including elevation
markers, cross-sections, che^k dams, and watershed computer
models can resolve the following:

a. 'Is the instream gravel operation causing upstream
or downstream degradation?

b. Is the extraction rate within acceptable limits in
terms of other uses such as fishery resources?

2. How should planners conditionally specify acceptable extraction
rates from various operations until such time as the long-term
cummulative impact is determined?

3. What examples have illustrated the type of environmental
problems that may be expected from instream mining?

Burgess L. Kay

1. What are the latest seeding techniques in revegetating excavations
and waste material under various climatic conditions?

2. What are the physical and chemical characteristics of waste
material from mining that affect the establishment of revegeta-
tion.

3. What criteria is useful in determining whether a particular
subsoil or weathered bedrock is an acceptable equivalent of
topsoil?

4. How should seeds or plants be collected in a proposed mining area
so as to promote the establishment of native vegetation during
reclamation.
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Robert E. Leopold

1. What are the techniques which will visually and aesthetically
blend an excavation or waste material with the natural
environment?

2. What examples including the shaping and landscaping effort along
I?0 at Vail Pass, Colorado have provided for adequate visual
treatment?

3. How should a planner evaluate the importance of visual resources
when considering alternative ultimate land uses?

Rich Pratt

1. How does the definition of bonding differ from the concept of
insurance?

2. What does the Federal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation
Act require in bonding?

3. What criteria should determine the amount of bonding?

^. Can there be a substantive economic savings in bonding for staged
or phased reclamation performance?

5. What has been the experience of mining companies in applying
bonding to successfully provide for the implementation of
reclamation plans?

Bruce Fry

1. What has been the main problems in planners accepting a proposed
mine reclamation plan?

2. What problems have industry had in obtaining approval of reclamatic
plans?
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PARTICIPANT'S NAME

:

PARTICIPANTS CHECKLIST OF TOPICS INDICATING AREA OF INTEREST
IF YES, PLEASE CIRCLE THE QUESTION NUMBER

1. Economic analysis of using sand and gravel and quarry pits
for solid waste disposal, gas generation and land use.

2. The role of local and state agencies in controlling ground
water pollution on reclaimed mining pits.

3. Screening visual and noise screening of mining activities
which would prevent impacts on adjacent urban developments.

4 Setbacks of mining pits and stream channels based on rock
and soil mechanics analysis.

5. Amount of wildlife habitat needed to support an endangered
species or maintain wildlife equilibrium.

6. List of vegetation planting techniques suitable for
growth on various mine waste spoils.

?. /fining techniques favorable for the filling of excavated
pits by waste material.

8. Planning soil and rock excavation to be compatible or blend
in with the adjacent scenic view.

9. Techniques to grow grass and trees on excavated slopes
and waste disposal material.

10. Conversion of poor farmland to class one farmland by mining
activities.

11. Economic value of waste disposal material.

12. Control of short and long term dust pollution.

13. Rehabilitation of pre-mining drainage.

14. Reclamation measures within stream beds and stream banks.

15. Removal or minimization of residual hazards.

16. Regulations - Bonding for reclamation.

17. State Regulations - SMARA, State Water Resources Control
3oard, California Department of
Fish and Game.

18. Abandoned mines.

19. BLJVj/US Forest Service regulations in Wilderness areas.

20. Cost of alternative land uses.
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21. Economic methods of returning mining waste to excavated
quarry pits to partially or completely restore the
original contour.

22. Environmental impact - noise, air and dust pollution.

23. Acid discharge from mines and mine tailings.

24. Rare and endangered species.

25. Scenic restoration of rock quarries.

26. Definition of on-site construction.

27. In-stream mining problems.

28. Reclamation techniques versus high or low land values.

29. Pit/quarry mining on hillsides.

30. Pit/quarry mining on level ground.

31. Desert mining problems.

32. Forest mining problems.

33. Nickel laterite - resoiling problems.

34. Diatomite mining problems.

35

•

Asbestos mining problems.

36. Limestone mining problems.

3?. Possible future mining of mined land.

38. Staining of rock cuts

39

•

1000 cubic yards per acre clarification (SMARA).

4-0. Underground solution mining.

Please add anv additional issues.

41.

42.

44.

45.

46.
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Questions to Speakers

Speaker Topic Question

1.

2.

3.

*K

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

76038-650 6-82 2M LDA
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